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COPYRIGHT NOTICE
This manual is a publication of Maple Systems, Inc., and is provided for use by its customers only. The
contents of the manual are copyrighted by Maple Systems, Inc.; reproduction in whole or in part, for use
other than in support of Maple Systems equipment is prohibited without the specific written permission
of Maple Systems.

WARRANTY
Maple Systems warrants each HMC7000 product (not including IO expansion modules) to be free from
electrical and mechanical defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from the date of
shipment. Maple Systems warrants each HMC7000 IO expansion module product to be free from
electrical and mechanical defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety days from the date
of shipment. This warranty does not apply to defects in the Products caused by abuse, misuse, accident,
casualty, alteration, negligence, repair not authorized by Maple Systems, use on current or voltages other
than specified by Maple Systems, or application or installation not in accordance with published
instruction manuals. This warranty is in lieu of any other warranty either expressed or implied.
Maple Systems’ liability is limited to the repair or replacement of the Product only, and not costs of
installation, removal, or damage to user’s property or other liabilities. If Maple Systems is unable to repair
or replace a nonconforming Product, it may offer a refund of the amount paid to Maple Systems for such
Product in full satisfaction of its warranty obligation. Maximum liability of Maple Systems is the cost of the
Product.
Information furnished by Maple Systems, Inc., is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no
responsibility is assumed by Maple Systems for the use of this information or for any infringements of
patents or other rights of third parties which may result from its use. No license is granted by implication,
or otherwise, under any patent or patent rights of Maple Systems, Inc. Maple Systems retains the right to
revise or change its products and documentation at any time without notice.

IF SERVICE IS REQUIRED
Package the unit in its original packaging container or, if unavailable, any suitable rigid container. If a
substitute container is used, surround the unit with shock absorbing material; damage in shipment is not
covered by the warranty. Include a letter with the unit describing the difficulty and designating a contact
person. Send to the following address: Maple Systems, Inc. 808 134th Street SW Suite 120 Everett, WA
98204-7333
Only Products that have been issued a Return Material Authorization (RMA) number from Maple Systems
may be returned. All RMAs must be accompanied with a written purchase order for tracking purposes or,
in the case of out-of-warranty repairs, for repair charges on a time and material basis.
All returns will be tested to verify customer claims of noncompliance with the product warranty. Improper
return packaging, which makes verification impossible, will void the warranty. Products passing the tests
will be returned “AS IS” to the customer.
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If noncompliance is verified and is not due to customer abuse or the other exceptions described with
product warranty, Maple Systems will, at its option, repair or replace the Product returned to it, freight
prepaid, which fail to comply with the foregoing warranty, provided Maple Systems is notified of such
noncompliance within the warranty period.

APPLICATIONS ASSISTANCE
This manual is designed to provide the necessary information for trouble-free installation and operation
of your new human machine controller (HMC). However, if you need assistance, please call Maple
Systems at 425-745-3229 or visit our web site at http://www.maplesystems.com
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Safety Precautions
Intended Audience
A Qualified Person is one that has the skills and knowledge relating to the construction, installation,
operation, and maintenance of the electrical equipment and has received safety training on the hazards
involved. Qualified Personnel shall:


Have carefully read the entire operation manual.



Be trained and authorized to safely energize, de-energize, ground, lockout and tag circuits and
equipment, and clear faults in accordance with established safety practices.



Be trained in the proper care and use of protective equipment such as safety shoes, rubber
gloves, hard hats, safety glasses, face shields, flash clothing, etc., in accordance with established
safety practices.



Be trained in rendering first aid.

Purpose and scope of this manual
Thank you for purchasing the HMC7000 Series product from Maple Systems. These products are
configured using the MAPware-7000 software.
This manual provides information on how to safely install, operate, and maintain your product.
Read the manual completely before installing, operating, or performing maintenance on this equipment.
This manual and the accompanying drawings should be considered a permanent part of the equipment
and should be readily available for reference and review.
Maple Systems reserves the right, without prior notice, to update information, make product changes, or
to discontinue any product or service identified in this publication

General Precautions
The user must operate the product according to the performance specifications described in the
operational manual.
• The HMC7000 models are general-purpose products. It is a system component and is used in
conjunction with other items of industrial equipment such as PLCs, Loop Controllers, Adjustable Speed
Drives, etc.
• A detailed system analysis and job safety analysis should be performed by the systems designer or
systems integrator before including the unit in any new or existing system. Contact Maple Systems for
options availability and for application-specific system integration information if required.
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• The product may be used to control an adjustable speed drive connected to high voltage sources and
rotating machinery that is inherently dangerous if not operated safely. Interlock all energy sources,
hazardous locations, and guards in order to restrict the exposure of personnel to hazards. The adjustable
speed drive may start the motor without warning.
Signs at the equipment installation must be posted to this effect. A familiarity with Auto restart settings is
a requirement when controlling adjustable speed drives. Failure of external or ancillary components may
cause intermittent system operation, i.e., the system may start the motor without warning or may not
stop on command. Improperly designed or improperly installed system interlocks and permissives may
render a motor unable to start or stop on command.
• Control through serial communications can fail or can also override local controls, which can create an
unsafe condition. System safety features should be employed and designed into the integrated system in
a manner such that system operation, even in the event of system failure, will not cause harm or result in
personnel injury or system damage. Use of the built-in system protective features and interlocks of the
equipment being controlled is highly recommended (i.e., emergency-off, overload protection, etc.).
• Never use the HMC7000 units to perform emergency stops. Separate switches outside the product, the
PLC, and the ASD should be used for emergency stops.
Changes or modifications to the MAPware-7000 program should not be made without the approval of the
system designer or systems integrator. Minor changes or modifications could cause the defeat of safety
interlocks and permissives. Any changes or modifications should be noted and included with the system
documentation.

WARNING It is extremely important that the unit and other peripherals be used for the
specified purpose and under the specified conditions, especially in applications that can
directly or indirectly affect human beings.

WARNING Do not use input functions as PT touch switches for applications where danger to
human life or serious damage is possible, or for emergency switch applications.
Safety Precautions
Please observe the following precautions when installing the unit. Failure to comply with these
restrictions could result in loss of life, serious personal injury, or equipment damage.

WARNING Do not operate the unit in areas subject to explosion due to flammable gases,
vapors, or dusts.
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WARNING Do not connect the unit to an AC power source. You will cause permanent
damage to the unit.

WARNING Do not attempt to use a DC power supply that does not meet unit power
requirements. You may cause malfunction or permanent damage to unit.

WARNING Do not power the unit with a DC power supply used for inductive loads or for
input circuitry to the programmable logic controller. Severe voltage spikes caused by these
devices may damage the unit.
Caution
Upon receipt of the equipment inspect the packaging and equipment for shipping damage.


Carefully unpack the equipment and check for parts that were damaged from shipping, missing
parts, or concealed damage. If any discrepancies are discovered, it should be noted with the
carrier prior to accepting the shipment, if possible. File a claim with the carrier if necessary and
immediately notify your Maple Systems representative.



DO NOT install or energize equipment that has been damaged. Damaged equipment may fail
during operation resulting in further equipment damage or personal injury.



Check to see that the model number specified on the nameplate conforms to the order
specifications.



Modification of this equipment is dangerous and must not be performed except by factory
trained representatives. When modifications are required contact your Maple Systems
representative.



Inspections may be required before and after moving installed equipment.



Keep the equipment in an upright position as indicated on the shipping carton.



Contact your Maple Systems representative for assistance if required.

Handling and Storage


Use proper lifting techniques when moving the product; including properly sizing up the load,
and getting assistance if required.



Store in a well-ventilated covered location and preferably in the original carton if the equipment
will not be used upon receipt.
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Safety Precautions


Store in a cool, clean, and dry location. Avoid storage locations with extreme temperatures, rapid
temperature changes, high humidity, moisture, dust, corrosive gases, or metal particles.



Do not store the unit in places that are exposed to outside weather conditions (i.e., wind, rain,
snow, etc.).

Disposal
Never dispose of electrical components via incineration. Contact your state environmental agency for
details on disposal of electrical components and packaging in your area.

Installation Precautions
Location and Ambient Requirements
a)

Adequate personnel working space and adequate illumination must be provided for adjustment,
inspection, and maintenance of the equipment.

b) Avoid installation in areas where vibration, heat, humidity, dust, fibers, steel particles,
explosive/corrosive mists or gases, or sources of electrical noise are present.
c)

The installation location shall not be exposed to direct sunlight.

d) Allow proper clearance spaces for installation. Do not obstruct the ventilation openings. Refer to
the recommended minimum installation dimensions as shown on the enclosure outline
drawings.
e)

The ambient operating temperature shall be between 0° and 50° C (32° and 122° F).

Mounting Requirements
a)

Only Qualified Personnel should install this equipment.

b) Install the unit in a secure upright position in a well-ventilated area.
c)

A noncombustible insulating floor or mat should be provided in the area immediately
surrounding the electrical system at the place where maintenance operations are to be
performed.

Conductor Routing and Grounding
a)

Use separate metal conduits for routing the input power, and control circuits.

b) A separate ground cable should be run inside the conduit with the input power, and control
circuits.
c)

DO NOT connect control terminal strip return marked CC to earth ground.

d) Always ground the unit to prevent electrical shock and to help reduce electrical noise.
The Metal Of Conduit Is Not An Acceptable Ground.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Welcome
Welcome to the Maple Systems’ HMC7000 Series Human Machine Controllers (HMCs). The
graphic HMC7000 is a combination operator-based HMI (human machine interface) with built-in
PLC (programmable logic controller) operation.

This is accomplished through the use of optional expansion I/O modules and configuration
software that supports ladder logic programming. Now you can have an HMI and a PLC in one
unit. There are several advantages:


Lower cost



Easier to use and maintain



Easier to program (only one software package to learn)



Faster response time since HMI and PLC are in one unit

The HMC7000 offers flexibility as well. Rather than using fixed I/O, the HMC7000 Series
employs expansion slots so that you can customize your I/O configuration. In addition, Maple
Systems offers a wide assortment of expansion modules including combination digital
input/output modules, digital input only, digital output only, analog modules, and high-speed
counter modules. The HMC7000 Series also has serial ports so if you have a favorite PLC that
you wish to use- no problem. The HMC7000 supports most major PLC manufacturer brands.
The HMC7000 Series products are industrial grade equipment. They are certified to meet the
European CE noise immunity/emission standards and they are UL listed for Class I Division 2
environments.
Please read through this operations manual and visit www.maplesystems.com for the latest
information on these products.
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MAPware-7000 Support
The configuration software, MAPware-7000, is used to program the models listed below.
HMC Models Supported
Maple Systems offers four models of the HMC7000 Series which have a display, touchscreen
and/or keypad, and support direct connection to both digital and analog inputs/outputs:


HMC7030A-L A 128x64 pixel 2.7” tri-color FSTN LCD display with backlight. Supports a
membrane-style keypad with function keys, serial port, USB port, and built-in digital I/O
(12 inputs, 8 outputs)



HMC7030A-M Similar to above except this model has no built-in I/O but three
expansion ports for optional I/O modules



HMC7035A-M A 320x240 pixel 3.5” color LCD display with touchscreen. Has a serial
port, USB port, and three expansion ports for optional I/O modules



HMC7057A-M A 320x240 pixel 5.7” color LCD display with touchscreen. Has two serial
ports, USB port, and five expansion ports for optional I/O modules

There are several I/O expansion modules available for the HMC models listed above (see The
HMC7000 Series Installation Guide for more information).
New models are already planned for the future. For the latest list of HMC7000 Series models
supported by the MAPware-7000 software, please visit our website at:
www.maplesystems.com.
External 3rd Party PLCs Supported
The HMC7000 Series support serial ports which allow you to connect an external third party PLC
(such as Allen Bradley MicroLogix, GE Fanuc VersaMax, Schneider Electric Modicon, etc) to the
unit. For the latest list of PLCs and controllers supported by the HMC7000 Series, please visit
our website.

About Your Documentation
Maple Systems provides many resources to allow you to get the most out of your HMC7000
Series controllers.


This HMC7000 Series Programming Manual (shipped with MAPware-7000 software as a
PDF file) describes the general operation and features of the HMC7000 Series using the
MAPware-7000 configuration software.



Controller Information Sheets – Important information specific to each supported
protocol when connecting to an external third party PLC.
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MAPware-7000 Online Help – covers the operation of the MAPware-7000 programming
software. Always available by clicking Help Topics from the Help menu in MAPware7000.



HMC7000 Quick Start Guide – included with every HMC7000 or available for download
from our website. Describes general specifications and installation of the HMC7000.

For more information, please visit the Support Center section on our website at
http://www.maplesystems.com/support.htm. The Support Center provides links to manuals,
FAQs, technical notes, training videos, sample projects, controller information sheets, and
controller cable diagrams.
Conventions
When using MAPware-7000, there are usually several ways to perform a task. For example, if
you want to copy a graphics object, you can:


click the Copy command on the Edit menu



click the Copy button on the Standard toolbar



press the CTRL+C keys on your computer

In most cases, we will describe each method when the task is first discussed. The menu method
is then used whenever the task is used in later procedures. Other conventions used in this
manual are listed in the following table.
Convention

Meaning

Bold

Characters that you must type exactly as they appear. For example, if you are directed
to type a:\setup, you should type all the bold characters exactly as they are printed.

Italic

Placeholders for information you must provide. For example, if you are directed to
type filename, you should type the actual name for a file instead of the word shown in
italic type. Italics are also used to indicate a glossary term.

ALL CAPITALS

Directory names, files names, key names, and acronyms.

KEY1+KEY2

A plus sign (+) between key names means to press and hold down the first key while
you press the second key.

Click

Refers to clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left mouse button) once.

Double-click

Refers to quickly clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left mouse button)
twice.

Right-click

Refers to clicking the secondary mouse button (usually the right mouse button) once.
Right-clicking usually opens shortcut menus.

The following table identifies symbols and margin icons.
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Icon

Meaning

►

Identifies a procedure.



Indicates a reference to additional information.



Indicates an important note.

What You Need
The following items are needed to configure and operate your HMC7000.
Configuration Software

MAPware-7000

I/O Expansion Modules

All modules for the HMC7000 begin with a Maple P/N of HMC7;
visit our website for a complete listing of all available modules

Configuration Cable

USB download cable with Type A and Type B connectors or
Serial download cable

Personal Computer

User Provided

Power Cable

6030-0009 2-conductor 18 AWG, shielded, no connectors

24VDC Power Supply

User Provided (or available from Maple Systems)

rd

1

3 Party PLC (optional)

User Provided

Controller Information Sheets

Maple Systems provides Controller Information Sheets specific to
communicating to third party PLCs. Please locate the sheet that
corresponds to your PLC on our website.

Communication Cable

Refer to our website (www.maplesystems.com) for a list of
available cables.

1

Computer requirements include a Pentium 800 MHz or higher processor, 256 MB RAM, 800
MB available Hard Disk Space, 1024x768 resolution color monitor, Keyboard and Mouse, USB
2.0 port for downloading project, one RS232 port for online simulation, Windows XP, Vista, or
Windows 7 operating system.

HMC7000 Basics
The Maple Systems HMC7000 Series are economical graphics-based touchscreen (with
membrane-style function keys) controllers. We use the term “HMC” (human machine
controller) to signify this operator interface can perform the functions of an HMI (human
machine interface) as well as a PLC (programmable logic controller). The HMC7000 is an ideal
option for control systems that require a visual display interface for the plant floor operator and
the functionality of a programmable logic controller for direct connection to digital/analog
inputs and outputs (using optional I/O expansion modules).
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Human Machine Controllers (HMC) provide much more versatility than traditional mechanical
control panels. An HMC7000 allows a plant floor operator to monitor current conditions of a
control system and, if necessary, to initiate a change in the operation of the system. The
HMC7000 can connect to external programmable logic controllers (PLCs) typically through the
PLC’s serial communications port. You can also connect the HMC7000 directly to digital and
analog I/O (Inputs/Outputs) for direct control without a third party PLC. The HMC7000 is
programmed to monitor and change current values stored in the data memory of the PLC or to
directly control I/O through the expansion modules.
The HMC7000 has a text-based or graphics-based display. A text-based HMC7000 displays
printable text characters but no graphics. Some text-based operator interfaces display text
characters in various sizes. A graphics-based HMC7000 displays printable text characters of
varying fonts and sizes as well as graphics such as icons, bitmaps, or pictures. Using pictures
instead of words or characters often greatly simplifies the operation of the operator interface,
making the HMC7000 more intuitive.
Some operator interfaces use touchscreen displays while others use a membrane-style keypad.
Membrane-style keypads are best used in applications in which the keypad is likely to become
dirty. Touchscreen displays are placed over the operator interface screen thus providing much
more flexibility than typical membrane-style keypads. The HMC7000 Series provides maximum
versatility since it has both a touchscreen (not included on the HMC7030A models) and several
membrane-style function keys.
The HMC7000 Series has a power LED to indicate when power is applied to the unit. The
HMC7000 Series is powered by +24VDC. Serial ports are located on the bottom of the HMC for
connection to PLCs. The power input is also located there. Most models also have at least one
USB port for project upload/download. A battery compartment is accessible through the back
enclosure of the unit. The button cell battery is used to retain the time and date of the built-in
RTC (real-time clock) when the +24VDC power has been removed. Finally, the back enclosure of
the HMC7000 is designed to allow mounting of external I/O modules.
The HMC7000 Series is designed for industrial environments and carries a NEMA4/IP65 rating as
well as CE compliance for noise immunity and emissions. It is also UL listed and certified for
Class I Div 2 installations.
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Projects
The HMC7000 has two basic segments of internal memory. The code memory (firmware)
contains the information required by the HMC that controls how it operates such as the features
supported and how it communicates to a third party PLC. The HMC programmer does not have
the ability to change this code memory. Project memory pertains to all the window screens and
ladder logic created and any other features that the HMC programmer can create using the
MAPware-7000 configuration software. Therefore, the term project is used to designate the file
that is sent to the HMC7000 from the MAPware-7000 software.
Backing Up Projects
The MAPware-7000 configuration software does not perform automatic saving of the project
that is open. We recommend that you frequently save your project as you are working on it to
make sure that no work is needlessly lost in the event of a power failure or computer error.
When you have completed a project, we strongly urge that you archive it to another folder, an
external network drive, or storage media for safe-keeping. Although Maple Systems does
provide repair support on all of our products, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to
restore a project on a damaged unit.
Objects
An object is any ‘thing’ that performs an action while the HMC is communicating to the PLC or
attached expansion modules. In order to get the HMC to ‘do anything’, you must program the
HMC with objects. Objects perform actions such as display text or graphics, write a value to a
PLC register, control an I/O expansion module, or display an alarm. Objects most often are
graphics shapes that are to be displayed on the HMC screen. For example, a text object is used
to display text on the HMC. But objects are also used to configure the HMC7000 to perform
some action. For example, a Numeric Data Display object tells the HMC7000 to continuously
monitor a PLC register and display the number in that register. Some objects can display a
graphics shape on the HMC7000 screen and perform some action. A Toggle Bit Object creates a
graphic object on the HMC7000 that, when pressed, activates a bit in the PLC.
Graphics Objects
A Graphics Object is any text, icon, or picture that can be displayed on the HMC7000. Graphics
objects are further defined by how they are composed or created. A Text Object is a graphics
object that displays text on the HMC screen. A Picture Object is a graphics object that displays a
bitmap or JPG on the HMC screen. Most of the objects available in the MAPware-7000 software
can display a predefined shape, picture, or text.
Windows
A window is a pre-programmed screen of objects that displays on the HMC7000. Windows can
be full-sized, meaning that when displayed they completely cover the HMC7000 display, or a
window can be partially sized, meaning that the window is ‘overlaid’ on top of a full-sized
window. Partially sized windows are commonly referred to as ‘popup windows’. Windows
appear on the HMC7000 display by a request from the PLC or by a press from the touchscreen
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(or function keys). Once a window is displayed, the objects on that window become active.
Windows can also overlap each other. Each window displays graphics objects; there is no limit
to the number of objects that can be placed on each window. The number of windows available
to the HMC7000 is determined by the total amount of memory used for the application.
List of Objects
The next several chapters will guide you through the creation of your first project. Before you
proceed, you may wish to read this brief list of some of the objects offered in the HMC7000
Series.
Bit Lamp

Creates a graphic object to depict the current status of a PLC
or I/O bit.

Word Lamp

Depicts a graphic object (i.e. picture or button) and/or text
that indicate the current ‘state’ of a multi-state PLC or I/O data
register.

Bit Display

Similar to above except that text is used to represent the
current status of a bit (ex. Off, On).

Numeric
Display

Displays a number stored in a data register.

Message
Display

Displays predefined text for multiple states depending upon
the current value in a data register.

Bit Entry

Use this object to change the state (On or Off) of a bit.

Numeric
Entry

Allows numeric or ASCII character entry to a targeted data
register.

Set, Reset,
Toggle Bit

Creates a touchscreen graphics object that, when pressed,
sets, resets, or toggles a data bit.

Multi-Task
Single-State
Button

Creates a touchscreen graphics object that can perform
multiple tasks when pressed and/or released.

Multi-Task
Multi-State
Button

Similar to the Multi-Task Single-State button, this button can
perform multiple tasks and have multiple states, changing
state every time the button is pressed.
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Write, Add,
Subtract
Value to Tag
Add
(Subtract)
Tag B to Tag
A

Screen
Objects

Creates a touchscreen graphics object that writes a specific
value, adds a value, or subtracts a value to a data register
when pressed.

When pressed, this object adds (or subtracts) the current value
in data register B to the value in data register A.

Creates a touchscreen graphics object that, when pressed,
displays a new screen, next screen, previous screen or popup
screen on the HMC7000.

Draw a line, rectangle, or ellipse using these tools.
Drawing
Tools

or

Text Objects

Create a text box using either predefined system fonts or
Windows TrueType fonts.

Picture
Object

Display a JPG, BMP, or GIF picture using either predefined
libraries or your own custom.

Upload
(Transfer)
Recipe

Use these objects to upload or download (transfer) predefined
values located in a set of data registers to another set of data
registers.
Display values in data registers as bar graphs.

Bar Graphs

Analog
Meter
Real Time
Trend and
Historical
Trend
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Display values in a data register as an analog meter.

Use these objects to depict values from up to four registers
(channels) based upon a time scale. The Historical Trend
object uses data that has been captured by the Data Logger.
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and

Numeric,
ASCII, and
custom
keypads

These are keypads that can be displayed on a screen for
editing purposes.

Alarm List
and
Database

Displays preconfigured alarm messages when the tagged bit is
triggered.

Alarm
Buttons

Clock
Buttons

These alarm buttons are used to acknowledge a particular,
next, previous, or all alarms.

Use these objects to display the time and date as read from
the internal RTC (real time clock).

Tags

The tag database is used to assign memorable names to the
PLC and I/O registers that you wish to use. Tags can be
exported and edited.

Logic Blocks

The HMC7000 supports logic blocks that are used to create
relay ladder logic programs.

Data Logger

This feature is used to capture data from PLC or I/O registers
and store this data in retentive memory.

Tasks

The HMC7000 has many preprogrammed ‘tasks’ that make it
even easier to program.

Languages

With the language feature, up to nine different languages can
be used to configure each text object.

This manual has been designed as a training manual as well as a reference guide. In this effort,
the manual tries to minimize the amount of time required to become familiar with the
HMC7000 product line and how to configure these products using the MAPware-7000
programming software. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you read through each chapter
of this manual in the order that it is presented. To minimize redundancy, any concepts
explained in a chapter are not repeated in later chapters.
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Through experience and many years of customer feedback, we have found that the quickest
path to finish your project is to quickly skim through the entire manual. By doing this, you will
become familiar with the layout of the manual as well as learn basic concepts and operation of
the product.
Next, install the MAPware-7000 software onto your computer and try creating a simple project.
Chapter 5- A Quick Start provides you with a step-by-step example of creating a project for an
HMC7057A-M model that will be connected to a PLC. Even if you do not intend to use that
particular model, we recommend you spend the time to go through this chapter as it will be
time well spent.
Don’t forget to take full advantage of the Help files in MAPware-7000. These are a good source
of information when you quickly want to research some particular feature.
Finally, our technical support staff is available by phone or by email to assist you if you run into
any problems not covered by this manual. Visit our website at www.maplesystems.com for
contact information.
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Chapter 2 - Software Tour
Introduction
The MAPware-7000 software is designed to program the HMC7000 Series- graphic touchscreen
operator interfaces with optional I/O expansion modules
The software is easy to use and requires a minimal amount of time to become familiar with
operation. With the MAPware-7000 software, you can quickly create projects using the various
features and tools that come with the software.
System Requirements
The following basic computer hardware is required to install and use the MAPware-7000
software









1 GHz Pentium-based processor or equivalent
1 GB of RAM (more memory improves performance)
800 MB (including 200 MB for the .NET Framework Redistributable) available hard disk
space
Monitor set for 16-bit color 1024x768 pixel mode
Microsoft mouse or compatible pointing device and keyboard
USB port (to upload/download projects)
Serial port (to upload/download projects- optional)
Microsoft Windows XP, 2000, Vista, or 7

Installing MAPware-7000
Use the following procedure to install the MAPware-7000 software from the CD-ROM:





Turn on power to your development computer.
Make sure no other application programs are currently running.
Insert the MAPware-7000 software CD into the computer’s CD-ROM drive. Note: if ‘Auto
Play’ mode is not set for your CD-ROM drive, click on setup.exe on the root directory of
the CD drive using Windows Explorer.
The Welcome to MAPware-7000 software screen appears.

Click Next to continue.
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Select the preferred directory location on your computer to install the MAPware-7000
software (default is C:\Maple Systems\MAPware-7000\):



Then click Next.
Confirm Installation.



Click Next to begin.
Once installation is complete, click Close.
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Starting the MAPware-7000 Software
The MAPware-7000 software (as all other Windows applications) can be employed by clicking on
the Start button in the Windows Task bar, then the All Programs button:

The MAPware-7000 Task menu provides the following:





MAPware-7000 icon to start the software
Help icon to access the Help files directly
The HMC7000 Series Programming Manual
Uninstall icon

Click on the MAPware-7000 icon to begin execution of this program (depending upon the
hardware of your computer, this may take some time). Eventually the opening screen appears:

Note: the software requires that you set your monitor resolution to 1024x768 pixels or higher.
If you have prior experience programming HMIs, you will notice that the MAPware-7000
software is intentionally designed with the same look and feel as most HMI configuration
software in the marketplace today. This is done to make your transition to using the HMC7000
Series products as trouble-free as possible. If you are new to using the MAPware-7000
configuration software, this chapter will give you a brief rundown of how to take maximum
advantage of the ease-of-use this software provides.
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The Opening Screen
As mentioned above, initial screen displayed when you start the MAPware-7000 software
displays the overall workspace environment that you will be creating your projects in:

Perform the following:




Click New to start a new project.
The Select Product dialog box appears. Select any product and then click OK.
The Project Configuration dialog box appears. Click OK.

Now, you should see the following:
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Double-click on Project Item – Screens. This displays a listing of all current screens:



Double-click on Screen1. This displays a blank screen 1, along with appropriate toolbars:
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Let’s describe each section of the software in detail:
Title Bar

Menu Bar
Project Toolbar

Layout Toolbar
Draw Toolbar

Screen Work Area
Properties Grid
Common Objects Toolbar

Project Information Window

Status Bar

Properties Help Guide

Font Toolbar
Global Toolbar

Title Bar – indicates the current open project and directory location
Menu Bar – these are the standard menu options for the MAPware-7000 software
Toolbars – shortcuts of features and commands that you may use with regularity
Project Toolbar – commands used on a project level (i.e. Save, Open, Cut, etc.)
Layout Toolbar – commands used on screens and objects (i.e. New screen, Align, etc.)
Draw Toolbar – access to all objects that can be placed onto a screen
Common Objects Toolbar – access to most commonly used objects
Font Toolbar – controls for text objects
Global Toolbar – controls to view the various states of a highlighted object
Status Bar – provides information about current project (i.e. offline, X Y coordinates)
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Project Information Window – folder-style depiction of the current project. Also shows listing of
past projects that have been created.
Screen Work Area – shows all objects and attributes of current open screen
Properties Grid – this is the area where attributes of highlighted object are adjusted
Properties Help Guide – quick help on each attribute highlighted for an object
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Menu Bar Options
Project menu - settings/controls used on the entire project














New – creates a new project
Open – opens an existing project
Close – closes the project that is currently open
Save – saves the currently opened project
Save As – to save the currently opened project under a new file name
Properties – this displays the Project Configuration dialog box (same dialog box that is
displayed when a new project is started)
Import Text Objects – import a CSV file that contains text for all labels and text objects
in the project
Export Text Objects – exports a CSV formatted file containing the text used in all labels
and text objects of the project
Transfer
o Download – Sends the currently opened project to a HMC7000
o Upload – Receives a project from a HMC7000
Print – prints a hardcopy of the opened project
Compile – compiles the opened project and checks for errors
Run – runs the opened project in a simulation mode
Exit – exits the MAPware-7000 application

Edit menu– used to make modifications to objects on screens










Undo – clears the last action performed
Redo – if the Undo action is taken, pressing Redo will recapture and implement the last
action performed
Cut – deletes the selected object
Copy – copies the selected object
Paste – pastes the object selected using the copy function onto the screen
Select All – selects all objects on a screen
Group Objects – combines all objects that are currently highlighted into one object that
can be moved, deleted, or copied as one object whenever selected
Ungroup Objects – breaks a combined group of objects back into separate objects
Bookmarks – bookmarks are a way of identifying ‘important’ screens, to make it easier
to locate them when working on a project. Bookmarks are used only by the MAPware7000 software and are not downloaded into the HMC7000.
o Add Bookmark – this function attaches a bookmark ( ) to a screen in the
Project Information Window.
o Clear Bookmark – clears a bookmark assigned to a screen.
o Previous Bookmark – use this function to open and display a bookmarked screen
prior to the currently displayed screen, (ex. if screen #3 is displayed and screen
#2 is bookmarked, this function will display screen #2 when selected)
o Next Bookmark – similar to above except displays next bookmarked screen that
is in numerical sequence
o Clear All Bookmarks – use this to clear all existing bookmarks in a project
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View menu – provides options for viewing screens and other sections of the opened project













Data Monitor window – opens the data monitor window (used to monitor the current
values in tags during simulation)
Device Information – provides information about the HMC7000 that is currently
connected to your computer
Icons – displays all screens (including base, popup, keypad, and template screens) as a
series of small icons in the work area of the MAPware-7000 software. To implement
this, you must first highlight the Screens folder in the Project Information Window.
Lists – provides a brief list of all screens (according to screen number). As with icons, you
must highlight the Screens folder in the Project Information Window to implement this
view.
Details – provides a detailed list of all screens. Details include screen number, name,
type of screen, if it has an assigned task, etc. This is the default setting when you open a
project.
Arrange By - determines how the data displayed in the Details list above is ordered (i.e.
according to screen number, name, etc)
Zoom to – enlarge or reduce the size of screen currently displayed in the workspace
Screen Information – opens a window at the bottom of the workspace that shows
detailed information about the currently displayed screen
Errors and Warnings – opens a window at the bottom of the workspace that shows
detailed information about any errors or warnings that may occur when the project is
compiled. This window helps you to locate potential problems with your project.
Refresh – repaints the workspace area
Screen/Object Properties – displays or closes the screen/object properties box that is
displayed on the right hand side of the workspace area
Projects Information – displays or closes the Project Information window located on the
left hand side of the workspace area

Layout menu – these are tools used to edit simple shapes or to quickly adjust the size of objects
on screen









Pattern – displays the Pattern Dialog box for any simple shape that has the ability to set
a pattern
Line Color – displays the Color Palette dialog box so that you can select a color for the
line
Fill Color – displays the Color Palette dialog box so that you can change color of the area
inside one of the simple shapes (i.e. rectangle, ellipse, etc).
Text Color – allows you to quickly change the color of the text in a text or multilingual
text object
Pattern Color – use this to change the color of the pattern selected
Bring to Front – if two or more objects are overlaid, this causes the selected object to be
on top
Send to Back – If two or more objects are overlaid, this will place the selected object on
the bottom of the stack
Align to - when two or more objects are highlighted, this will align the objects according
to the left, right, top, or bottom sides of the objects
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Center Along – when two or more objects are highlighted, this feature moves the
objects to the same location on the screen
o Screen’s Horizontal – aligns along the horizontal center of the screen
o Screen’s Vertical – aligns along the vertical center of the screen
o Object’s Horizontal – aligns with respect to the horizontal center of the two
objects
o Object’s Vertical – aligns with respect to the vertical center of the two objects
Place Equidistant – takes three or more highlighted objects and places them equidistant
from each other along…
o Along Horizontal – the horizontal plane
o Along Vertical – the vertical plane
Make Equal - takes two or more highlighted objects and makes them all the same size.
Note: the height/width of the last selected object is used for the adjustment.
o Height – affects only the height of each highlighted object
o Width – affects only the width of each highlighted object
o Size – both width and height are adjusted

Screen menu – options on creating/deleting screens in the project. Note: this menu only
appears if a current screen, keypad, or template is displayed.














New Base Screen – creates a new base (full-sized) screen
New Popup Screen – creates a new popup (partially sized) screen
New Template Screen – create a new template screen
Open Screen – displays the Open Screen dialog box from which you can select which
screen you would like displayed
Open Template Screen - displays the Open Template Screen dialog box from which you
can select which template screen you would like displayed
Apply Template Screens – displays the Template Screen Setting dialog box which is used
to assign any of the template screens to each base screen
Close – closes the displayed screen
Delete – deletes the displayed screen
Duplicate –duplicates the currently displayed base screen or template
First – displays the first screen (Screen 1) or first template (Template 1)
Next – displays the next screen in sequence
Previous – displays the prior screen in sequence
Last – displays the last (highest numbered) screen

Define menu – use this menu to configure many of the background tasks of the HMC7000




Data Logger – displays the Data Logger screen. The Data Logger is used to capture
values from predefined tags. Capturing is based upon a time interval or a triggered
event. Capture values can then be represented on the HMC7000 screen using the
Historical Trend Object or values can be uploaded to a computer. Note: same as clicking
on the Data Logger folder in the Project Information window.
Global Keys – displays the Global Keys configuration screen. Global Keys determine how
the function keys on the right side of the display function when pressed. These keys can
also be configured locally per screen using the Keys folder under each Screen folder in
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the Project Information window. Note: same as clicking on the Keys folder in the Project
Information window.
Nodes – use to assign a network node address to each serial com port on the HMC7000.
You can also modify the settings for each serial port (i.e. baud rate, communications
driver, etc) as well. Note: same as clicking on the Network Configuration folder in the
Project Information window.
Tag Database – displays the Tag database. Use this to configure and assign tags to each
internal memory address or PLC memory address you wish to access. Note: same as
clicking on the Tags folder in the Project Information window.
Alarm Database – displays the Alarm Configuration screen. Use this screen to assign and
create alarm messages. Note: same as clicking Alarms folder in the Project Information
window.
Languages – displays the Languages Configuration screen. Use this screen to select
additional languages (up to 9) that can be used in text and labels for objects. Note:
same as clicking Languages in the Project Information window.
System Parameters – displays the Systems Parameters dialog box which is used to
configure the Timer Interrupt and Keep Memory Area.
Ethernet Settings – displays the Download Ethernet Settings dialog box for the
HMC7000. Note: only available for models that have an Ethernet port.

Mode menu – determines the operating mode of the MAPware-7000 software





Edit – when selected, allows editing of the opened project (default mode)
Online/Offline – when selected, the MAPware-7000 software connects to the HMC7000
to read/write to internal memory addresses of the HMC7000. Data can be edited and
monitored using the Data Monitor window.
o With upload – current project residing in HMC7000 is uploaded into the
MAPware-7000 before going online.
o Without upload – MAPware-7000 simply connects to HMC7000 without
uploading the existing project that is in the HMC.
PLC Control – controls how the ladder logic blocks in the HMC7000 operate while in
Online mode.
o Run – starts execution of ladder logic in PLC7000 {future product}
o Halt – temporarily stops execution of ladder logic
o Run Force – very similar to Run mode except in this mode, the ladder logic will
continue to run even if the physical expansion I/O modules are not connected to
the HMC7000. The registers assigned to the I/O modules are updated. This
mode is useful to check operation of the program.
o Hold – stops execution of the ladder logic but continues to update all inputs and
outputs. This mode is primarily useful to troubleshoot external I/O signals
connected to the expansion modules.
o Hold Cancel – cancels the Hold mode and returns to normal (Run) operation.
o Error Reset – the HMC7000 has a self-diagnostics routine that continuously runs
in the background during normal operation. If a problem is detected during
normal operation, the HMC7000 may go into shutdown mode. In this mode,
execution of the ladder logic is stopped; all outputs are assigned to the Error
State Output Condition. Once the cause of the error has been corrected,
normal operation can resume if this command is sent to the HMC7000.
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Tools menu – these are miscellaneous settings and tools that can be used with the MAPware7000 software.






Application Memory Status… - display the Memory Status dialog box. This provides
detailed information on memory required by the HMC7000 for the currently opened
project.
Display Logged Data… - displays logged data (in CSV format) that has been uploaded
from the HMC7000. Logged data can be captured by the HMC7000 using the Data
Logger feature.
Display Historical Alarm Data… - displays data collected by the HMC7000 on alarms
Convert Application – allow programmer to convert a project using one HMC7000 to a
different model of the HMC7000 as long as they both have the same size display
Preferences- miscellaneous settings when using MAPware-7000
o Colors – displays the Color Settings dialog box. These are color options when
using the Logic Block feature
o On line communication – determines which port on the HMC7000 is used during
an online connection – USB, serial, or Ethernet
o Others – set the following
 Ladder instruction tag length – determines maximum number of
characters shown for each tag address in the ladder logic
 Show default tag name definition screen – if enabled, a popup dialog
box will appear when entering instructions in a logic block It gives
programmer ability to change the name of the tag easily.
 Show overlapping message screen – during compile, if MAPware-7000
detects that two adjacent objects are overlapping, a message is
displayed

Data Window menu – this menu is for the Data Window feature.






New block – displays the Define Block dialog box. Used to define a block of data to be
viewed in the Data Monitor.
Delete block – displays the Delete Block dialog box. Select which block of data you wish
to remove from the Data Monitor.
Edit block – displays the Edit Block dialog box. Use to modify an existing block (i.e.
change address, size, color, etc).
Import Data – import a Data Monitor file (in *.CSV format) that was created in a
different project. Useful if you wish to monitor the same addresses
Export Data – export a Data Monitor file (in *.CSV format) so that you do not have to
recreate the Data Monitor list in another project

Window menu – MAPware-7000 provides many options for displaying open screens






Cascade – cascades (overlapping windows) all open screens
Tile Horizontally – displays all open screens horizontally (top to bottom of monitor)
Tile Vertically – displays all open screens vertically (left to right of monitor)
Close All – closes all open screens
List of Open Screens – displays a popup dialog box of all open screens
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Help menu – MAPware-7000 includes extensive help files that cover the operation of each
feature.





Contents – displays the Help files, Contents tab
Index – displays the Help files, Index tab
Search – display the Help files, Search tab
About… - provides information on Software revision

Draw menu – used to select objects that can be placed onto each screen. Also configures the
grid function for screens.




Graphical Objects – objects used to create simple shapes and text
o Line – draws a line on screen
o Ellipse – draws an ellipse or circle
o Rectangle – draws a rectangle or square
o Rounded Rectangle – draws a rectangle or square with beveled edges
o Multilingual Text – use to create a static text box. This object differs from the
simple text box in that this object allows use of Windows TrueType fonts.
Buttons – objects that require input from the HMC7000 touchscreen
o Navigation Buttons – buttons used to change or navigate through screens
 Go to Screen – creates a button that, when pressed, displays a base
screen
 Go to Next Screen – when pressed, goes to next screen in numerical
sequence
 Go to Previous Screen – when pressed, goes to prior screen in numerical
sequence
 Open Popup Screen – creates a button that, when pressed, displays a
popup (partially sized) screen which overlays on top of the base screen
already showing
o Bit Action Buttons – buttons used to control a coil or bit
 Set Bit – creates a button that, when pressed sets (turns On) a bit
 Reset Bit – when pressed, clears (turns Off) a bit
 Toggle Bit – alternates setting/clearing a bit each time button is pressed
o Word Action Buttons – buttons used to write values to registers. Data can be 8bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit formats depending upon how the registers are configured in
the Tag database.
 Write Value to Tag – writes a predefined constant value to the register
 Add Value to Tag – adds a predefined constant value (addend) to the
number already existing in the target register and places the resulting
value (sum) in that register
 Subtract Value from Tag – subtracts a predefined constant value
(subtrahend) from the existing number (minuend) in the target register
and places the resulting value (difference) in that register
 Add Tag B to Tag A – when pressed, this button will
1. read the current value in Tag B
2. read the current value in Tag A
3. add the Tag B value to the Tag A value
4. write the resulting sum to Tag A
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Subtract Tag B from Tag A – when pressed, this button will
1. read the current value in Tag B
2. read the current value in Tag A
3. subtract the Tag B value from the Tag A value
4. write the resulting difference to Tag A
o Alarm Action Buttons – buttons used to control active alarms
 Alarm Acknowledge – creates a button that, when pressed
‘acknowledges’ or indicates that an active alarm has been recognized by
the plant floor operator
 Acknowledge All – when pressed, this button will acknowledge all active
alarms
 Next Alarm – when pressed, displays the next active alarm (according to
chronological order) in sequence
 Previous Alarm – displays the prior active alarm (according to
chronological order)
o Recipe – these are buttons that control recipes
 Transfer Recipe – when pressed, this button copies a block of internal
memory registers in the HMC7000 to a set of PLC registers or internal
memory registers
 Upload Recipe - when pressed, this button copies a predefined block of
registers in the PLC to a set of internal memory registers in the
HMC7000
o Multi-task Single-state Button – this button is very similar to the Bit Action
Buttons described above except that instead of controlling a single bit/coil, the
Multi-task Single-state button can be configured to perform one or more tasks.
This button performs the same set of tasks every time the button is pressed
and/or released.
o Multi-task Multi-state Button – this button is similar to the Word Action buttons
above, except that instead of writing to a single register, the Multi-task Multistate button can be configured to perform one or more tasks. In addition,
unlike the Multi-task Single-state Button, this button can be configured for
several ‘states’, meaning that every time the button is pressed, a different set of
tasks can be initiated.
Input Objects – keypads and data entry objects
o Data Entry - objects that display a keypad to change the value of a bit or register
 Bit Entry – this object is very similar to a Toggle Bit object but instead of
writing immediately to the targeted bit whenever the button is pressed,
this object displays a popup keypad. The popup keypad allows you to
select a ‘1’ or ‘0’, then press the Enter key to write the new value to the
bit.
 Numeric Entry – this object displays the current value in a register.
When pressed, a popup keypad appears that allows the operator to
write a new value to the register.
o Keypad – displays a ten-key keypad on the screen
o ASCII Keypad – displays an alphanumeric keypad on the screen
o Custom Keypad – displays a keypad on the screen but without any defined keys.
Programmer defines each key as to operation.
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Display Objects – these are objects that display data stored in a bit or register as either a
number or as some graphic representation (i.e. lamp, bar graph, etc).
o Text – this is a simple text object that displays static text using one of four
predefined font sizes.
o Date – displays the date using the internal clock
o Time – display time
o Data Display – these objects display the data in bits or registers as numbers or
characters.
 Numeric Display – displays the current value in the register
 Message Display – displays predefined text strings based upon the value
in the register. Each text string represents a predefined range of values.
 Bit Display – displays two predefined text strings according to the state
(On or Off) of the bit.
o Bit Lamp – represents the state of a targeted bit using a predefined shape or
picture (BMP, JPG or GIF)
o Word Lamp – same as Bit Lamp except a Word Lamp represents registers.
o Bar Graph – displays a single bar graph that represents the current value in a
register.
o Multiple Bar Graphs – displays up to four separate bar graphs
o Real Time Trend – displays a trend graph that represents up to four registers.
The graph polls the registers on a timed basis and displays the values as plots on
a time graph.
o Historical Trend – same as above except instead of real-time, the values are
read from the Data Logger.
o Analog Meter – represents a data register as an analog meter.
o Alarm List – displays a list of alarm messages
Grid – Turn on or off a grid that is displayed on the screens. Use the grid to help align
objects.
Snap to Grid – if enabled, objects will align on screen according to the location of the
grid points.
Configure Grid – displays the Configure Grid dialog box, which allows the programmer to
set the size (in pixels) of the grid boxes

Block menu – this menu is for configuring the ladder logic in a Logic Block. Note: this menu is
hidden unless you click on a Block in one of the Logic Block subfolders in the Project Information
window.


New – creates a new ladder logic block in one of the six types of logic block menus:
o Power Up – this is a logic block that executes once when power is initially
applied to the HMC7000
o Main – logic blocks created under the Main menu are executed continuously
during normal operation
o Subroutine – these logic blocks are only executed when called from another
logic block
o Timer Interrupt – logic blocks created under the timer interrupt folder are given
the highest priority of all logic blocks. They are executed continuously according
to the time interval programmed.
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IO Interrupt 1 – this logic block is executed immediately when called (unless a
timer interrupt is in process) and is called by the high speed counter function,
when the count value reaches the preset value set.
o IO Interrupt 2 – similar to IO Interrupt 1 except that, when called, it takes lower
priority than the timer interrupt and IO Interrupt 1
Duplicate – copies the highlighted logic block and creates a new one identical to it.
Open – displays the Open Block dialog box with a list of all logic blocks. Highlight a logic
block to open and display it.
Import – bring a logic block from another project into the existing project. Click on this
option to display the Open Project dialog box. Select the project that has the logic block
you wish to import. An Import Block dialog box displays. Highlight all logic blocks for
import, and then click OK.
Delete – removes the currently viewed logic block from the project
Close – removes the currently viewed logic block from the workspace
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The Toolbars
There are several toolbars available in MAPware-7000 to make it easier to access objects and
features that you need. Below is a list of the toolbars and a brief description of each shortcut
icon in the toolbar (for a more detailed description of the feature represented by the icon, check
the Standard menu above or elsewhere in this manual).
Project Toolbar – provides shortcuts to common project tasks

Icon

Name

Description

New Project

Create a new project

Open Project

Opens an existing project

Save Project

Saves the current project to the hard drive

Close Project

Closes current project without exiting MAPware-7000
software

Upload Project

Uploads a project from a HMC7000

Download Project

Downloads a project to a HMC7000

Screen/Object
Properties

Opens/closes the Screen/Objects Properties box

Zoom In Screen

Magnifies size of screens shown in the workspace

Zoom Out Screen

Reduces size of screens shown in the workspace

Zoom Factor

Adjust the magnification size of the zoom

Go Online

Uploads any logic blocks in the HMC7000 and runs
application.

Run

Simulate the project on your computer monitor

Data Window

Displays the data window; used to monitor values

Compile

Compiles the project into a format that can be interpreted
by the HMC7000 and checks for errors
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Help

Displays the Help files

Cut

Use to delete objects from displayed screen

Copy

Copies the selected object(s) for pasting

Paste

Pastes a copied object(s) onto the screen

Select All

Highlights all objects currently on displayed screen

Previous Object

Moves focus cursor (highlight) to prior object on screen

Next Object

Moves focus cursor to next object on screen

Undo

Undoes last executed action in MAPware-7000

Redo

If the Undo action was performed by mistake, Redo will
bring back the recorded action last performed in
MAPware-7000

Large Icons

Shows open screens in workspace as large icons

Small Icons

Shows open screens in workspace as small icons

List

Shows open screens in workspace as a brief list

Details

Shows open screens in workspace as detailed list

Hide System Tags

Toggles display of the system tags listed in the Tag
Database

Layout Toolbar – provides shortcuts for screen-related tasks

Icon

Name

Description

New Base Screen

Creates a new base screen

New Template
Screen

Creates a new template screen

New Popup Screen

Creates a new popup screen
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Delete Screen

Deletes the current screen shown in the workspace

Open Screen

A popup dialog box lists all screens, click on one to open

Show Screen

Similar to Open Screen but you can only use this action if
the highlight cursor is on Screens in the Project
Information Window

Nodes

Displays a list of all connections (serial, Ethernet) assigned.
Note: same as clicking on Network Configuration folder in
the Project Information window

Tag Database

Displays the tag list (including predefined tags). Note: same
as clicking on Tags folder in the Project Information
window

Alarm Database

Displays the alarm database. Note: same as clicking on
Alarms folder in the Project Information window

Add Bookmark

Places a bookmark on the screen in the workspace

Clear Bookmark

Removes a bookmark assigned to the screen in the
workspace

Clear All
Bookmarks

Removes all bookmarks from screens

Next Bookmark

Displays the next bookmarked screen (in numerical order)

Previous
Bookmark

Displays the prior bookmarked screen (in numerical order)

Previous

Displays the prior screen on the screen list (in numerical
order)

Next

Displays the next screen on the screen list (in numerical
order)

First

Displays Screen 1

Last

Displays the last configured screen (typically Screen 65004
ASCII Keypad)

Bring to Front

If two or more objects are overlaid on screen, the selected
object is brought to the forefront
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Send to Back

If two or more objects are overlaid on screen, the selected
object is sent to the background

Align Left

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the left side of the leftmost highlighted
object on screen

Align Right

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the right side of the rightmost
highlighted object on screen

Align Top

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the top side of the topmost highlighted
object on screen

Align Bottom

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the bottom side of the lowest highlighted
object on screen

Center Along
Screen’s
Horizontal

If one or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the object(s) along the horizontal center of the screen.

Center Along
Screen’s Vertical

If one or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the object(s) along the vertical center of the screen.

Center Along
Object’s
Horizontal

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the calculated midpoint of the total
vertical distance between the objects.

Center Along
Object’s Vertical

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action aligns
the objects along the calculated midpoint of the total
horizontal distance between the objects.

Place Equidistant
Along Horizontal

If three or more objects are highlighted, this action places
the objects equidistant from each other along the
horizontal axis.

Place Equidistant
Along Vertical

If three or more objects are highlighted, this action places
the objects equidistant from each other along the vertical
axis.

Make Equal Width

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action resizes
the width of each object to the same width of the last
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selected object.
Make Equal Height

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action resizes
the height of each object to the same height of the last
selected object.

Make Equal Size

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action resizes
each object to the same size of the last selected object.

Group Objects

If two or more objects are highlighted, this action
combines the objects into a ‘group’. Once this is done, you
can then move or resize the grouped object rather than
perform these actions separately on each member of the
group.

Ungroup Objects

If a grouped object is highlighted, this action separates
each object into the group so that you can now resize or
move each object separately.

Search Instruction

Used only in the Logic Blocks, this allows you to quickly
locate a specific instruction of tag address that is
configured in one of the logic blocks.

Draw Toolbar – provides shortcuts to all objects that can be placed on screens

Icon

Name

Drawing Tools section

Description
Simple shapes and text object

Selector

Allows mouse cursor to select and move objects

Line

Draws a simple line on screen

Rectangle

Draws a simple rectangle or square on screen

Ellipse

Draws an ellipse or circle on screen

Rounded
Rectangle

Draws a rectangle/square with beveled edges

Multilingual Text

Use to create a static text object on screen with Windows
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TrueType fonts
Picture

Used to place a picture (*.bmp, *.gif, *.jpg) on screen

Text

Place a simple static text object on screen using fixed fonts

Quick Buttons section

Screen buttons; buttons to write values to data

Go to Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a
base screen

Go to Next Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the
next base screen (in numerical order)

Go to Previous
Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the
prior base screen (in numerical order)

Open Popup
Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a
popup screen that is overlaid on the base screen

Set Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, sets a
coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Reset Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, resets or
clears a coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Toggle Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, alternates
between setting and clearing a coil/bit in a PLC or internal
memory

Write Value to Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes a
constant value to a register in a PLC or internal memory

Add Value to Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes a
constant value to a register in a PLC or internal memory

Subtract Value
from Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes a
constant value to a register in a PLC or internal memory

Add Tag B to
Tag A

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, reads the
current value in Tag B register and adds this to the value
located in the Tag A register

Subtract Tag B
from Tag A

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, reads the
current value in Tag B register and adds this to the value
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located in the Tag A register
Show Data section

Display data as a number or representing with text

Numeric Display

Represents data from an internal memory or PLC register
as a number.

Message Display

Represents data from an internal memory or PLC register
as predefined text messages.

Bit Display

Represents data from an internal bit or PLC bit/coil as two
predefined text messages, one for the On state and one for
the Off state.

Edit Data section

Write values to bits and registers using a keypad

Bit Entry

This is an input object that, when touched, displays a
popup keypad, that allows operator to change the state
(On/Off) of a targeted bit/coil.

Numeric Entry

This is an input object that, when touched, displays a
popup keypad, that allows operator to change the value of
a targeted register in internal memory or the PLC.

Advanced Objects section

Buttons section
Navigation Buttons

Represent objects with graphics (i.e. meter, trend,
bargraph, etc). Also contains all objects listed in Quick
Buttons section
All button objects listed in Quick Buttons section
Screen buttons

Go to Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a
base screen

Go to Next Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the
next base screen (in numerical order)

Go to Previous
Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the
prior base screen (in numerical order)

Open Popup
Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a
popup screen that is overlaid on the base screen

Bit Action Buttons
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Set Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, sets a
coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Reset Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, resets or
clears a coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Toggle Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, alternates
between setting and clearing a coil/bit in a PLC or internal
memory

Word Action Buttons

Buttons that write to registers

Write Value to Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes a
constant value to a register in a PLC or internal memory

Add Value to Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, adds a value
to a register in a PLC or internal memory

Subtract Value
from Tag

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, subtracts a
value from a register in a PLC or internal memory

Add Tag B to

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, reads the
current value in Tag B register and adds this from the value
located in the Tag A register

Tag A
Subtract Tag B
from Tag A

Recipe Buttons

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, reads the
current value in Tag B register and subtracts this to the
value located in the Tag A register
Buttons used for recipes

Transfer Recipe

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes
values from a set of registers in the HMC or PLC to a set of
registers in the PLC.

Upload Recipe

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, writes
values from a set of registers in the PLC to a set of registers
in the HMC.

More Advanced Objects
Multi-Task SingleState Button
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released.
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Multi-Task MultiState Button

Places a button on screen that can perform multiple tasks
when the button is pressed, pressed and held, and/or
released. These tasks are arranged in one or more states.
The word button acts as a ‘jog’ button in that every time it
is pressed, it will advance to the next preconfigured state.

Bit Lamp

Displays one of two states depending upon the current
state (On or Off) of the tagged bit or PLC coil. The states
can be a graphic image from the MAPware-7000 graphic
libraries or an imported image.

Word Lamp

Displays multiple states depending upon the current state
(On or Off) of the tagged bit or PLC coil. The states can be
a graphic image from the MAPware-7000 graphic libraries
or an imported image.

Bar Graph

Displays a bar graph which represents the current value in
a targeted register in internal or PLC memory

Multiple Bar
Graphs

Displays up to four bar graphs which represent the current
values in a series of targeted registers in internal or PLC
memory

Analog Meter

Displays an analog meter which represents the current
value in a targeted register in internal or PLC memory.

Real Time Trend

Displays a line chart that plots the current values of up to 4
targeted registers in internal or PLC memory. The plots are
recorded on either a periodic time interval or triggered.

Historical Trend

Same as above except that, instead of displaying real time
information, the data displayed is from reading one of the
data files created in the Data Logger.

Alarm List

Displays a list of all alarms that are (or were) activated.

Keypad

Displays a numeric keypad

ASCII Keypad

Displays a alphanumeric keypad

Custom Keypad

Displays a keypad that is customized to your preferences

Clock Objects section
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Time

Displays the time

Date

Displays the date

Alarm buttons section

Various buttons for alarms

Alarm
Acknowledge

Places a button on screen that is used by the HMC
operator to acknowledge an active alarm.

Acknowledge All

Places a button on screen that is used by the HMC
operator to acknowledge all active alarms.

Next Alarm

Places a button on screen that is used by the HMC
operator to highlight the next active alarm.

Previous Alarm

Places a button on screen that is used by the HMC
operator to highlight the prior active alarm.

Common Objects Toolbar – this is a vertical toolbar that is directly to the left of the screen
workspace. It contains commonly used objects that can be placed onto screens.

Icon

Name

Description

Line

Draws a simple line on screen

Rectangle

Draws a simple rectangle or square on screen

Ellipse

Draws an ellipse or circle on screen

Bit Lamp

Displays one of two states depending upon the current
state (On or Off) of the tagged bit or PLC coil. The states
can be a graphic image from the MAPware-7000 graphic
libraries or an imported image.

Set Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, sets a
coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Reset Bit

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, resets or
clears a coil/bit in a PLC or internal memory

Go to Screen

Places a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a
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base screen
Multilingual Text

Use to create a static text object on screen with Windows
TrueType fonts

Text

Place a simple static text object on screen

Bit Entry

This is an input object that, when touched, displays a
popup keypad, that allows operator to change the state
(On/Off) of a targeted bit/coil.

Numeric Entry

This is an input object that, when touched, displays a
popup keypad, that allows operator to change the value of
a targeted register in internal memory or the PLC.

Numeric Display

Represents data from an internal memory or PLC register
as a number.

Message Display

Represents data from an internal memory or PLC register
as predefined text messages.

Bit Display

Represents data from an internal bit or PLC bit/coil as two
predefined text messages, one for the On state and one for
the Off state.

Bar Graph

Displays a bar graph which represents the current value in
a targeted register in internal or PLC memory

Alarm List

Displays a list of all alarms that are (or were) activated.

Picture

Used to place a picture (*.bmp, *.gif, *.jpg) on screen
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Font Toolbar – this toolbar is located along the bottom of the MAPware-7000 software and can
be used to adjust or modify text object boxes and simple drawn objects such as lines, rectangles
and circles.

Icon
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Name

Description

Font Name

Change the font used in a text object. On other
objects, this box changes to a font size box for
simple fonts.

Font Size

Change the size of the font used

Bold

Use to bold characters

Italics

Use to italicize characters

Underline

Use to place an underline on characters

Line Color

Change the color of the perimeter line of a
simple object (i.e. line, rectangle, ellipse) or the
border of the Multilingual Text object

Fill Color

Change the color of the interior of a simple
object (i.e. line, rectangle, ellipse) or the
interior of data objects (i.e. Multilingual Text,
Simple Text, Bit Entry, Message Display,
Numeric Display, etc)

Font Color

Change the color of the text characters of data
objects (i.e. Multilingual Text, Simple Text, Bit
Entry, Message Display, Numeric Display, etc)

Pattern

Use to create a pattern of two colors for the fill
area of a rectangle

Pattern Color

Use to select the secondary color for the
pattern (primary color based on Fill Color)
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Global Toolbar – this toolbar is located along the bottom of the MAPware-7000 software and is
used to view the different states of a highlight object.

Icon

Name

Description

On State

Displays the ‘on’ state of all two state buttons
shown on screen.

Off State

Displays the ‘off’ state of all two state buttons
shown on screen.

Previous State

Displays the ‘previous’ state on multi-state
objects shown on screen.

Next State

Displays the ‘next’ state on multi-state objects
shown on screen.

State

Use the pull-down list box to jump directly to a
particular state on a multi-state object.

Language

When using the Multi-Language feature, this
allows you to see all of the text in each
language state.

Status Toolbar – provides general information about the project currently loaded

Icon
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Name

Description

Mode

Shows what operational mode the project is
currently in: Offline, Online, Run, Halt, etc.

Scratchpad area

This simply indicates that the area of the
workspace that is not the screen is light
blue

Screen Area

This indicates the background color of the
screen that is currently being modified

Object selected

Indicates which object on screen currently
has the focus.
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Object Position

Indicates the top left corner coordinates of
the object selected.

Object Size

Indicates the size of the object selected in
pixels.

Project Information Window
This window displays a listing of all projects that were created in the past and opened with the
MAPware-7000 software. It also displays a detailed feature list of the currently opened project
in folder format. Use this window to easily maneuver and display various aspects of the opened
project.
Properties Grid
The Properties Grid is a dialog box that shows the attributes for the screen/object that is
currently highlighted. To make any changes to an attribute, simple click on the attribute and
edit the setting. More information about objects and the attributes available for each object
can be found in Chapter 7 – Data Objects. On the bottom of the Properties Grid is a local help
guide. This is a brief description of the attribute highlighted.

Tips and Tricks when using MAPware-7000
Here are some ‘tools of the trade’ in regards to using the MAPware-7000 software. These are
random suggestions that should make it easier and quicker to get around the software.
Placing and Editing Screen Objects
Only three steps are required to place any object onto a screen:
1. Click on the object you wish to place onto a screen.
Most of the screen objects can be accessed via several locations in the MAPware-7000
software. For example, to place a GoTo Screen button on a screen, you can click one of
the following:
a. On the Menu Bar, click Draw...Buttons…Navigation Buttons…Go to Screen.
b. From the Draw toolbar, click Quick Buttons…Go to Screen.
c. From the Draw toolbar, click Advanced Objects…Buttons…Navigation
Buttons…Go to Screen.
d. On the Common Objects toolbar, click on the Go to Screen icon.
2. Move the mouse cursor to the location in the Screen Work Area where you wish to
have the object placed (the mouse cursor changes to the crosshair symbol ).
Note that the point at which you click is where the top left corner of the object is
placed.
3. Click the left mouse cursor to place the object on screen. If you need to move the
object after it is placed on screen, simply click and drag the object to the proper
location.
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Once the object is in position, you can easily edit the attributes for that object using the
Properties Grid dialog box located on the far-right hand side of the MAPware-7000 software. To
modify an attribute of an object, simply click on the attribute in the Properties Grid box. Then
edit the attribute. The options for changing an attribute depends upon which attribute is
modified. Some attributes (i.e. On Text, Off Text, Label, etc) require that you type in the text or
number. Color attributes (i.e. On Text Color) require that you display a Color Palette dialog box
and simply select the color of interest. Some attributes (i.e. Button Style) use a pull-down list
box from which you make a selection. Other attributes require displaying a popup dialog box
where further edits are made. See Chapter 7 – Data Objects for a complete listing of attributes
available for each object.

Moving and Resizing Screen Objects
After an object is placed onto a screen, you can easily move the object by clicking and dragging
the object. Note that the mouse cursor changes to the crosshair symbol
. You can also move
an object by highlighting the object (click on it), then use your keyboard arrow keys. This
method will move the object one pixel at a time.
To move more than one object at the same time:




Highlight one object.
Hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard, and then click on another object(s).
Objects can now be moved using the two methods described above.

Also, two or more objects can be highlighted by clicking the left mouse button and dragging the
mouse so that the dotted box that appears completely encloses the objects that you wish to
highlight. Note: after performing this operation, if there is an object that is highlighted that you
do not wish to be part of the selected group, simply hold down the CTRL key and click on that
item (deselect it).
Most objects can also be resized. The easiest method for resizing an object on a screen is to:





Click on the object to highlight it.
A series of small white boxes (called boundary delimiters) appear on the perimeter of
the object. Move the mouse cursor over any of these white boxes until you see the
cursor change to
.
Click and drag the boundary delimiter to a new position- the object will resize.
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Overlaying Objects
MAPware-7000 does not permit most objects to be overlaid (placed on top of each other). You
will see an error message displayed similar to the one below when you attempt to compile or
save the project:

If you wish to perform multiple tasks with one object, try using the Task feature (see Chapter 8 –
Task Management). However, some objects can be overlaid. The general rule of thumb is if two
objects are active objects (meaning the object is used to display data from a register or is used
to perform some action when pressed), then you cannot overlay them. If one of the objects is
active and the other is static (i.e. text box, drawing tool, etc) then overlaying is permitted as long
as the active object is on top. If both objects are static, they can be overlaid in any manner.
When two objects are overlaid, you can select which object is shown on top and which object is
shown on bottom by using the Bring to Front
Layout menu and toolbar.
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Aligning objects
As you create projects in MAPware-7000, you will often wish to have two or more objects
leveled either horizontally or vertically. The easiest method is to highlight the objects (see
Moving and Resizing Objects) and then use the four alignment tools
the Layout…Align… menu or Layout toolbar.
For example, the programmer wants the following objects to be horizontally level:

First, he highlights all objects to be leveled:

Then he clicks on the Align Bottom
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He also wants the picture of the motor to be aligned with the text label, so both of these objects
are highlighted:

Then he clicks on the Align Left

icon:

Finally, he wants all of the text and numeric objects to be spaced evenly across the screen.
He highlights these objects:

Then clicks the Place Equidistant along Horizontal
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Making objects the same size
MAPware-7000 includes some tools that make it very easy to adjust two or more objects so that
they are the same size. The three buttons: Make Equal Width, Make Equal Height, and Make
Equal Size on the Layout toolbar are used for this purpose.
In this example, we wish to make the green rectangle and the blue rectangle the same width:

We start by highlighting (see Moving and Resizing Objects) both objects. Before you begin,
make sure that the object you wish to use as the template for the new width is selected last. In
this example, we wish to make the green rectangle have the width of the current blue rectangle.
Therefore, we highlight the blue rectangle last:

Then we click the Make Equal Width
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Centering Objects
There may be an occasion in which you wish to center two or more objects. MAPware-7000 has
four control icons that can make this job a snap. Let’s see how the shapes in the screen below
change position using each of these controls:



Center along Screen’s Horizontal - this control will center the selected objects along the
horizontal (X) axis of the screen. What does this mean? If the entire screen size is 320
(width) by 240 (height) pixels, then the horizontal center of the screen is 160 pixels
along the X axis. MAPware-7000 will thus move each object along the X axis
(horizontally) until the center of that object is located at 160 pixels:

Center of screen along the horizontal axis



Center along Screen’s Vertical - this control will center the selected objects along the
vertical (Y) axis of the screen. What does this mean? If the entire screen size is 320
(width) by 240 (height) pixels, then the vertical center of the screen is 120 pixels along
the Y axis. MAPware-7000 will thus move each object along the Y axis (vertically) until
the center of that object is located at 120 pixels:

Center of screen along the vertical axis



Center along Object’s Horizontal - this control centers the selected objects along the
computed horizontal center of the selected objects. What does this mean? The
MAPware-7000 computes the horizontal center of the topmost object and bottommost
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object then places the selected objects at the midpoint location between the objects.
Midpoint location of selected objects along the
horizontal axis



Center along Object’s Vertical - this control centers the selected objects along the
computed vertical center of the selected objects. What does this mean? The MAPware7000 computes the vertical center of the leftmost object and rightmost object then
places the selected objects at the midpoint location between the objects.

Installing the USB Download Driver
Projects created in MAPware-7000 can be downloaded into the HMC7000 via the RS232 Com
port on your computer or by connecting to a USB port. If you intend to use the USB connection,
you must first install a USB driver onto your computer. This will allow MAPware-7000 to
communicate with your HMC7000 via a USB connection.
To install the USB driver, connect an HMC7000 to your computer using a USB cable. Apply
power to the HMC7000. After a moment, your computer will ‘sense’ the USB connection to the
HMC7000 and notify you that a new driver is required (Windows XP OS):

Check the ‘No, not this time’
option and then click Next.
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Check ‘Install from a list or
specific location (Advanced)’
Click Next to continue.

Check ‘Search for the best driver in these
locations’ and check ‘Include this location in
the search:’
Click the Browse button.
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Go to
‘C:\MapleSystems\MAPware7000\USB
Drivers\x32_WinXP_WinVista’. Note:
Select ‘x64_WinXP_WinVista’ if your
computer has a 64-bit operating system.
Click OK. When you get back to the screen
above, click Next.

If this dialog box appears, click Continue
Anyway.
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The driver will now install onto your
computer. This takes a few moments but
eventually the final screen below appears.

Click Finish.
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You can now open the MAPware-7000 configuration software and upload/download projects to
the HMC7000 products using a USB connection.

Download/Uploading Projects
Chapter 5 – A Quick Start will give you a step-by-step introduction into creating and
downloading a new project. This section guides you through the specific steps and options of
uploading/downloading a project into your HMC7000 unit.
There are two methods to transfer projects:



Using MAPware-7000 provides the option of uploading/downloading a project- this is
the method that we will discuss in this section.
If a computer with MAPware-7000 is not readily available, you can also transfer a file
using the USB Host port with a Flash drive connected to the HMC7000. For more
information on how to do this, see The HMC7000 Series Installation Guide.

Uploading a project
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start the MAPware-7000 configuration software. It is not necessary to open a project.
Connect to the HMC7000 using either a USB or RS232 serial download cable.
Apply power to the unit.
Click Project...Transfer…Upload from the standard menu.

5. Under Mode, select Serial or USB connection.
6. Under Upload Options (click the Options button
if you do not see this
section), select what data you wish to upload:
a. Application – uploads application only (this is the project that you would create
using MAPware-7000)
b. Application + Ladder – uploads the application and the ladder logic. The ladder
logic is any ladder instructions created using the Logic Blocks.
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c. Logged Data – uploads any data collected using the Data Logger feature (see
Chapter 10 – Data Logger and Trending “Upload to the MAPware-7000
software” section for more details).
d. Historical Alarm Data – uploads any alarm messages collected when using the
Historical Alarm feature (see Chapter 9 – Alarms “How to upload historical
alarms” section for more details).
7. Click the Upload

button:

C
Click OK.
8. When the upload is finished, click Close.
Downloading a project
1. Start the MAPware-7000 configuration software and open the project you wish to
download to the unit.
2. Connect to the HMC7000 using either a USB or RS232 serial download cable.
3. Apply power to the unit.
4. Click Project...Transfer…Download from the standard menu.

5. Under Mode, select Serial or USB connection.
6. Under Download Options (click the Options button
if you do not see this
section), select what data you wish to download:
a. Firmware - this is the internal program inside the HMC7000 that makes it run.
If you are downloading:
i. to a new unit
ii. upgrading the firmware of the unit to a newer version
iii. a project that was created in an older version of MAPWare-7000
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iv. a project in which you have made any changes to the PLC
communications drivers assigned to the Com ports on the HMC7000
Check this option. For subsequent downloads of the same project to a unit, it
is not necessary to continue to download the firmware.
b. Application – downloads application only (this is the project that you create
using MAPware-7000)
c. Ladder – downloads the ladder logic. The ladder logic is any ladder instructions
created using the Logic Blocks.
d. Data – this option allows you to download preset values into the internal
memory of the HMC7000. This is created using the Data Monitor feature in
offline mode (see Chapter 12 – Miscellaneous Features).
e. Fonts – check this box if the default fonts used in the software have been
modified.
f. Logged Data – only available when uploading a project from the HMC7000.
7. Device Settings:
a. Automatically put unit in halt mode before download – check this option to
stop operation of the project in the HMC7000 while downloading a new
project.
b. Automatically put unit in run mode after download – checking this option
enables MAPware-7000 to command the HMC7000 to begin running the
project after the download is finished.
c. Initialize keep memory area before download – If you are using the Keep
Memory area (see Chapter 12 – Miscellaneous Features), checking this option
will initialize all keep memory to 0.
d. Initialize all device registers except keep memory after download – this option
will initialize all internal memory of the HMC7000 (except for the keep memory
area as outlined in Chapter 13) to 0.
8. Click the Download

button:

Note: If you check the ‘Do not show…’ option then the next time you download, this
dialog box will not be shown.
Click OK.
9. The following might appear:

This means you have used the Data Logger feature in your project, so MAPware-7000 is
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asking if you want to clear the memory in the HMC7000 that is used to store data log
information.
10. When the download is finished, click Close. Note: clicking Abort during a download
may require that you perform a download of the original project since the existing
project in the unit may have already been erased.

Printing a hardcopy of projects
The MAPware-7000 software allows printing a hardcopy of the project to a printer. Open the
project you wish to print in MAPware-7000, then:
1. Click Project…Print to display the Print Option box:
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2. Check HMI data to print screen data. Click OK to display:

a. All – prints all screen data
b. Project Information – this is general information about the project such as title,
author, date and time last edited
c. Unit Settings – serial printer port settings
d. Nodes – assigned PLC drivers to the COM ports
e. Tags - the tag database
f. Application Task List – displays all global tasks
g. Global Keys – displays settings for all global function keys
h. Screen Task List – displays all tasks created at the screen level
i. Screen Keys – displays configuration of all screen-based function keys
j. Alarm- displays the alarm database
k. Screens – shows the screens created, two per page
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3. Check the Ladder Data to display:

4. Highlight (click) on the blocks that you wish to print, and then click Preview or Print.
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Chapter 3 – A Quick Start
Introduction
In this chapter, we will guide you through the creation of a simple project. When finished, we
will show you how to simulate this project and then download the project into a unit.
For this example, we will use the following tools:







HMC7057A-ME
HMC7-MI-01 expansion module
Rockwell Automation (Allen Bradley) MicroLogix 1100 PLC with RS232 DF1 port.
MAPware-7000 software
USB Download cable
7448-0040-5 serial cable to connect HMC to PLC

This chapter assumes that you have already installed the MAPware-7000 software (as well as
the USB download driver) and have some familiarity with the HMC hardware. If you haven’t
done so, please read through Chapter 2 - Software Tour, and The HMC7000 Installation Guide
before you begin.

Setting Up
Install the HMC7-MI-01 expansion module onto the HMC7057 in Slot 1. Connect the HMC7057
to a 24VDC power supply and the MicroLogix 1100 PLC to an appropriate power supply.
Connect COM1 on the HMC7000 unit to the RS232 DF1 port on the MicroLogix PLC using the
7448-0040-5 communications cable. Connect a USB download cable between your
programming computer and the HMC7000 USB Slave Port.
Before you begin, configure a simple ladder logic program for the MicroLogix 1100 using your
Rockwell Automation software and download this project into the PLC. Make sure that you
have allocated memory for the N7:0-255 integer memory area in the PLC. Make note of the
communications parameters (i.e. baud rate, parity, network node address, etc) settings in the
PLC.
Apply power to the units. After initialization, start the MAPware-7000 programming software
for the HMC7057.

Beginning a New Project
Starting a new project in MAPware-7000 is fairly straightforward. After MAPware-7000 has
started, it will either display the last project you were working on or it will display a dialog box,
asking you to select the HMC model you intend to configure. If the last project is displayed,
simply click Project…Close from the standard menu. Then click Project…New to display the
following.
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When the ‘Select Product’ dialog box appears, select the HMI7057A-M:

Click OK. The Project Configuration dialog box appears.
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Enter your personal information about this project (i.e. Project Title, Description, Author,
Password) on the Project Information tab, and then click on the COM1 tab:

Enter the PLC protocol you wish to use and the model. Enter the correct communications
settings for your PLC, and then click the OK button.
The main screen area of MAPware-7000 appears:
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Notice your project name is listed on the title bar as well as in the Project List of the Project
Information Window.
Let’s confirm that the correct protocol is selected for COM1. Click on the plus sign next to the
Network Configuration folder in the Project Information Window, to expand and display
subfolders. With your mouse, right-click on the MicroLogix folder to display a popup dialog box.
Click Edit Model Settings:

Click Update/Cancel to continue.
Now we want to assign the attached IO expansion module to the project. To do this, click on the
IO Allocation folder in the Project Information Window and expand the folder so that the
Expansion folder is displayed. Highlight (click) the Expansion folder, then double-click on Slot 1
to display the IO Allocation dialog box:
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Select HMC7-MI-01 from the list box. Make sure that the ‘Add tags to…’ option is checked, and
then click the OK button. The expansion module is now registered in the project and internal
tag addresses are now available in the Tag database.
Note: if you are using your own HMC7000 to create a similar project, please remember that the
project must accurately reflect the IO expansion modules that are physically connected to the
base unit. If the expansion module is not specified correctly or does not exist, then any project
you download to the unit will not run.

Creating a Screen
In the Project Information Window, click and expand the Screens folder. By default, Screen1
and several keypads have already been created.
For this sample project, we will need two screens. Therefore, highlight (click) the Screens folder,
then right-click to display a popup dialog box:

Select New Base Screen. Screen2 is automatically created.

Click on the Screen1 subfolder to display the work area for Screen1:

We wish to be able to read/write to register N7:50 in the Allen Bradley PLC. First, let’s grab the
Numeric Entry object and paste it on the screen:
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Click the Edit Data pull-down menu on the Objects toolbar.



Click the Numeric Entry object. Move your mouse pointer to a location on the work
screen area where you would like to place the object, and then click to display the
object.
The object is too small, so in the Register Data Entry Properties dialog box that appears
on the right side of the work area, click on the Font attribute and use the pull-down box
to change the size to 10x14 pixels.



Before we can assign this object to the PLC register, we need to add it to the Tag
Database. Click on the Define menu in the standard menu bar and then click on the Tag
Database. The Tag Information dialog box appears:



Click the Add button. Under Node Name, click the pull-down box to select the Allen
Bradley driver. For Tag Name, select a unique name for the register (ex: Boiler Temp).
Under Register/Coil Type, use the pull-down box to select Integer Registers. We wish to
use the N7:50 register, so in the middle numeric entry, enter the number ‘7’. In the
right-most entry box, enter the number ‘50’. Now click the Add button.
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We are going to need a tag for a bit that we plan to turn On/Off and we also need an
‘always on’ bit so, while we are in the tag database, let’s create them. Let’s also create
another register tag that will be used when we create a ladder logic program.
For these tags, we want to use the HMC’s internal memory so under Node Name, select
[Operator Panel] None {-}.
Under Tag Name, enter a name that you want to use for the coil (ex: Boiler Alert).
In the Register/Coil Type field, use the pull-down menu to select Internal Coils.
Under Tag Type, make sure you check the Coil or Bit Addressed Register radio button.
In the Coil section, enter ‘50’.
Click the Add button to add this tag to the database.
Next, we want to use the HMC’s internal memory to create an ‘always on’ bit.
Under Tag Name, enter a name that you want to use for the coil (ex: ON BIT).
In the Register/Coil Type field, use the pull-down menu to select Internal Coils.
Under Tag Type, make sure you check the Coil or Bit Addressed Register radio button.
In the Coil section, enter ‘2’.
Click the Add button to add this tag to the database.
Finally, we want to use the HMC’s internal memory to create a register that we are
going to use to copy the contents of the Allen Bradley tag register.
Under Tag Name, enter a name that you want to use for the register (ex: Copy of
N7:50).
In the Register/Coil Type field, use the pull-down menu to select Data Registers.
Under Tag Type, make sure you check the Register radio button.
In the Register section, enter ‘50’.
Click the Add button to add this tag to the database.
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Click the ‘Close’ button to exit the Tag Database and go back to the main work screen
area.
Click on the Numeric Entry object once again to highlight it, and then click on the Tag
Name entry field in the Register Data Entry Properties box. Click on the pull-down box
and scroll down the listing until you find the tag we just created, “Boiler Temp”. Notice
that the Tag Address entry above correctly identifies the target address as ‘N007050’.

Now, we want to identify the Numeric Entry object with some text.


On the Quick Entry toolbar (this is the vertical toolbar located between the Project



Information Window and the screen work area), click on the Text
icon.
Move the mouse cursor to a location next to the Numeric Entry object and click to place.
This is too small as well, so in the Text Object Properties box, click on the Font pull-down
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tab and select 10x14 pixels. In the Text field, enter ‘Boiler Temp:’.



Now click on the Text box and drag it so that it is in an appropriate position.

We are going to create two screens in this sample project so we need to add a screen label to
this screen. This time, instead of using the simple Text object, we will use the Multilingual Text
object to take advantage of Windows fonts.




On the Quick Entry toolbar, click on the Multilingual Text
icon.
Move the mouse cursor to the top of the screen and click to place.
In the Multilingual Text Object Properties box, click on the Font field. A directory
button appears. Click this button to display the Font dialog box.





Change the Font to your liking (ex. Times New Roman, Bold, 18pt). Then click OK.
In the Text field, enter ‘Screen #1’.
Click on the Multilingual Text box and use the demarcation boxes (little white boxes that
surround the object) to resize the box as needed. Drag the box to an appropriate
position.
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The screen should now look something like this:

Creating a Key Task
While still constructing Screen#1, we want to create a function key for this screen. When
pressed by the operator, this function key displays Screen#2. We can do this using either a
screen-dependent function key or a global key but, for this example, we will use a screendependent function key.


In the Project Information Window, click on the Keys folder for Screen#1. This displays
the Function Key work area:



We want the screen change to occur when the function key is pressed. Therefore,
under the Tasks section (located to the right), click on the Press Tasks radio button.
We will use the F1 function key, so make sure that the F1 key is highlighted (in white). If
it isn’t, click on it to highlight it.
Under Select Task, use the pull-down box to select Goto Screen.
Under Screen Number, select 2. Then click on the Add button. You should now see
‘Goto Screen2’ in the Press Tasks group.





During operation, whenever Screen #1 is displayed and the operator presses the F1 key, then
Screen #2 will appear.
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Creating a Screen Task
Before we leave Screen#1, we want to create a screen task. Screen tasks are very similar to key
tasks except they do not require a key to be executed. In this case, we want to automatically
write a predefined value to a register in the PLC whenever we leave this screen.


In the Project Information Window, click on the Tasks folder for Screen#1. This displays
the Screen Tasks work area:



We want the target register to be written to whenever Screen #1 is removed from
display. Therefore, under the Tasks section (located to the right), click on the “After
Hiding Screen” Tasks radio button.
 Under Select Task, use the pull-down box to select Write Value to Tag.
 Under Tag, select N007050** (Boiler Temp). In the Number field, enter ‘50’. In the
Type field, select ‘Unsigned’. Then click on the Add button. You should now see ‘Write
50 to Tag Boiler Temp’ in the “After Hiding Screen” Tasks group.
Screen tasks are a very powerful feature of the MAPware-7000 configuration software. For a
complete listing of all tasks available, please consult Chapter 9 – Task Management.
So far, we have:






Started a new project
Selected a protocol communications driver and configured the communications
parameters
Assigned an IO expansion module to the project
Added a few new tags to the tag database
Created a screen with a screen-dependent function key (F1) and a screen task that will
execute when the screen is removed from display.

To finish this sample project, we still need to:




Create another screen
Create a ‘global’ task
Create a ladder logic program in the Main Logic Block.
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Let’s continue with creating a second screen.

Creating a Second Screen
We have already created Screen#2 but it is still blank, so let’s add some objects to it. This screen
is almost identical to the first screen we created. It will have the same Numeric Entry register
and the same descriptive Text object. We could create these objects as we did in the first
example but since they are identical, let’s just copy them over from the first screen.


Click on the Screen#1 folder in the Project Information Window to display Screen#1:



To copy more than one object, you want to use your mouse to ‘enclose’ the entire area
surrounding the objects. This will highlight the selected objects for copying. You can do
this in two ways:
o Click on one object, then hold down the CTRL key and click on the other
object(s)

o









Click and hold down the mouse key and encircle the objects you wish to copy,
then let go of the mouse button:

Click Edit…Copy from the standard menus.
Click on the Screen#2 folder in the Project Info Window to display Screen#2.
Click Edit…Paste to paste the copied objects from Screen#1 to Screen#2.
Click and drag the highlighted objects to move them to the appropriate position on the
screen.
We also want to create a title for this screen (ex. Screen #2). Create this using either a
Multilingual Text object or copy the title from Screen #1 and edit it.
Now we want to add a Bit Lamp object on Screen #2.
On the Quick Entry toolbar, click on the Bit Lamp
object. Then move the mouse
cursor to an appropriate place on the screen and click to place.
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In the Bit Lamp Properties box (located on the right side of MAPware-7000), click on the
Style field, and then click on the pull-down box and select From Picture Library.



Click on the FromPictureLibraryOff field, and then click on the directory
Picture Library dialog box displays:




Select one of the lamps (ex. LS_0004.bmp), then click OK.
Notice that MAPWare-7000 automatically selects a corresponding image for the ON
state in the FromPictureLibraryOn field. Note that if you are not satisfied with this
image, you can edit this field to select a different image.
Click on the Tag Name field, then click the pull-down box and select ‘Boiler Alert’ tag.
Notice that the Tag Address field is updated to ‘B00050’.





button. The

If necessary, click and drag the Bit Lamp object to move it to the appropriate location on
Screen #2.
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Now, we also want to add a small text label underneath the Bit Lamp object, so click on
the Text
object in the Quick Entry toolbar. Please the object underneath the Bit
Lamp object. Edit the text to ‘Boiler Status’.
Optional step: In order to learn how to use expansion modules in a project, let’s add
another Bit Lamp object that is tagged to the first input contact (X0) of the HMC7-MI-01
expansion module located in Slot 1. To do this, let’s simply copy the Bit Lamp object and
the underlying text object and place the new objects on the screen.
Then edit the properties of the Bit Lamp object and click on the Tag Name field. Click the
pull-down box and select ‘Slot1_InputCoil_00000’ tag. Notice that the Tag Address field
is updated to ‘X01000’.
Now highlight the text box underneath this Bit Lamp object. In the Properties window,
change the Text to ‘X0 Contact-Slot 1’.
Screen #2 is now complete and should look something like:

Let’s now create a simple ladder logic program using the Logic Block feature of MAPware-7000.
This logic program will simply turn ON the bit lamp in Screen #2, if the value in the Numeric
Entry object (i.e. ‘Boiler Temp’) exceeds or is equal to 100.
To guarantee maximum processing speed, Logic Blocks are not able to directly read registers or
coils from a PLC that is attached to the HMC7000. To get around this problem, we will create a
global task that continuously reads the value in the PLC register and copies it over to an internal
memory area of the HMC. Then the ladder logic program can simply read the internal memory
area.

Using the Global Task Feature
First, let’s create the global task:
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Click on the Tasks folder in the Project Information Window:



Notice that we already have a ‘Power-On’ task- Go to Screen 1. This is created by
default when a new project is started. A power-on task is executed just once when the
HMC7000 is initially turned on.
Click on the Global Tasks radio button.
Under the Select Task field, click on the pull-down box and scroll through the tasks listed
until you find the Copy HMI/PLC Block to HMI Block task.
For Tag A (HMI), click the pull-down box and select the D00050 (Copy of N7:50) tag.
For Tag B (HMI/PLC), click the pull-down box and select the N007050** (Boiler Temp)
tag.
For Number of Words, enter 1.
For Enable Control, select the No option.
Click the Add button. You should now see ‘Copy HMI/PLC Block Boiler Temp of 1 to HMI
Block Copy of N7:50’ in the Global Tasks window. This task will be constantly executed
in the background during HMC operation.









Finally, we need to create a ladder logic program that will monitor the value in the PLC register
and if that value exceeds or equals 100, then turn on the bit lamp.

Create a Simple Logic Block Program
Logic blocks are another formidable feature in the HMC7000 Series. As with a PLC, logic blocks
are used to interpret information from various inputs (both physical as well as internal), then
activate or control various outputs (using optional I/O expansion modules or controlling an
external PLC) based upon that information. You can create extensive ladder logic programs
and/or multiple programs that run continuously in the background or are called only when
needed, (for more information on Logic Block programming, see Chapter 11 - Ladder Logic
Blocks and Chapter 1 of the HMC700 Series Ladder Logic Instructions Manual).
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Click on the Logic Blocks folder in the Project Information Window and expand it so that
you can click on the Block 1 subfolder under the Main folder:



A ladder rung with an End instruction is already located in the Block 1 program. We
want to add two rungs to this program. To do this, click anywhere on the existing rung,
then right-click to display a popup dialog box:



Click Insert Rung. Now do it again. Now that we have two rungs, let’s add some
instructions to them.
Rung#1: We want to create an ‘always on’ bit that will be used in the second rung.
Recall that we have already allocated an internal bit for this use in our tag database. To
begin editing Rung#1, click anywhere on the rung to highlight it for editing.





First, we wish to add a simple contact that is normally closed
. This can be found in
the Quick Entry toolbar (notice that the toolbar has changed now that we doing ladder
logic programming). Click on this contact, then click on the first column of Rung#1 to
place the contact on the rung:



In the Instruction Properties box (off to the right), click on the Name field and use the
pull-down box to select the ON BIT tag. Notice that the Tag Address is automatically
changed to B00002.
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In the Logic Instructions toolbar, click Special Instructions…Data Processing…Device Set.
Place this on the 2nd column of Rung#1.



In the Instruction Properties box (off to the right), click on the Name field and use the
pull-down box to select the ON BIT tag, again. Notice that the Tag Address is
automatically changed to B00002.
This is all we need for Rung#1 but we do need to connect the instructions to the right



rail. To do this, click on the Horizontal Link
in the Quick Entry toolbar. Move the
mouse cursor to the last column, and then click to connect to the DSET instruction to
the right rung. You should see that the horizontal link fills in all columns between the
two points.









Rung#2: Now highlight rung#2 so that we can add a normally open
contact to the
first column. Change the tag to ON BIT.
In the Logic Instructions toolbar, click Compare…Greater Than or Equal. Place this
instruction on the 2nd column of Rung#2.

In the Instruction Properties box (off to the right), in the Operand A section, click on the
Name field and use the pull-down box to select the Copy of N7:50 tag. Notice that the
Tag Address changes to D00050.
In the Operand B section, click the pull-down box in the Type field and change to
Constant. Then click on the Constant field and enter 100.
Click anywhere on the 2nd rung to add the changes. Now we want to add an output coil
that will turn on the Bit Lamp object on Screen #2.
Click on the Output Coil
in the Quick Entry toolbar. Move the mouse cursor to the
last column of Rung#2 and click. Notice that the horizontal link fills in all columns
between the two points.
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In the Instruction Properties box, change the Name to Boiler Alert. Notice that the Tag
Address changes to B00050.

This completes your first ladder logic program on the HMC7000! It also completes your first
project using MAPware-7000!!
Let’s try downloading this project into the HMC but first, we need to perform the following
steps:



Click Project…Save on the standard menu.
Click Project…Compile on the standard menu. If you see any errors, please review the
steps above or use the sample project called ‘Quick Start’ included with the MAPware7000 software.

Download Your First Project
This step assumes that you are using a USB download cable and that you have already installed
the USB driver onto your computer so that it can communicate with your HMC. If not, please
consult Chapter 2 - Software Tour.


Click Project…Transfer…Download to display the Download dialog box:



Under Download Options, check Firmware. Under Project, check Application and
Ladder.
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Under Device Settings, check ‘Automatically put unit in halt mode…’ and ‘Automatically
put unit in run mode…’
Then click the Download button.



Click OK. Note: if you tire of this message, check the ‘Do not show this message again’
so that you do not see it on future downloads during this session. The file will begin
downloading:



When complete, the HMC7057 will reinitialize and display the application:



Click on the ‘0’ to display a popup keypad:



Use the keypad to enter the value ‘10’ into the register. Press Enter. This will write the
value into the Allen Bradley MicroLogix 1400 N7:50 register.
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Press the F1 key to display Screen #2.



Notice that the value in the register has changed to ‘50’. This was done by the Screen
Task for Screen #1. Now use the keypad to enter the value ‘100’.



Notice that the ‘Boiler Status’ lamp is now ON. The ladder logic program we created
compared the value in the PLC register with the constant ‘100’ and turned ON the bit as
a result.
If you have the expansion module, try closing the contact to X0 on the module. This
should cause the ‘X0 Contact – Slot 1’ lamp to light:



You can also test this project using the offline simulation tool (Project…Run) but the Logic Block
feature is not supported in offline simulation and you are unable to write to any PLC tags.
However, the offline simulation is useful to test operation of keys and the overall presentation
of the screens.

Review
Before we leave this chapter, let’s review what we have learned. Although we haven’t covered
all of the features available in MAPware-7000 or the HMC7000 Series, we have taken our first
steps in using this software and becoming familiar with the rudimentary operation. Consider
what we have learned:


We now know how to start a project, select and configure an HMC7000 model, including
how to assign a PLC driver to one of the COM ports and setting up expansion modules.
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The tag database was used to create new tags using internal HMC memory as well as
PLC registers.
We can create new screens, assign tasks to function keys, and create screen tasks.
This project showed us how to create a simple ladder logic program using the Logic
Blocks.
We know how to save, compile, and download a project into the HMC

The rest of this manual will go into much greater detail on the many features available in the
HMC7000 Series, beginning with a more detailed discussion on screen features and using the tag
database.
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Chapter 4 - Screens and Tags
Screen Types and Templates
What is a screen?
A screen is a predefined collection of objects that are designed to be displayed at the same time.
A screen is displayed by the press of a button or function key or can be called by a request from
a PLC.
How many different types of screens are there? In MAPware-7000, you can configure or define
a screen to be one of the following:








Base Screen – this is the most common type of screen. Simply put, this is a full-sized
screen that is used to display objects that are placed onto it. The term ‘full-sized’ varies,
of course, depending upon the HMC model selected and the display size of that model.
For example, a base screen for the HMC7035A-M model (3.5” diagonal screen) is
320x240 pixels. When displayed, a base screen covers the entire area of the display.
Popup Screen – this is another common type of screen that is used to display a smaller
‘popup’ screen on top of a base screen. Popup screens allow you to display information
or objects only when it is needed by the HMC7000 operator. This keeps the HMC
interface more intuitive and simpler to use. Because a popup screen must be displayed
on top of a base screen, a popup screen must be smaller than full-size for the display
used.
Template Screen – this is a screen that is also full-sized but cannot be called directly by a
button or function key on the HMC. It also cannot be displayed by a command from a
PLC. A template screen can only be displayed by attaching it to a base screen. When it
is displayed, all objects on the template screen are overlaid onto the base screen.
Keypad Screens – there are four pre-defined popup keypad screens: numeric keypad,
hex keypad, bit keypad, and ASCII keypad. These keypads can be used by objects (i.e. Bit
Data Entry, Numeric Data Entry) to modify register values.

Base Screens
Base screens are full-sized screens that are used to display groups of objects (i.e. Bit Lamps,
Buttons, Bar graphs, etc.) on the HMC display.
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How to create a base screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Screen…New Base Screen from the standard menu

b. Click the New Base Screen icon
in the Layout Toolbar.
c. Right-click the Screens folder located in the Project Information Window. A
popup dialog box appears- click New Base Screen.

2. The new screen appears in the work area of MAPware-7000 and the Screen Properties
box displays.
Editing a base screen
Click anywhere on the screen (but not on any objects that have been placed onto the screen) to
display the Screen Properties box on the right side of the screen.

1. Appearance
a. Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the screen. Click
on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
2. Design
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a. Name – this is the name assigned to the selected screen. The text entered for
the name appears as the title for the screen in the Projects Information window.
By default, the name is simply Screen1, Screen2, etc. However, you may wish to
assign a new name that helps define the purpose of the screen, (i.e. numeric
keypad).
b. Number – this is the number assigned to the screen. A number is automatically
assigned to each screen when created. By default, the number assigned is the
next available number in sequence but you can edit this field to assign a new
number. Range is 1 to 49999.
3. Screen Properties –
a. Bookmark – option to assign a bookmark to this screen. For more information
on using bookmarks, see Chapter 2 – Software Tour.
b. Description – Enter text to help describe the purpose of this screen. Note: this
text is not used or downloaded to the HMC.
c. No. of Characters To Print – if this screen is configured to print to a serial
printer, this value determines how many of the characters displayed on the
screen will be sent to the serial printer. Note: maximum is 1590 characters
(using smallest font). If there is more text on the target screen than the value
entered, then only the specified number of characters is printed, beginning with
text at the top of the screen.
d. Password – user can protect access to the selected screen by assigning a
numeric password. Range is 0 to 9999 (0 is no password assigned). When
password-protected, a request to display the target screen causes a dialog box
to appear, asking user to enter correct password:

If correct, screen is displayed.
e. Screen Columns - determines the total number of characters (columns) in each
row that will be printed.
f. Screen Memory Status – this indicates the total amount of memory required (in
bytes) for selected screen. Click on the
button to display a more detailed
description of the memory used:
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g. Screen Print Properties – determines how the screen is to be used when
requested:
i. Display Screen (default) – screen is displayed on the HMC and not sent
to a serial printer.
ii. Print Screen – screen data is sent to a serial printer only and is not
displayed when requested. However, a message “Printing in Progress”
is displayed on the HMC7000 and remains until the HMC7000 is finished
sending all text on the screen to the serial printer. Then the prior
screen is displayed.
iii. Print Once and Display Screen – screen is displayed and printed. Please
note that the screen does not appear on the HMC7000 display until the
entire text is output to the serial printer. To shorten the time interval,
use the fastest baud rate available for the printer, and reduce the No Of
Characters to Print setting to the minimum required. Note: the target
screen will print again every time the screen is displayed.
h. Screen Type – identifies what type of screen this is (i.e. base, popup, or
template).
i. Wait for PLC Data – if enabled, the HMC7000 does not display the screen until
after it has read the current values of all PLC-related objects. Disable this option
if you wish to increase the speed of screen updates.
4. Tasks –
a. Task List – option to assign tasks to the target screen. Note: this method of
configuring screen tasks is the same as clicking the Tasks subfolder under each
Screen Name listed in the Screens directory of the Project Information Window.
Click on the
button to display the Task List for the selected screen:

For more information on tasks, see Chapter 9 – Task Management.
5. Templates
a. Use Template – enable this option to attach one or more template screens to
the selected screen (see Templates section later in this chapter).
b. No. Of Templates – determines the total number of template screens assigned
to this screen.
c. Template 1, 2, etc. – choose a template screen from the pull-down box.
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Popup Screens
Popup screens are screens that are used to display groups of objects (i.e. Bit Lamps, Buttons, Bar
graphs, etc.) on the HMC display. They are designed to display on top of base screens and are
smaller than the size of the HMC7000 LCD display. Note: although you can configure several
popup screens to display on a base screen, only one popup screen can be displayed at a time.
How to create a popup screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Screen…New Popup Screen from the standard menu
b. Click the New Popup Screen icon
in the Layout Toolbar.
c. Right-click the Screens folder located in the Project Information Window. A
popup dialog box appears- click New Popup Screen.
2. The new screen appears in the work area of MAPware-7000 and the Screen Properties
box displays:

Editing a Popup Screen
Click anywhere on the screen (but not on any objects that have been placed onto the screen) to
display the Screen Properties box on the right side of the screen.
1. Appearance
a. Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the screen. Click
on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
2. Design
a. Name – this is the name assigned to the selected screen. The text entered for
the name appears as the title for the screen in the Projects Information window.
By default, the name is simply Screen65005, Screen65006, etc. However, you
may wish to assign a new name that helps define the purpose of the screen, (i.e.
numeric keypad).
b. Number – this is the number assigned to the screen. A number is automatically
assigned to each screen when created. By default, the number assigned is the
next available number in sequence (starting with 65005), but you can edit this
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field to assign a new number. Note: popup screens must be in the range of
65005-65534.
3. Layout
a. Size – sets the pixel size (width x height) of the popup screen. Default is 237x180
pixels.
i. Width – the width (in pixels). Range is 30 to 319.
ii. Height – the height (in pixels). Range is 30 to 239.
b. Top Left – this position indicator is used to place the top left corner of the
popup screen in relation to the base screen when it is called.
i. X – Position (in pixels) along the horizontal (X) axis. Note: the maximum
setting must less than the width of the popup screen and the base
screen + one pixel. For example, if the width of the popup screen is 237
pixels, then the maximum position along the X-axis is 320 (width of base
screen) minus 237 (width of popup) – 1 pixel equals 82 pixels.
ii. Y – Position (in pixels) along the vertical (Y) axis. Note: the maximum
setting must less than the height of the popup screen and the base
screen + one pixel. For example, if the height of the popup screen is
180 pixels, then the maximum position along the Y-axis is 240 (height of
base screen) minus 180 (height of popup) – 1 pixel equals 59 pixels.
4. Screen Properties –
a. Bookmark – option to assign a bookmark to this screen. For more information
on using bookmarks, see Chapter 2 – Software Tour.
b. Description – Enter text to help describe the purpose of this screen. Note: this
text is not used or downloaded to the HMC.
c. No. of Characters To Print – if this screen is configured to print to a serial
printer, this value determines how many of the characters displayed on the
screen will be sent to the serial printer. Note: maximum is 1590 characters
(using smallest font). If there is more text on the target screen than the value
entered, then only the specified number of characters is printed, beginning with
text at the top of the screen.
d. Screen Columns - determines the total number of characters (columns) in each
row that will be printed.
e. Screen Memory Status – this indicates the total amount of memory required (in
bytes) for selected screen. Click on the
button to display a more detailed
description of the memory used:

f.

Screen Print Properties – determines how the screen is to be used. For popup
screens, this option is always set to Display Screen.
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g. Screen Type – identifies what type of screen this is (i.e. base, popup, or
template).
5. Tasks –
a. Task List – option to assign tasks to the target screen. Click on the
button to
display the Task List for the selected screen:

For more information on tasks, see Chapter 9 – Task Management.
Placing Objects onto a Popup Screen
Any of the objects described in Chapter 8 – Data Objects can be placed onto a popup screen
with the exception of the Bit Entry and Numeric Entry objects.

Template Screens
Template screens are screens that overlay onto base screens. Template screens are used for
two primary reasons:
1. To conserve project memory. If you have a project that requires the same objects (like a
Text box or Company Logo picture) to be displayed on multiple screens, then place
these objects on a template screen. This reduces the amount of memory that must be
allocated to display these objects.
2. To cut time and cost of updating projects. If some objects in a project are commonly
shared in a number of screens, using a template reduces the amount of time required to
make changes to these common objects.
How to create a template screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Screen…New Template Screen from the standard menu
b. Click the New Template Screen icon
in the Layout Toolbar.
c. Right-click the Templates folder located in the Project Information Window. A
popup dialog box appears- click New Template Screen.
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2. The new screen appears in the work area of MAPware-7000 and the Template Screen
Properties box displays:

Editing a template screen
Click anywhere on the screen (but not on any objects that have been placed onto the screen) to
display the Template Screen Properties box on the right side of the screen.
1. Design
a. Name – this is the name assigned to the selected screen. The text entered for
the name appears as the title for the screen in the Projects Information window.
By default, the name is simply Template1, Template2, etc. However, you may
wish to assign a new name that helps define the purpose of the screen, (i.e.
company logo).
b. Number – this is the number assigned to the screen. A number is automatically
assigned to each screen when created. By default, the number assigned is the
next available number in sequence (starting with 1), but you can edit this field
to assign a new number. Note: template screens must be in the range of 1-10.
2. Screen Properties
a. Screen Type – identifies what type of screen this is (i.e. base, popup, or
template).
Placing Objects onto a Template Screen
Any of the objects described in Chapter 8 – Data Objects can be placed onto a template screen.
Applying a template screen
After you have created your template screens, you must then assign the templates to the base
screens. Then when a base screen is displayed on the HMC7000 display, the assigned template
screens are shown as well.
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To assign a template screen to a base screen, click Screen…Apply Template Screens from the
standard menus:

The table is a list of all base screens created in the project (each row corresponds to a base
screen). Ten columns represent the Template screens (maximum of ten template screens can
be created). To assign a particular template screen to a base screen, simply check the
appropriate template. Note that the Preview screen indicates how the template screens are
overlaid onto the selected base screen.
The other method of assigning template screens to a base screen is to display the base screen
and assign the template using the Templates attribute listed in the Screen Properties dialog box:
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Modifying screens
Finding a screen
Of course, the easiest way to locate a screen is to select it from the Screens folder in the Project
Information Window:

Another method is to click Window…List of Open Screens from the standard menu:

If you have very many screens and you wish to work on a subset of screens, then this is when
using the bookmark feature might be useful. Bookmarks allow you to quickly switch from
working on one screen to another. For more information on bookmarks and how to use them,
see Chapter 2 – Software Tour.
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Viewing multiple screens
You may wish to look at several screens at a time in the workspace area of the MAPware-7000
software. To do this, click Window…Tile Horizontally (Vertically):

Note: click the Close All option in Windows to quickly close all open screens.
Deleting a screen
Select one of three methods to delete a screen. Display the screen in the work area of
MAPware-7000:
1. Click Screen…Delete from the standard menu
2. Click the Delete Screen icon in the Screen Toolbar.
3. Right-click the Screen name listed in the Project Information Window, then click Delete.

Duplicating a screen
Select one of two methods to duplicate a screen. Display the screen in the work area of
MAPware-7000:
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1. Click Screen…Duplicate from the standard menu
2. Right-click the Screen name listed in the Project Information Window, then click
Duplicate.
Renaming a screen
Select one of two methods to rename a screen. Display the screen in the work area of
MAPware-7000:
1. Click any area of the screen to display the Screen Properties dialog box, and then enter a
new name under the Design…Name attribute.
2. Right-click the Screen name listed in the Project Information Window, then click
Rename.

Tag Database
What are tags?
Tags are names assigned to internal memory registers of the HMC7000, contacts of an
expansion module, and any PLC data registers/coils of an external PLC. Some system tags are
predefined when you first begin a project (see Predefined System Tags below). Other tags must
be created. For example, you must create and assign a tag to every PLC memory address that
you wish to read/write to. When using the optional I/O Expansion modules, you must also
assign tags in order to use them. All tags are collected and stored in the Tag Database for
review and editing.
Once a tag has been assigned to a memory address, you can easily link any object (i.e. bit lamp,
numeric register, etc.) to the tag. Tags have several advantages:





Tags provide an organized method of tracking all memory addresses used in a project.
Tags are much more descriptive of the function than the name of the memory address
Tags are more easily edited, should a change be required
Tags can be exported and imported into other MAPware-7000 projects, regardless of
which HMC7000 unit is selected

Predefined System Tags
In addition to user-defined tags, the tag database also contains tags that are assigned to internal
memory coils (bits) and registers of the HMC7000. These internal memory registers have
predefined functions (e.g. beeper control, screen saver timer, RTC settings, etc) which may be
useful in your project. For more information on these predefined system tags, please see
Appendix B – Predefined Systems Tags.
Creating and Modifying a Tag
To create a new tag and assign it to an internal memory address or PLC address, you must first
open the tag database:


Click Define…Tag Database from the standard menus or
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Click the Tag Database icon
located in the Layout Toolbar or
Click the Tags folder in the Project Information Window

The tag database displays:
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Note: if you click on the Tag Database icon, the tag database is displayed in a window:

Each assigned tag is depicted in the database with seven attributes arranged and presented as
columns:








Tag No. – This is the tag number assigned to the tag when created. Tags are always
assigned in numerical order.
Tag Name – When you create a tag, you must provide a name for the tag.
Port – If the address assigned to the tag comes from one of the external ports (i.e.
Com1, Com2, Ethernet), then the port is identified here.
Tag Address – this is the specific internal memory address or PLC memory address
assigned to the tag.
Byte(s) – number of bytes (1, 2, 4, or bit) allocated to the tag.
Node Name - where the tag memory address is located (i.e. internal memory or external
connection to a PLC).
Tag Type – either Default Tag (predefined tag) or User Defined Tag (programmer
defined).

To modify the tag database, use the buttons displayed in the Tag Database popup window (see
above) or right-click on the Tags folder in the Project Information Window to display a popup
dialog box:
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Adding a New Tag
In the Tag Database, perform the following steps to add a new tag:
1. Click the Add button to display the Add Tag dialog box:

2. Node Name: click on the list to select the node (i.e. internal memory or PLC
communications driver attached to the COM/Ethernet ports) where the target address
is located.
3. Tag Name: Enter a name that you wish to assign to the tag address (max 40 characters)
4. Register/Coil Type: click on the list to select the proper memory address. Each listing
corresponds to a specific memory type within the HMC7000 or an external PLC (for
more information on PLC memory types, download the Controller Information Sheet
from our website). The Read/Write (Read Only) descriptor indicates if selected memory
area can be written to by the HMC7000.
5. Tag Type: options are Register and Coil/Bit Addressed Register. If both options are
available then the memory area selected can be interpreted by the HMC7000 as either a
data register or a bit.
6. Coil/Register: The first field (Size: 2 bytes, 1 bit, etc.) indicates how much memory is
allocated to each address in this memory range. The enclosed address underneath
represents the particular address targeted after entries are made in the ‘address input’
fields located to the right. Below are some examples:

HMC7000 internal address
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GE Fanuc Micro Address
7. Auto-add: By checking this option, you can quickly add a series of tags based upon a
consecutive set of registers. When used, the Tag Name will have a five digit number
appended (ex. 00000, 00001, etc):

a. Number of Tag: enter the total number of consecutive tags you wish to create
when using the Auto-add feature.
b. Show Error Report: if checked, then the MAPware-7000 software displays a Text
Only file (ErrorTag_AutoAddTag.txt) that shows any errors that may have
occurred when using the Auto-add feature:

8. Byte(s): Some memory registers can be configured as a single byte, word, or doubleword register:

9. Click the Add button to add the new tag to the tag database. The Add dialog box
remains on screen so that you can create other tags. When you have finished, click the
Close button.
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Deleting a Tag
To delete a tag that is in the tag database, simply:
1. Open the tag database.
2. Highlight (click) the tag.
3. Click the Delete button (in the Tag Information window) or right-click to display a popup
dialog box:

4. A popup dialog box appears asking if you are sure that you want to delete the tag. Click
Yes. Note: all tags defined as Default Tags are system tags and cannot be deleted.
You can also delete multiple tags simultaneously by highlighting one tag in the tag database, and
then hold down the CTRL (or SHIFT) key and clicking on other tags.
You also have the option of deleting all user-defined tags in the tag database by clicking Delete
All Tags.
Editing a Tag
To edit a tag:
1. Open the tag database.
2. Highlight the tag.
3. Click the Edit button (in the Tag Information window) or right-click to display a popup
dialog box, and then click Edit:
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4. In Edit mode, you can only change the name of the tag and the target address. Any
other changes require that you delete the tag entirely, and then reenter.
Finding Tags
If you have created many tags and have a large database, it may be difficult to locate a particular
tag. To help you locate a tag quickly, right-click anywhere in the tag database to display the
popup dialog box:

Click the Find… option to display the Find dialog box:

Enter the name of the tag or tag address- MAPWare-7000 will then search through the database
and highlight the tag.
You can also reorder the tag database by clicking on any of the column headings. The tags are
reordered alphabetically according to the entries in that column.
Tag Usage
This feature allows you to select a tag in the tag database and view where it is used in your
project:
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Importing and Exporting Tags
The tag database created in MAPWare-7000 can be exported as a CSV (comma-separated value)
file. This file can be edited then imported back into MAPware-7000. This provides the following
advantages:




Tag databases can be moved from one project to another without copying the entire
project.
If you wish to modify many tags, this may be more quickly done by editing a CSV file.
In some cases, you may be able to import the PLC addresses you use in your external
PLC ladder logic program, thus saving time.

To Export Tags:
1. Open the tag database and right-click to display the popup dialog:
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2. Click Export:

Node tags: select All to export all nodes (internal memory and tags assigned to all Com
ports). Check Selected and use the checkboxes to filter which nodes you wish to export.
Export Tag Types: Check System to export internal system (S and SW register) memory
tags in the tag database. Check Unused to export only tags that have not been used in
the project.
Export to File: For Format, select ASCII or Unicode. For Mode, select Append (adds to
existing file) or Overwrite.
3. Click the Export button. The file is created:

Sample Exported Tag Database File in Excel
To Import Tags:
1. Open the tag database and right-click to display the popup dialog:
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2. Click Import:

3. Replace tags in case of duplicate tag found- check this box if you wish MAPware-7000 to
replace a tag name in the tag database with one of the same name in the imported file.
4. Auto generate tag name in case of duplicate tag name found – checking this box will
make MAPware-7000 append a number to the duplicate tag name.
5. Tag Columns- in order to import a CSV file, you must specify where each tag column (i.e.
Tag Name, Tag Address, Node Name, etc) is located in the CSV file. By default, the
columns are arranged in the same format that is used when exporting the tag database
as a CSV file.
6. View error log- if checked, this will display a text file after MAPware-1000 has finished
importing that shows any errors that have occurred.

This completes the chapter concerning screen types and the tag database. The next chapter
describes all of the objects that you can place onto the screens.
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Chapter 5 - Data Objects
General Object Properties
Most of the objects that can be placed onto a screen share common properties or features that
are described (for the sake of brevity) in this section. Later sections will examine each individual
object in more detail to provide information that may be particular to the operation of that
object.
Below is a reference table which indicates common features that are shared with screen objects.

Object List
Feature List
Count

11

10

16

11

4

17

12

9

10

24

7

19

19

18

14

7

16

5

43

43

Object List

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

Line

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Rectangle

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Ellipse

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Round
Rectangle

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Multilingual
Text
Simple Text

√

Picture

√

√

√

√

Go To Screen

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Go To Next
Screen

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Go To
Previous
Screen

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Open Popup
Screen

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Set Bit

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

Reset Bit

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Toggle Bit

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Write Value to
Tag

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Add Value to
Tag

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Subtract
Value from
Tag

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Add Tag B to
Tag A

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Subtract Tag B
from Tag A

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Numerical
Data

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Message Data

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Bit Data

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Bit Data Entry

√

√

√

√

√

√

Numeric Entry

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Transfer
Recipe

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Upload Recipe

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Advanced Bit
Button

√

√

√

Word Button

√

√

√

Bit Lamp

√

√

√

Word Lamp

√

√

√
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Object List

A

Bar Graph

√

B

C

D

E

F

117
G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

√

Multiple Bar
Graphs

√

Analog Meter

√

P

Q
√

√

√

Trend

√

Historical
Trend

√

Alarms

O

√
√

R

S

T

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Keypad

√

√

√

√

√

ASCII Keypad

√

√

√

√

√

Custom
Keypad

√

√

√

√

√

Time

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Date

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Alarm
Acknowledge

√

√

√

√

√

√

Next Alarm

√

√

√

√

√

√

Prior Alarm

√

√

√

√

√

√

Feature List
A- Color Animation: use to dynamically change the color of the selected object. Enter a
number between 0-255 (number assigned to each color can be determined by looking at
the color palette) to select a color. The default tag address is internal memory register
D4095 but you can select any register in the D memory of the HMC. In this example, we
will enable Color Animation on a Line and select D100 as the tagged address used to
control the color of the line:
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Using Color Animation in MAPware-7000

Changing the color of the line to red using simulation mode.
B- Flash Animation: dynamically ‘flash’ selected object. ‘Flash’ means the object displays
on screen periodically depending upon the value (0-65535) in a tag register. This is most
often used to indicate an alarm condition or simply to attract the operator’s attention.
When enabled, the following options are displayed:
a. Flash Animation Properties: this lists a brief summary of all the options selected.
b. Flash When: determines when flashing should occur. Options are ‘within
range’ (flash when the current value is within the set high and low limits) and
‘out of range’ (flash when the current value is above the high limit or below the
low limit set).
c. High Limit: the upper limit that determines when to flash.
d. Low Limit: the lower limit that determines when to flash.
e. Speed: the rate at which flashing occurs when activated. Options are slow (0.5
fps- flashes per second), medium (1 fps), and fast (2 fps).
f. Tag List – the default tag register is D4095 but any 2 byte tag register can be
selected.
In this example, we will enable Flash Animation on a simple Text object and
select D300 as the tagged address used to control the flashing of the text:
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When the value in D300 falls within 100 to 500, the text will slowly flash:

Example of flashing message text
C- Visibility Animation: use this feature to make the object disappear or become
‘invisible’. This is done by monitoring a tag address which is used to determine when
the object becomes invisible. This feature is most often used on an object that can be
made visible only when it is needed. This helps to reduce clutter on screen and focus
the operator’s attention to the area of the screen that is most important. Options are:
a. Visibility Animation Properties: this lists a brief summary of all the options
selected.
b. High Limit: the upper limit that determines when to make the selected object
invisible.
c. Low Limit: the lower limit that determines when to make object invisible.
d. Show When: determines when visibility should occur. Options are ‘within
range’ (show when the current value is within the set high and low limits) and
‘out of range’ (show when the current value is above the high limit or below the
low limit set).
e. Tag List – the default tag register is D0 but any 2 byte tag register can be
selected.
In this example, we will enable Visibility Animation on a multilingual Text object
and a picture object. Select D4094 as the tagged address used to control the
visibility of the objects:

When the value in D4094 is outside the range of 10-20, the two objects are
visible:

Example of visibility feature using a text object and a picture
D- Flash: this is similar to the Flash Animation feature described above except that this
option is not controlled by a tag register. Therefore, if enabled, the Flash feature
continues as long as the object is displayed.
Options are:
a. No Flash – default state. Object will not flash.
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b. Flash – Slow – Object flashes at 0.5 fps (flashes per second)
c. Flash – Medium – Object flashes at 1.0 fps.
d. Flash – Fast – Object flashes at 2.0 fps.
E- Line Color: this determines the color of the perimeter line of a simple shape (i.e. line,
rectangle, ellipse, etc). Use the
button to display the color palette to select the color:

F- Background Color: you can select a background color to simple shapes or many of the
other objects that display data. Click on the
button to use the color palette to select
a background color:

G- Border: add a line around the perimeter of the object.
a. Border Color – select the color of the border using the color palette.

Example of border applied to a text object
H- Label: a label that can be used to identify the object can be added to the top or bottom
of the object.
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I-

J-

Options are:
a. Background Color – click on the
button to select background color using the
color palette.
b. Position – options are top or bottom of the object.
c. Text – enter the text that you wish to appear in the label.
d. Text Color – this is the color of the text. Click
to display the color palette.
e. Text Font – select the font attributes:
i. Name: Windows type font
ii. Size: font size
iii. Unit: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
iv. Bold: highlight with bold type
v. GdiCharSet: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
vi. GdiVerticalFont: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
vii. Italic: highlight with italics
viii. Strikeout: highlight with strikeout
ix. Underline: highlight with underline
Font: use this to configure the text that is displayed in the text objects as well as many
of the other objects that use text. Note that some of the objects use a simple
predefined font that is not a Windows true type font. This simplified font does not offer
as many options listed below as is available for Windows true type fonts. The simplified
font does have four options for size: 5x7 pixels, 10x14, 20x28 and 7x14. True type fonts
have the following options:
a. Name: Windows type font
b. Size: font size
c. Unit: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
d. Bold: highlight with bold type
e. GdiCharSet: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
f. GdiVerticalFont: reserved for future use - not applicable at this time
g. Italic: highlight with italics
h. Strikeout: highlight with strikeout
i. Underline: highlight with underline
Language: this feature is the Language feature that is described in a later chapter. This
provides the ability to configure a text label for up to 9 languages per object. When the
object is displayed, the HMC will select the language label to show based upon the
current value in a particular internal HMC register (SW0001). Many objects employ the
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language feature but to use this feature, you must first decide which languages you
need then add them to the Languages section. Once completed, you can click on the
pull-down box in this option, select a language, and then configure the text for the
object using that language. During normal operation, you can set up buttons on the
HMC that will instantly change the ‘language’ (i.e. English, Spanish, German, etc) of the
HMC without the need to download a new project. Below are snapshots of HMC
screens (using simulation mode) in which a ‘Jump to Screen’ button and Text change as
new values are placed into SW0001:

K- Text: this is the entry location where the programmer enters text that will appear in a
text object. The total number of characters permissible is determined by the size of the
display screen and the font size. Multiple lines are not allowed.

a. Text Alignment - Only available when using the Multilingual Text object, this
option determines alignment of the text in relation to the size of the text box.
Options are Left (justified), Right (justified), and Center (justified).
b. Text Color - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
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L- Feedback Tag On/Off Text: this option is available on most of the screen button objects.
It provides the ability to customize the label that appears on the button.

a. On/Off Text: entry field for the text that is to appear on the button.
b. On/Off Text Background Color: fill color of the button.
c. On/Off Text Border Style: there are seven options for the border.
i. Raised
ii. Etched
iii. Bump
iv. Sunken
v. Frame
vi. None
vii. Flat
d. On/Off Text Color: this is the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
e. On/Off Text Font: these are the particular font size settings for the TrueType
font selected.
f. On/Off Text Pattern: option to have a two color pattern for the background.
g. On/Off Text Pattern Color: select the secondary color for the patterned
background.
M- Button Style: As with the Feedback On/Off Text described above, this option is available
on most button-type objects. Options are:
a. Generic Square
b. Circle
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c. Rounded Rectangle
d. Invisible

Note: the object is active but not seen by the operator

e. User defined Images
Note: use any *.bmp, *.jpg, or *.gif image
i. On/Off State Image: Click
to locate target graphics image file.
f.

From Picture Library
Note: from predefined libraries included in
software
i. On/Off State Picture Library: Click
to display predefined library
images.
N- Feedback Tag: this feature is optional on most button-type objects (i.e. bit control,
change screens, write values, alarm buttons, etc). If disabled, there is no visual
‘feedback’ that the button, when pressed, has performed its intended function (see
Toggle button #1 in illustrations). Therefore, what is configured in the Appearance –
Feedback Tag On section is always displayed on the button.
Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target address and the feedback
tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go from an ‘off’ or
untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look). Configure unique labels using the
Appearance-Feedback Tag Off/On sections (see Toggle button #2 in illustrations).
Or select a different feedback tag address to verify that some action has taken place in
the controller. The controller is then responsible for setting the feedback tag bit, which
will then cause the label on the button object to change states (see Toggle button #3 in
illustrations).

In the illustrations above, all three buttons along the bottom are configured to set bit B0
when pressed. A lamp that represents the current state (On or Off) of B0 is directly
above these buttons. To the right of this lamp is the status of another bit, B1.
Button #1 is configured with no feedback. Notice that there is no change to how the
button looks regardless of whether or not B0 is On or Off.
Button #2 is configured with feedback and both the target and feedback addresses are
B0. Notice that this button changes ‘state’ to reflect the current state of B0.
Button #3 is also configured with feedback but is using B1 for the feedback address.
Notice that this button does not change state depending upon the value in B0. Rather,
the look of this button changes according to the value in B1, although the button is
configured to control B0.
a. Feedback Tag Address: this is the tag address that is read to determine which
label state to display.
b. Feedback Tag Name: Tag name assigned to the targeted tag address.
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c. Simulation: this option simply shows how the ‘On’ state and ‘Off’ state look for
the particular object selected, when changed during programming. This option
has no affect on operation of the button during online or simulation.
O- Task(s): this option is reserved for certain button-type objects (i.e. Multi-Task SingleState button) that can be configured for more than one task. If the Task is listed but
grayed out, this means that the object can do only that one defined task.
A task is some action(s) that the button is programmed to do (see Chapter 9 – Task
Management for more information). Click
to locate display the Touch Screen Task
List dialog box to add/modify the tasks.
P- Value or Data Properties: this section is used to configure how the selected object
interprets (i.e. signed/unsigned, leading zeroes, ranges, etc) the number it is to display
or write.
a. Value Data Type: options vary according to the tag address selected (bit, 1 byte,
2 bytes, or 4 bytes). Options are unsigned, signed, hexadecimal, BCD, binary,
Float, ASCII, or ASCII Numeric.
i. Unsigned – represents number in target address as an unsigned decimal
number.
ii. Signed – represents a signed decimal number. Range is – 2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 for 4 byte registers, -32768 to 32767 for
2 byte, and -128 to 127 for 1 byte.
iii. Hexadecimal – represents a hexadecimal (base 16) number. Range is –
0 to FFFFFFFF for 4 byte registers, 0 to FFFF for 2 byte, and 0 to FF for 1
byte.
iv. BCD – represents as a BCD (binary coded decimal) number. Range is – 0
to 99999999 for 4 byte registers, 0 to 9999 for 2 byte, and 0 to 99 for 1
byte.
v. Binary – represents as a binary (base 2) number. Range is limited to 16
bits (LSW) for 4 byte registers, 16 bits for 2 byte, and 8 bits for 1 byte.
vi. Float – represents a floating point number using the IEEE 754 single
precision format. Any number with no more than nine digits can be
displayed. If necessary, the number is rounded. Only supported when a
4 byte register tag address is selected.
vii. ASCII – represents the data in a 16 bit number as two ASCII printable
characters. Hex values 0-9 are displayed as numbers 0-9, 0A-1F is
displayed as small case decimal numbers, 20-FF is shown as printable
ASCII characters. The HMC reads consecutive registers according to the
Length field (ex: if Length=10, then HMC will read five consecutive
registers, starting with the designated Tag Address.
viii. ASCII Numbers - same as ASCII (see above) except that all non-printable
values are displayed as zeroes.
b. Display Leading Zeroes: when enabled, data is presented with leading zeroes to
the left of the value, if required to fill in the number of digits specified.
c. Hide Data: if enabled, data will be represented with asterisks ‘***’. This feature
is most often used for security password entry.
d. Keypad (for data entry objects): enable or disable popup keypad input. Note: if
popup keypad input is disabled, entry is still available if a static keypad is placed
onto the same screen as this object or on a popup screen. For more information
on how to do this, see On Screen Keypads later in this chapter.
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i. Screen Name: determines which popup keypad is used.
ii. Screen Number: screen number of the popup keypad used.
e. Ranges (for data entry objects): these are the limits allowed when entering a
new number.
i. Maximum Value (List P) - enter the maximum value that the HMC
operator is allowed to enter into the target register.
ii. Minimum Value (List P) - enter the minimum value that the HMC
operator is allowed to enter into the target register.
Tag Properties:
a. Tag Address: this is the address of the target register that is monitored.
b. Tag Name: this is the name given to the target register in the Tag Database.
Tag A/B: for objects that perform a mathematical operation on two addresses (ex. Add
Tag B to Tag A) or copy from one address to another (i.e. recipes).
a. Tag A Address: Address assigned to Tag A in the Tag database.
b. Tag B Address: Address assigned to Tag B in the Tag database.
Design: this section is used by the programming software to identify each object. For
this reason, this section cannot be edited by the user.
a. Id: this is an identification number assigned to the object.
b. Name: this is the name given to the object.
Layout: this section provides the coordinates for the selected object.
a. Bottom Right (or End Pt): coordinates (pixel location) of the end point of the
object.
b. Size: total size (in pixels) of the selected object. First value is width, second value
is height.
c. Top Left (or Start Pt): location of the start point of the object.

Refer to the above section often when working with screen objects. The next section covers all
objects that can be placed onto a screen.

Simple Drawing Tools and Static Objects
The MAPware-7000 software provides many drawing tools used to create simple graphics on a
screen. More sophisticated static objects are also available to display graphics or text. Static
objects (as opposed to dynamic objects) are screen objects that do not change what is displayed
on screen. Dynamic objects (such as lamps or numeric input registers) change according to the
value of a coil or register in a PLC or internal memory of the HMC7000. This section provides
descriptions of the simple drawing tools and static objects available in the MAPware-7000
software.
Line Object
Use to display simple lines on a screen of varying length and color.
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Place a line on screen
3. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Graphical Objects…Line from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools…Line from the Draw toolbar
c. Click the Line icon from the Draw toolbar
4. Move cursor to a start point for the line. Click and hold mouse cursor.
5. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the line and release. The line appears on screen
and the Line Properties box displays.
Line Properties options








Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Line Color (List E) – sets color of the perimeter line.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Line
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Rectangle Object
Use to display a rectangle or square on a screen of varying size and color.
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Place a rectangle on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Graphical Objects…Rectangle from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools…Rectangle from the Objects toolbar
c. Click the Rectangle icon from the Draw toolbar
2. Move cursor to a starting corner endpoint for the rectangle. Click and hold mouse
cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor diagonally to the opposite endpoint for the rectangle and release.
The rectangle appears on screen and the Rectangle Properties toolbox displays.
Rectangle Properties Options












Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Line Color (List E) – sets color of the perimeter line.
Pattern: this is an option to use two colors for the background. The pattern determines
how the two colors are shown. Eight patterns are available. Click
to display the
pattern options.
Pattern Color: Select the second background color when using the pattern option above.
Click
to display the color palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize a rectangle
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Ellipse Object
Use to display an ellipse or circle on a screen of varying size and color.

Place an ellipse on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Graphical Objects…Ellipse from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools…Ellipse from the Objects toolbar
c. Click the Ellipse icon from the Draw toolbar
2. Move cursor to a starting corner endpoint for the ellipse. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor diagonally to the opposite endpoint for the ellipse and release. The
ellipse appears on screen and the Ellipse Properties toolbox displays.
Ellipse Properties Options









Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Line Color (List E) – sets color of the perimeter line.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize an ellipse
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Round Rectangle Object
Use to display a rounded (with beveled edges) rectangle or square on a screen of varying size
and color.

Place a rounded rectangle on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Graphical Objects…Rounded Rectangle from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools…Rounded Rectangle from the Objects toolbar
2. Move cursor to a starting corner endpoint for the rounded rectangle. Click and hold
mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor diagonally to the opposite endpoint for the rounded rectangle and
release. The rectangle appears on screen and the Round Rectangle Properties toolbox
displays.
Round Rectangle Properties Options









Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Line Color (List E) – sets color of the perimeter line.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize a round rectangle
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Pictures Object
Use to display a picture (predefined *.bmp, *.jpg, or *.gif graphic image file) on a screen of
varying size.

Place a picture on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Drawing Tools…Picture from the Objects toolbar
b. Click the Picture icon from the Draw toolbar
2. Move cursor to a starting corner endpoint for the picture. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor diagonally to the opposite endpoint for the picture and release. The
picture appears on screen and the Picture Properties toolbox displays.
Picture Properties Options





Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Picture Properties: use to assign a graphic image to the picture object.
o Picture Name: this is the file name of the image that is displayed in the picture.
To select an image, click on the directory button , then locate and select the
image in the Picture Library or use the browser window.
o Picture Type: options are Picture Browser or Picture Library.
 Picture Browser: this option allows you to search your hard drive for
imported images using the Picture Name field. The image can be *.bmp,
*.gif, or *.jpg format.
 Picture Library: choose from a large selection of predefined images in
the Picture library included with the MAPware-7000 software.
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Resize a picture
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Simple Text Object
Use to display text on a screen using one of four font sizes and selectable color.

Place simple text object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects… Text from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools… Text from the Objects toolbar
c. Click the Text icon from the Draw toolbar
2. Move precision cursor
to the desired location for the text and click to place.
3. The Text object (with ‘Text’) appears on screen and the Text Properties toolbox displays.
Simple Text Object Properties Options










Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Text (List K): this is the text that appears in the box. Maximum number of characters is
determined by screen size of the display and the font used.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
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Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a simple text object
Text objects are not resizable- the size is fixed by the number of characters and font size. To
move the text object, simply click and drag using the mouse to the target location on screen.
Multilingual Text Object
Use to display multilingual text on a screen using Windows True Type fonts. The term
‘multilingual’ refers to the ability to use the Multilanguage feature with this object. This is the
ability to configure up to nine text labels per object. The particular text label shown during
operation is determined by the current value in the Language tag (SW0001). For more
information on this feature, see Languages later in this chapter. The multilingual text object also
differs from the simple text object because it uses Windows True type fonts.

Place multilingual text on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Graphical Objects…Multilingual Text from the standard menu
b. Click Drawing Tools…Multilingual Text from the Objects toolbar
c. Click the Multilingual Text icon from the Draw toolbar
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2. Move precision cursor
to the desired location for the text and click to place.
3. The Multilingual Text object (with ‘Sample Text’) appears on screen and the Multilingual
Text Properties toolbox displays.
Multilingual Text Properties Options












Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
o Border Color – select a color for the border.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – configure how you wish the text to appear.
Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Text (List K): this is the text that appears in the box. Maximum number of characters is
determined by screen size of the display and the font used.
Text Alignment (List Ka) - determines how text on multiple lines is aligned: Left, Right, or
Center justified.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a multilingual text object
The Multilingual text object is resizable and has the advantage that the text is automatically
wrapped-around to the next line if the width of the text box is too small.
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Time Object
Use to display time (all HMCs have a built-in real time clock RTC) on a screen using one of four
font sizes and selectable color.
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Place a time object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects… Time from the standard menu
b. Click Clock Objects… Time from the Objects toolbar
2. Move precision cursor
to the desired location for the Time and click to place.
3. The Time object (with current computer time) appears on screen and the Time
Properties toolbox displays.
Time Object Properties Options












Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Time Format: options are HH:MM:SS (hours, minutes, seconds) or HH:MM (hours,
minutes)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a time object
Time objects are not resizable- the size is fixed by the number of characters and font size. To
move the time object, simply click and drag using the mouse to the target location on screen.
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Date Object
Use to display date (all HMCs have a built-in real time clock RTC) on a screen using one of four
font sizes and selectable color.

Place a date object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects… Date from the standard menu
b. Click Clock Objects… Date from the Objects toolbar
2. Move precision cursor
to the desired location for the Date and click to place.
3. The Date object (with current computer date) appears on screen and the Date
Properties toolbox displays.
Date Object Properties Options













Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Date Format: options are DD:MM:YY (day of month, month, year) or MM:DD:YY (month,
day of month, year)
Display Day: option to display the day of the week to the left of the Date.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize a date object
Date objects are not resizable- the size is fixed by the number of characters and font size. To
move the date object, simply click and drag using the mouse to the target location on screen.
Screen Buttons
The MAPware-7000 software provides four button objects that are used to change screens.
When the operator presses one of these buttons, a new screen is immediately displayed or a
popup screen appears.
Go to Screen Object
Use to display a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a new screen.

Place a Go to Screen button on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Navigation Buttons…Go to Screen from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Go to Screen from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Go to Screen Properties box displays.
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Go to Screen Properties Options










Language (List J) - configure a text label for up to 9 languages per object.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Screen Name: select from the pull-down list box, the screen that you wish to display
when the button is pressed.
o Screen Number: this is the number assigned to the selected screen.
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Go to Screen (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Go to Screen button
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Go to Next Screen Object
Use to display a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the next screen in numerical
sequence. If there are no higher screens, then pressing this button has no effect.
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Place a Go to Next Screen button on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Navigation Buttons…Go to Next Screen from the standard
menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Go to Next Screen from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Go to Next Screen Properties box displays.
Go to Next Screen Properties Options









Language (List J) - configure a text label for up to 9 languages per object.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Go to Next Screen (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Go to Next Screen button
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Go to Previous Screen Object
Use to display a button on screen that, when pressed, displays the prior screen in numerical
sequence. If there are no lower screens, then pressing this button has no effect.
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Place a Go to Previous Screen button on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Navigation Buttons…Go to Previous Screen from the
standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Go to Previous Screen from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Go to Previous Screen Properties box displays.
Go to Previous Screen Properties Options









Language (List J) - configure a text label for up to 9 languages per object.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Go to Previous Screen (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize a Go to Previous Screen button
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Open Popup Screen Object
Use to display a button on screen that, when pressed, displays a popup screen (a screen that is
smaller than the size of the display). The Open Popup Screen button cannot be placed and used
on popup screens.

Place Open Popup Screen button on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Navigation Buttons…Open Popup Screen from the
standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Open Popup Screen from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Open Popup Screen Properties box displays.
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Open Popup Screen Properties Options










Language (List J) - configure a text label for up to 9 languages per object.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Screen Name: select from the pull-down list box, the popup screen that you wish to
display when the button is pressed.
o Screen Number: this is the number assigned to the selected screen.
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Go to Popup Screen (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Open Popup Screen button
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.

Bit-based Objects
The MAPware-7000 software provides many options for displaying and writing to bit/coil
registers. Bit/coil registers are two state registers that are used to represent an ‘On[1]’ and
‘Off[0]’ condition. Bit registers are most often used to display lamps or buttons that are used to
control the target bit.
Display Only
Bit Lamp
Bit lamps indicate the current state of a bit register using a graphic image (i.e. lamp) or text (i.e.
ON/OFF). When a bit lamp is on a screen that is currently displayed on the HMC, the HMC
continuously polls the target bit register to determine which state image to display.
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Place a Bit Lamp object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Bit Lamp from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Bit Lamp from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Bit Lamp Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the object and release. The object appears on
screen and the Bit Lamp Properties box displays.
Bit Lamp Properties Options












Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Language (List J) - configure displayed text for up to 9 languages per object.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Lamp Properties – selects the ‘style’ and target address.
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
On/Off Text Properties (List L) – select the On and Off labels that appear when using the
Generic Square, Circle, or Rounded Rectangle button style.
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Resize a Bit Lamp object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Bit Display
Bit Display indicates the current state of a bit register using two predefined messages (i.e.
ON/OFF). The message displayed is determined by the current value read in the targeted
bit/coil. Messages can be of varying length (maximum of 40 characters). When a bit data
display is on a screen that is currently shown on the HMC, the HMC continuously polls the target
bit register to determine which message to display.

Place a Bit Display object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Data Display…Bit Data from the standard menu
b. Click Show Data…Bit Data from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Bit Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click to place the object on
screen.
3. The object appears on screen and the Bit Text Display Data Properties box displays.
Bit Display Properties Options





Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
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Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Off/On Text: this is the message text that appears according to the current value in the
target address. Maximum number of characters is 40.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Display Data Properties – Address of target.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Bit Display object
The Bit Data object cannot be resized (unless you change the Font attribute) but can be moved.
Display and Write
Set Bit
The Set Bit button is used to set a targeted bit/coil. The button is shown with either text labels
or a graphic image that is used to represent two states. When a set bit button is on screen, the
HMC continuously polls the target bit register to determine which state to display (feedback tag
must be enabled to display two states).

Place a Set Bit button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
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a. Click Draw…Buttons…Bit Action…Set Bit from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Set Bit from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Set Bit icon in the Objects toolbar.

2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Set Bit Properties box displays.
Set Bit Properties Options












Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Turn Bit On (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is set.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.

Resize a Set Bit button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Reset Bit
The Reset Bit button is used to reset (clear) a targeted bit/coil. The button is shown with either
text labels or a graphic image that is used to represent two states. When a reset bit button is on
screen, the HMC continuously polls the target bit register to determine which state to display
(feedback tag must be enabled to display two states).
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Place a Reset Bit button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Bit Action…Reset Bit from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Reset Bit from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Reset Bit icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Reset Bit Properties box displays.
Reset Bit Properties Options












Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Turn Bit Off (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is reset.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
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Resize a Reset Bit button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Toggle Bit
The Toggle Bit button is used to alternate setting and clearing a targeted coil each time the
button is pressed. When pressed by the operator, the HMC reads the current value of the coil,
and then sends a command to set or reset the coil depending upon the value read. The button is
shown with either text labels or a graphic image that is used to represent two states. When a
toggle bit button is on screen, the HMC continuously polls the target bit register to determine
which state to display (feedback tag must be enabled to display two states).

Place a Toggle Bit button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Bit Action…Toggle Bit from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Toggle Bit from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Toggle Bit icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Toggle Bit Properties box displays.
Toggle Bit Properties Options



Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
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Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Toggle Bit (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is toggled.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.

Resize a Toggle Bit button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Bit Entry
Bit Entry is used to set/clear a targeted bit/coil. Two predefined messages display according to
the current value read in the targeted bit/coil. Messages can be of varying length (maximum of
40 characters). When a bit entry is on a screen that is currently shown on the HMC7000, the
HMC continuously polls the target bit register to determine which message to display.

Place a Bit Entry object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Input Objects…Data Entry…Bit Entry from the standard menu
b. Click Edit Data…Bit Entry from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Bit Entry Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
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2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click to place the object on
screen.
3. The object appears on screen and the Coil Data Entry Properties box displays.
Bit Entry Properties Options
















Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Off/On Text: this is the message text that appears according to the current value in the
target address. Maximum number of characters is 40.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Data Entry Properties (List P) – Address of target and keypad to use.
Keypad - enable or disable popup keypad input. Note: if popup keypad input is disabled,
entry is still available if a static keypad is placed onto the same screen as this object or
on a popup screen. For more information on how to do this, see On Screen Keypads
later in this chapter.
Screen Name – if a popup keypad is enabled, select which popup keypad to use.
Screen Number – Popup screen assigned to the keypad above.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Bit Entry object
The Bit Entry object cannot be resized (unless you change the Font attribute) but can be moved.
Bit Entry object and Popup Screens
The Bit Entry object cannot be placed onto a popup screen- only base and template screens.

Register-based Objects
There are many options for displaying and writing to 16/32-bit registers. Register-based objects
are primarily used to display the value in an internal or PLC register and to allow the operator to
write new values. Register-based objects can also display predefined messages or images
depending upon the ‘state’ or range of values in the register.
Display Only
Word Lamp
Word lamps display predefined text labels or images shown according to the ‘state’ of the target
address. Each state represents a single value or range of values that are tied to a particular text
label or image. The HMC7000 continuously polls the target register to determine which state
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image to display. A maximum of 32 states are supported. Word lamps are most often used
where more than two choices are required. For example, a tri-state condition with Run, Auto,
and Manual modes may be indicated using a word lamp.

Place a Word Lamp object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Word Lamp from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Word Lamp from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Word Lamp Properties box displays.
Word Lamp Properties Options










Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Language (List J) - configure displayed text for up to 9 languages per object.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
State Properties – this section is used to configure the number of states and the target
tag address that will be monitored by the word lamp.
Current State: – shows the current state displayed on the Word Lamp for editing.
Number of States – indicates the total number of states configured for this particular
word lamp. This attribute is grayed, thus it cannot be modified here. Use State
Properties to add/delete states.
State Properties (Collection) – use to create the states and assign attributes for each
particular state. Click the
button to display the State Properties popup dialog box:
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The left side of the State Properties box shows all of the States currently configured. A
maximum of 32 states per Word Lamp is allowed.
o Add State – click on this button to add a new state (always appended to the
bottom of the list).
o Delete State – click on one of the States in the list box to highlight and then click
this button to delete it. Note: when deleting a state that is in-sequence, all
states, listed after the selected state, are automatically renumbered.
The right side of the State Properties box shows the configuration for the highlighted
state:
o




Display Text – option to display what is written in the Text field on the button
for that state.
o Text – label that is applied to that particular state. Default text is ‘Word Button’.
o Font – the text attributes
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable
o Text Color - determines the text color. Click on the
button to display the
color palette and select a color.
o Text Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the state.
Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
o Style – options are Generic Square, Circle, Rounded Rectangle, User defined
Images, or From Picture Library.
o Border Style - the style or appearance of the button. Options are Raised, Etched,
Bump, Sunken, Frame, Flat and None.
o Low Limit – enter the minimum value associated with this particular state. Any
value read from the target PLC address that is within the Low Limit and High
Limit will display this state.
o High Limit - enter the maximum value associated with this particular state.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
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Resize a Word Lamp object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Numeric Display
Numeric Display shows the current value of an 8/16/32-bit register. The value can be displayed
using a number of formats (i.e. signed, unsigned, floating point), and special effects (ex. flash,
color, visibility). The numeric display object supports linear scaling (engineering units) with the
ability to scale the read value based upon two mathematical operations that can be performed.
When a numeric display is on a screen that is currently shown on the HMC7000, the HMC
continuously polls the target register to show the current value.

Place a Numeric Display object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Data Display…Numeric Display from the standard
menu
b. Click Show Data…Numeric Display from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Numeric Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click to place the object on
screen.
3. The object appears on screen and the Register Value Display Data Properties box
displays.
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Register Value Display Data Properties Options















Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font: select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Format: select optional decimal point display and total number of digits to show.
o Digits after Decimal Point: used to display the value in the target register with a
decimal point. Maximum of 10 digits.
o Number of Digits: represents the total number of digits before and after the
decimal point (if used). Maximum of 10 digits.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Display Data Properties – Address of target and special features.
Byte Order: determines how HMC interprets the order of data (word order) when Data
Type is ASCII or ASCII Numeric.
Data Type: options areData Type

Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

BCD1

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

Binary

16 bits

16 bits

Floating Point2

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

ASCII3

Max length is 255
chars

Max length is 255
chars

ASCII Numeric4

Max length is 10
chars

Max length is 10
chars
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1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a dollar sign
‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single precision
numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are rounded to the nearest
decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits After Decimal Point is set to 1 digit, then floating
point number 1.52 would be displayed as 1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6).
3- ASCII format interprets the data value in each 16-bit register as two ASCII printable
characters. Hex values 0-9 are displayed as numbers 0-9, 0A-1F is displayed as small
case decimal numbers, 20-FF is printable ASCII characters. The HMC reads
consecutive registers according to the Length field (ex: if Length=10, then HMC will
read five consecutive registers, starting with the designated Tag Address).
4- ASCII Numeric is exactly the same as ASCII except that all non-printable values are
displayed as zeroes.
Display Leading Zeroes: when enabled, data is presented with leading zeroes to the
left of the value.
Hide Data: if enabled, data will be represented with asterisks ‘***’. This feature is
most often used for security password entry.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Operation – use this feature to perform a mathematical calculation on the object data.
o First Operation – this is the first mathematical operation performed on the data
object. Options are NOP (no operation), addition (+), subtraction (-),
multiplication (*), and division (/).
o First Operand – this constant value will be applied to the value in the targeted
data object according to the mathematical operand listed under First Operation.
o Second Operation – this is the second mathematical operation performed on
the data object.
o Second Operand – this constant value will be applied to the computed value of
the First Operation according to the mathematical operand listed under Second
Operation.

Resize a Numeric Display object
The Numeric Display object cannot be resized (unless you change the Font attribute) but can be
moved.
Message Display
Message Display shows a predefined set of messages depending upon the value read in a
targeted register. Messages can be of varying length (max of 40 characters). Maximum number
of messages is 255. Note: if the value read from the targeted register is not within any of the
predefined ranges, then the message displayed is blank. When a message data display is on a
screen that is currently shown on the HMC7000, the HMC continuously polls the target register.
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Place a Message Display object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Data Display…Message Data from the standard
menu
b. Click Show Data…Message Data from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Message Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click to place the object on
screen.
3. The object appears on screen and the Register Text Display Data Properties box displays.
Register Text Display Data Properties Options












Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Flash Animation (List B) - dynamically ‘flash’ object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Flash (List D) – continuously ‘flashes’ the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Display Data Properties – Address of target.
Ranges – Click on the directory button
to display the Register Text Range popup
window.
o Register Text Range: Maximum of 255 ranges allowed. Enter the Low Limit and
High Limit values (0 to 65535) and the text to display when the value read from
the targeted register is within range. A maximum of 40 characters can be
entered for each text message.
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Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Message Display object
The Message Display object cannot be resized (unless you change the Font attribute) but can be
moved.
Display and Write
Write Value to Tag
The Write Value to Tag button is used to write a predefined constant value to the target tag
register each time the button is pressed.
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Place a Write Value to Tag button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Word Action…Write Value to Tag from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Write Value to Tag from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Write Value to Tag Properties box displays.
Write Value to Tag Properties Options








Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Write Value to Tag (cannot be modified)
Value (List P) - this is the constant value that is written to the Tag Address.
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Value Data Type (List Pa) - select the data format used to write the value to the target
register. Options are unsigned, signed, hexadecimal, BCD, and binary.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is toggled.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.

Resize a Write Value to Tag button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Add Value to Tag
The Add Value to Tag button is used to add a predefined constant value to the target tag
register each time the button is pressed. The HMC reads the current value in the register and
then adds to this value the predefined constant.

How to place an Add Value to Tag button object on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Word Action…Add Value to Tag from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Add Value to Tag from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Add Value to Tag Properties box displays.
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Options available using the Add Value to Tag Properties dialog box














Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Add Constant Value to Tag (cannot be modified)
Value (List P) - this is the constant value that is added to the Tag Address.
Value Data Type (List Pa) - select the data format used to add the value to the target
register. Options are unsigned, signed, hexadecimal, BCD, and binary.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is toggled.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.

How do I resize an Add Value to Tag button object? Move the mouse pointer over one of the
resize handles. When the pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, simply click and drag to a
new location.
Subtract Value from Tag
The Subtract Value to Tag button is used to subtract a predefined constant value from the target
tag register each time the button is pressed. The HMC reads the current value in the register
and then subtracts the predefined constant from this value.
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How to place a Subtract Value from Tag button object on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Word Action…Subtract Value from Tag from the standard
menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Subtract Value from Tag from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Subtract Value from Tag Properties box displays.
Options available using the Subtract Value from Tag Properties dialog box














Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Task (List O) - Subtract Constant Value from Tag (cannot be modified)
Value (List P) - this is the constant value that is subtracted from the Tag Address.
Value Data Type (List Pa) - select the data format used to add the value to the target
register. Options are unsigned, signed, hexadecimal, BCD, and binary.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Properties (List Q) – Address of target to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target bit/coil that is toggled.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target bit/coil.
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How do I resize a Subtract Value from Tag button object? Move the mouse pointer over one of
the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, simply click and drag
to a new location.
Add Tag B to Tag A
When pressed by the operator, causes HMC to read the current value in a defined register
designated as Tag B and then add this value to the current value in a targeted register
designated as Tag A.

Place an Add Tag B to Tag A button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Word Action…Add Tag B to Tag A from the standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Add Tag B to Tag A from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Add Tag B to Tag A Properties box displays.
Add Tag B to Tag A Properties Options





Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
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Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Tag A/B (List R) - the two target addresses used to add values
Task (List O) - Add Tag A to Tag B (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize an Add Tag A to Tag B button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Subtract Tag B from Tag A
When pressed by the operator, causes HMC to read the current value in a defined register
designated as Tag B and then subtract this value from the current value in a targeted register
designated as Tag A.

Place a Subtract Tag B from Tag A button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Word Action…Subtract Tag B from Tag A from the
standard menu
b. Click Quick Buttons…Subtract Tag B from Tag A from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Subtract Tag B from Tag A Properties box displays.
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Subtract Tag B from Tag A Properties Options










Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N) - Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Tag A/B (List R) - the two target addresses used to subtract values
Task (List O) - Subtract Tag B from Tag A (cannot be modified)
Design (List S) - identifies object
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Subtract Tag B from Tag A button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Numeric Entry
Numeric Entry shows the current value of an 8/16/32-bit register and allows the operator the
ability to write a new value. The value can be displayed using a number of formats (i.e. signed,
unsigned, and floating point). The numeric entry object supports linear scaling (engineering
units) with the ability to scale the read value based upon two mathematical operations that can
be performed. When a numeric entry is on a screen that is currently shown on the HMC7000,
the HMC continuously polls the target register to show the current value.
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Place a Numeric Entry object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Input Objects…Data Entry…Numerical from the standard menu
b. Click Edit Data…Numerical from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Numeric Entry Display icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click to place the object on
screen.
3. The object appears on screen and the Register Data Entry Properties box displays.
Register Data Entry Properties Options










Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Font (List I) – select from one of four options- 5x7, 7x14, 10x14, and 20x28 pixels.
Format: select optional decimal point display and total number of digits to show.
o Digits after Decimal Point: used to display the value in the target register with a
decimal point. Maximum of 10 digits.
o Number of Digits: represents the total number of digits before and after the
decimal point (if used). Maximum of 10 digits.
Text Color (List Kb) - Determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Data Entry Properties (List P) – Address of target and special features.
Byte Order: determines how HMC interprets the order of data (word order) when Data
Type is ASCII or ASCII Numeric.
Data Type: options are-
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Data Type









Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

BCD1

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

Binary

16 bits

16 bits

Floating Point2

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

ASCII3

Max length is 255
chars

Max length is 255
chars

ASCII Numeric4

Max length is 10
chars

Max length is 10
chars

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a dollar sign
‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single precision
numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are rounded to the nearest
decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits after Decimal Point is set to 1 digit, then floating
point number 1.52 would be displayed as 1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6).
3- ASCII format interprets the data value in each 16-bit register as two ASCII printable
characters. Hex values 0-9 are displayed as numbers 0-9, 0A-1F is displayed as small
case decimal numbers, 20-FF is printable ASCII characters. The HMC reads
consecutive registers according to the Length field (ex: if Length=10, then HMC will
read five consecutive registers, starting with the designated Tag Address).
4- ASCII Numeric is exactly the same as ASCII except that all non-printable values are
displayed as zeroes.
Hide Data: if enabled, data will be represented with asterisks ‘***’. This feature is most
often used for security password entry.
Keypad (List Pd) – selects using a popup keypad (Yes) or use a keypad on located on the
same screen (No).
Maximum/Minimum Value (List Pe) – select the limits that can be entered by the
operator as a valid number.
Screen Name/Number (List Pd) – determines which popup keypad to use.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
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Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Operation – use this feature to perform a mathematical calculation on the object data.
o First Operation – this is the first mathematical operation performed on the data
object. Options are NOP (no operation), addition (+), subtraction (-),
multiplication (*), and division (/).
o First Operand – this constant value will be applied to the value in the targeted
data object according to the mathematical operand listed under First Operation.
o Second Operation – this is the second mathematical operation performed on
the data object.
o Second Operand – this constant value will be applied to the computed value of
the First Operation according to the mathematical operand listed under Second
Operation.

Resize a Numeric Entry object
The Numeric Entry object cannot be resized (unless you change the Font attribute) but can be
moved.
Numeric Entry object and Popup Screens
The Numeric Entry object cannot be placed onto a popup screen- only base and template
screens.

Keypads
Popup Keypads
A popup keypad is any keypad that appears automatically when you wish to enter a value into a
Numerical Entry Object. To get the popup keypad to appear, you must enable the Keypad
option in the Data Entry Properties section of the Numerical Entry object.

During operation, simply touch the Numerical Entry object. This will cause your popup keypad
to display immediately in the upper left corner of the display. The current value of the target
register is displayed in the entry area.
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Use the keypad to enter a new number, then press the ENTER key. The new value is then
written to the target register and the popup keypad disappears. Pressing the close window icon
on the keypad removes the keypad without making any changes to the value. Note: there
is no way to move the popup keypad to a new location on the screen once it is displayed.
Therefore, if you wish to have the keypad appear in a different location when called, create a
new keypad and use the X, Y coordinates of the screen to place the keypad at the location you
desire.

Then reference this keypad in the Register Data Entry Properties dialog box of the target register
in the Screen Name/Number attribute fields.
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During operation, the popup keypad appears in the desired location:

On Screen Keypads
Rather than use the popup keypad feature, there may be an instance where you would prefer to
have the keypad always shown (perhaps to make it more obvious to the operator that entry is
allowed). To use an on-screen keypad, first disable the popup keypad option in the Numerical
Entry object by selecting No in the Keypad field.

Next, place one of the predefined keypads (see sections below) or a custom keypad of your own
design on the screen.
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During operation, using an on-screen keypad differs slightly from using a popup keypad. To
initiate entering a new number simply click anywhere on the keypad not on the Numerical Entry
Object. This causes the last digit of the Numerical Entry object to blink with an underline,
indicating that you are now in ‘entry’ mode.

Use the keypad to enter the new number, then press the ENTER button to send the new value
to the target register. If you wish to cancel the entry, you must first click on the Clear (CLR)
button, then press the ENTER button.
If you have multiple Numerical Entry objects on the same screen, and you are using an onscreen keypad, the keypad will target each object in sequence, starting with the object that has
the lowest Design ID number assigned during project configuration.
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Predefined Numeric Keypads
The MAPware-7000 software offers many predefined numeric keypads that can popup when
using a Numeric Entry or Bit Entry object or can also be displayed on screen. These keypads
offer various styles that can be customized to the particular needs of the project.
How to place a Numeric Keypad object on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Input Objects…Keypad from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Keypad from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the upper left corner of the keypad object. Click the
mouse cursor to place the object onto the screen.
3. The keypad appears on screen and the Keypad Properties box displays.
Options available using the Keypad Properties dialog box



Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
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Key Spacing Horizontal – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each
key along the horizontal axis. Range is 6 to 43 pixels. Note: the width of each key is
determined by the overall width of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the size of the keys,
you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Key Spacing Vertical – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each key
along the vertical axis. Range is 6 to 49 pixels. Note: the height of each key is
determined by the overall height of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the size of the
keys, you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Keypad Style – there are eight options to the arrangement of the numeric keys:
1. Standard 10-key entry pad with negative entry key (default)

2. Standard 10-key entry pad

3. Hexadecimal entry pad with negative entry key

4. Hexadecimal entry pad with digit entry keys

5. Increment/Decrement entry pad
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6. Simple increment/decrement by digit entry pad with Clear key

7. Simple increment/decrement by digit entry pad

8. On/Off entry pad















Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Label Background Color – select the background color. Click
to display the color
palette.
Label Font (List I) - configure how you wish the label text to appear
Label Text: this is the text that appears in the label. Maximum of 21 characters allowed.
Label Text Color – select the label text color. Click
to display the color palette.
Language (List J) - configure displayed text for up to 9 languages per object.
Show Value Display – this option is set to No and cannot be changed for this object.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Keys Properties – select the ‘style’ and function of selected key.
Back Color – select the background color of the button. Click
to display the color
palette.
Display Text – option to display text on the button.
Keypad Key Task – select from the pull-down list box which function (i.e. display a
number, control key, etc) the selected button has:
o Numeric Key 0-9, A-F: used to enter decimal and/or hexadecimal numbers.
o Shift Value to Left – essentially this multiplies the value by 10 each time this key
is pressed.
o Move Cursor to Left, Move Cursor to Right keys – use these keys to move the
focus cursor to the left or right by one digit. This allows you to change each digit
of a number during entry without the need to clear the entry and start over.
o Increase Digit by 1, Decrease Digit by 1 keys – these keys will increment or
decrement the digit that is currently highlighted by the focus cursor. Note: if
digit 0 is displayed, pressing the Decrease by 1 key will change this digit to 9.
Similarly, if digit 9 is displayed, pressing the Increase Digit by 1 key will change
the digit from 9 to 0.
o Increase Value by 1, Decrease Value by 1 keys – these keys will increment or
decrement the value or number that is currently entered by one.
o Sign Key (+/-) and Sign Key (+/-) and 0 keys – use these keys to change the sign
(positive or negative) of the number entered. The Sign Key with 0 adds a little
twist- if the key is pressed more than once, it will add 0s to the right of the
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number entered. Note: for these keys to work, you must use configure the
target Numeric Entry register with Data Type of Signed.
o Clear Data Entry – when pressed, this key clears the entire entry and starts over.
o Cancel Data Entry – this key exits data entry mode without making any changes
to the value of the target register.
o Accept Data Entry – this key writes the entered keypad value to the target
register.
o Switch to Next Data Entry – if you have multiple Numeric/Coil Entry registers on
the screen, this key will move the focus of the keypad between registers.
o Turn Bit On, Turn Bit Off keys – use these keys to set (1) or clear (0) a Bit Data
register.
Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
1.

Standard Key Sample:

2.

Large Key Sample:

3.

Corner Key Sample:

4.

Double Key Sample:

Text (List K) - this is the text that appears in the button. Maximum number of characters
is determined by overall size of the keypad and the font used.
Text Color (List Kb) - determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color
palette.

How do I resize a Keypad object? Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles.
When the pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Note that if you resize the keypad to a point at which the buttons are too small, then an error
message is displayed.
Predefined ASCII (alphanumeric) Keypads
The MAPware-7000 software offers two predefined ASCII keypads that can popup when using a
Numeric Entry or Bit Entry object or can also be displayed on screen. These keypads offer
various styles that can be customized to the particular needs of the project.
How to place an ASCII Keypad object on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Input Objects…ASCII Keypad from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…ASCII Keypad from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the upper left corner of the keypad object. Click
the mouse cursor to place the object onto the screen.
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3. The keypad appears on screen and the ASCII Keypad Properties box displays.
Options available using the ASCII Keypad Properties dialog box








Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Key Spacing Horizontal – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each
key along the horizontal axis. Value is set to 2 and cannot be changed. Note: the width
of each key is determined by the overall width of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the
size of the keys, you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Key Spacing Vertical – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each key
along the vertical axis. Value is set to 2 and cannot be changed. Note: the height of
each key is determined by the overall height of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the size
of the keys, you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Keypad Style – there are two options to the arrangement of the numeric keys:

1. Standard 7x8 (56 keys) with upper/lower case (default)
2. 10-key entry pad














Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Label Background Color – select the background color. Click
to display the color
palette.
Label Font (List I) - configure how you wish the label text to appear
Label Text: this is the text that appears in the label. Maximum of 21 characters allowed.
Label Text Color – select the label text color. Click
to display the color palette.
Language (List J) - configure displayed text for up to 9 languages per object.
Show Value Display – this option is set to No and cannot be changed for this object.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Keys Properties – select the ‘style’ and function of selected key.
Key Background Color – select the background color of the button. Click
to display
the color palette.
Key Text Color: determines the color of the text. Click
to display the color palette.

How do I resize an ASCII Keypad object? Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize
handles. When the pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, simply click and drag to a new
location.
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Creating a Custom Keypad
In addition to the predefined keypads the custom keypad object allows you to create a keypad
specific to your needs.
How to place a Custom Keypad object on a screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Input Objects…Custom Keypad from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Custom Keypad from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the upper left corner of the keypad object. Click
the mouse cursor to place the object onto the screen.
3. The keypad appears on screen and the Custom Keypad Properties box displays.

Options available using the Custom Keypad Properties dialog box





















Design (List S) - identifies object.
Keypad Properties – these are the general properties of the keypad as a whole.
Background Color (List F) – option to select a color as a ‘backdrop’ to the object.
Key Spacing Horizontal – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each
key along the horizontal axis. Range is 6 to 49 pixels. Note: the width of each key is
determined by the overall width of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the size of the keys,
you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Key Spacing Vertical – this attribute determines the number of pixels between each key
along the vertical axis. Range is 6 to 49 pixels. Note: the height of each key is
determined by the overall height of the keypad. Therefore, to adjust the size of the
keys, you must change the size of the overall keypad.
Keypad Type – there are two options to the type of keypad used. Numeric is used for
data entry and ASCII is used for entering alphanumeric characters.
Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Label Background Color – select the background color. Click
to display the color
palette.
Label Font Color - configure the color of the label text. Click
to display the color
palette.
Label Text: this is the text that appears in the label. Maximum of 21 characters allowed.
Language (List J) - configure displayed text for up to 9 languages per object.
No. of Columns – select the number of key button columns. Range is 1 to 10.
No. of Rows – select the number of key button rows. Range is 1 to 10.
Show Value Display – this option is set to No and cannot be changed for this object.
Keys Properties – select the ‘style’ and function of selected key.
Key Background Color – select the background color of the button. Click
to display
the color palette.
Key Text – option to display text on the button.
Key Text Color - configure the color of the button text. Click
to display the color
palette.
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Keypad Numeric Key Task – select from the pull-down list box which function (i.e.
display a number, control key, etc) the selected button has (see Numeric and ASCII
section for more details).
Merge Keys – combine two keys together to form one function. This ensures that there
is no space between the two keys which, when pressed, does not do anything.
Show Key – option to make key invisible and inactive.
Show Key Text – option to display the configured Key Text on the button. With this
option, you can use the Key Text field to create a description of the button without
having the description displayed.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

How do I resize a Custom Keypad object? Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize
handles. When the pointer changes to a double-headed arrow, simply click and drag to a new
location.

Advanced Objects
Several objects are available in the MAPware-7000 software that have advanced features such
as executing multiple tasks (Multi-Task buttons), downloading/uploading recipes, and
representing data using easy-to-read graphs or meters.
Multi-Task Single-State Button
The Multi-Task Single-State button is used to perform a set of predefined tasks whenever the
button is pressed. The button is shown with either text labels or a graphic image that is used to
represent two states. When a Multi-Task Single-State button is on screen, the HMC7000
continuously polls the target bit register to determine which state to display (feedback tag must
be enabled to display two states).

Place a Multi-Task Single-State button on screen
1. Use one of the following:
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a. Click Draw…Buttons… Multi-Task Single-State Button from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects… Multi-Task Single-State Button from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Bit Button Properties box displays.

Multi-Task Single-State Button Properties Options









Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – selects a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Tasks – this is the number of tasks to be performed whenever the button is pressed.
Click
to display the Touch Screen Tasks List.

To add tasks, perform the following steps:
o In the Tasks section, select which touchscreen action you wish to use for the
task by clicking on the appropriate option. Options are Press Tasks, Pressed
Tasks, and Released Tasks.
 Press Tasks – tasks in this section are immediately performed as soon as
the touchscreen object is touched or pressed. Tasks are executed only
once.
 Pressed Tasks – these are tasks that are continuously executed as long
as the touchscreen button is pressed and held down by the operator.
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Released Tasks – these are tasks that are executed immediately after
the touched button object is released by the operator.
o Select from the pull-down list box under Select Task and click on the task you
wish to perform (see Chapter 8 – Task Management for a detailed description of
what each task does).
o If there are any additional parameters required for the task selected, enter the
appropriate information.
o Click the Add button. This will add the selected task to the Tasks section. Note:
to delete a task that is already listed in the Tasks section, simply highlight the
task and click the Delete button on your computer keyboard. To modify a task
that is already listed in the Tasks section, highlight the task, modify the
parameters, and then click the Update button.
o Click OK.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Multi-Task Single-State button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Multi-Task Multi-State Button
The Multi-Task Multi-State button is used to perform a set of predefined tasks whenever the
button is pressed. The tasks performed depend upon which ‘state’ the button is in when
pressed. This button is very similar in operation to the Multi-Task Single-State button described
above except that instead of a single state that performs a task(s), you have the option of
creating multiple states, each with a unique set of tasks. The button is shown with either text
labels or a graphic image that is used to represent the states. Whenever the button is pressed,
the object performs the programmed tasks for that state. The HMC7000 continuously monitors
a target tag address to determine which state the button is in.
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Place a Multi-Task Multi-State button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons… Multi-Task Multi-State Button from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects… Multi-Task Multi-State Button from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button appears on
screen and the Word Button Properties box displays.
Multi-Task Multi-State Button Properties Options










Border (List G) - add a line around the perimeter of the object.
Label (List H) – option to have a label appear on the top/bottom of the object.
Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
State Properties section – this section is used to configure the tasks and number of
states.
Current State – shows how the button looks for the currently selected state. Use the
pull-down list box (after you have configured the states using the State Properties
attribute below) to change the state.
Number Of States – shows the total number of states configured for this object. Note:
this field is read only and cannot be changed (see State Properties below to add/delete
states).
State Properties – this is the field that you use to configure the states for this object.
Click
to display the State Properties List.

o

The left side of the State Properties box shows all of the States currently
configured. A maximum of 32 states per Word button is allowed.
 Add State – click on this button to add a new state (always appended to
the bottom of the list).
 Delete State – click on one of the States in the list box to highlight and
then click this button to delete it. Note: when deleting a state that is in-
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sequence, all states listed after the selected states are automatically
renumbered.
The right side of the State Properties box shows the configuration for the
highlighted state.
 Display Text – option to display what is written in the Text field on the
button for that state.
 Text – label that is applied to that particular state. Default text is ‘Word
Button’.
 Font – the text attributes
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable
 Text Color - determines the text color. Click on the
button to display
the color palette and select a color.
 Text Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the
state. Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a
color.
 Button Style – options are Generic Square, Circle, Rounded Rectangle,
Invisible, User defined Images, or From Picture Library.
 Button Border Style - the style or appearance of the button. Options are
Raised, Etched, Bump, Sunken, Frame, Flat and None.
 Low Limit – enter the minimum value associated with this particular
state. Any value read from the target PLC address that is within the Low
Limit and High Limit will display this state.
 High Limit - enter the maximum value associated with this particular
state.
 Tasks – this is the number of tasks to be performed whenever the
button is pressed. Click
to display the Touch Screen Tasks List.

To add tasks, perform the following steps:
 In the Tasks section, select which touchscreen action you wish
to use for the task by clicking on the appropriate option.
Options are Press Tasks, Pressed Tasks, and Released Tasks.
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Press Tasks – tasks in this section are immediately
performed as soon as the touchscreen object is touched
or pressed. Tasks are executed only once.
o Pressed Tasks – these are tasks that are continuously
executed as long as the touchscreen button is pressed
and held down by the operator.
o Released Tasks – these are tasks that are executed
immediately after the touched button object is released
by the operator.
 Select from the pull-down list box under Select Task and click on
the task you wish to perform (see Chapter 8 – Task
Management for a detailed description of what each task does).
 If there are any additional parameters required for the task
selected, enter the appropriate information.
 Click the Add button. This will add the selected task to the
Tasks section. Note: to delete a task that is already listed in the
Tasks section, simply highlight the task and click the Delete
button on your computer keyboard. To modify a task that is
already listed in the Tasks section, highlight the task, modify the
parameters, and then click the Update button.
 Click OK.
 Click OK again to exit the State Properties dialog box and record
changes.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of the target register that is monitored by the
HMC to determine which state the object is in.
Tag Name (List Qb) – name assigned in the tag database to the target register.

Resize a Multi-Task Multi-State button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Bar Graph
The Bar Graph object is used to represent values in an 8/16/32-bit register as a single bar chart
whose proportional length corresponds to the quantity in the register. A bar graph can be
configured to move in any direction (i.e. left to right, bottom to top, etc.) and monitor the target
register as a signed/unsigned integer, BCD, or floating point value. You can also employ special
effects such as dynamic fill color or visibility.
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Place a Bar Graph object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Bar Graph from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Bar Graph from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Bar Graph icon in the Objects toolbar.
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the bar graph object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the bar graph object and release. The object appears
on screen and the Bar Graph Properties box displays.
Bar Graph Properties Options











Color Animation (see Feature List A) - dynamically change the color of the object.
Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Fill Color – select the color that represents relative value in target register
.
Line Color (List E) – sets color of the perimeter line.
Pattern: this is an option to use two colors for the fill color. The pattern determines
how the two colors are shown. Eight patterns are available. Click
to display the
pattern options.
Pattern Color: Select the second fill color when using the pattern option above. Click
to display the color palette.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Graph Operation – settings for the graph object
Data Type: options areData Type
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Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

BCD1

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

Binary

16 bits

16 bits

Floating Point2

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a dollar sign
‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single precision
numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are rounded to the nearest
decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits after Decimal Point is set to 1 digit, then floating
point number 1.52 would be displayed as 1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6).
Direction – determines in which direction the graph moves as it tracks the target value.
Options are Left to Right, Right to Left, Bottom to Top, and Top to Bottom.
Maximum/Minimum Value (List Pe) – select the limits that are used by the bar graph to
determine the relative level of the graph. The maximum value is represented as a
completely filled bar graph. The minimum value represents a bar graph with no fill color
shown.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.

Resize a Bar Graph object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Multiple Bar Graphs
The Multiple Bar Graph object is used to represent up to four consecutive 8/16/32-bit registers
as a bar chart whose proportional lengths correspond to the quantity in each register. A
multiple bar graph can be configured to move in any direction (i.e. left to right, bottom to top,
etc.) and monitor the target registers as signed/unsigned integer, BCD, or floating point values.
The Multiple Bar Graph object supports title bars, selectable colors, and number designators
along the Y axis.
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Place a Multiple Bar Graph object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Multiple Bar Graphs from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Multiple Bar Graphs from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the Multiple Bar Graphs object. Click and hold mouse
cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the Multiple Bar Graphs object and release. The
object appears on screen and the Multiple Bar Graphs Properties box displays.
Multiple Bar Graph Properties Options







Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Appearance section – these attributes determine the general look of the bar graph.
Bar Spacing - determines the number of pixels between each bar graph.
Bar Width – determines the pixel width of each bar graph. Note: the bar width and bar
spacing for each bar graph can not exceed 68 pixels.
Bar Graph Background Color - determines the background color of the graph. Click on
the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Border – optional line around the periphery of the bar chart.
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Data Type – options are
Data Type

Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

1

BCD

Floating Point









2

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a
dollar sign ‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single
precision numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are
rounded to the nearest decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits After Decimal
Point is set to 1 digit, then floating point number 1.52 would be displayed as
1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6) shows the current state displayed
on the Multiple Bar Graphs for editing
Label – option to have a text label appear on the top/bottom of the bar graph chart.
Click Yes to enable.
o Label Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the label.
Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
o Label Text Font – determines the font type, size, etc.
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable
o Label Position – select top or bottom.
o Label Text – enter the text to appear in the label.
o Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label. Click on the
button
to display the color palette and select a color
Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Style – determines in which direction the graph moves as it tracks the target values.
Options are Left to Right, Right to Left, Bottom to Top, and Top to Bottom.
Axis Attributes section – select the options that affect how the Y (vertical) axis is
displayed.
Axis – option to enable/disable the display of a Y axis.
Axis Color - Select the color used for the Y axis and number titles. Click
to display the
color palette.
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Display Division Properties – configure the major/minor division scale points of the axis.
o Major Division – these are the number of major ‘ticks’. Note: does not include
the baseline (0 axis), minimum value must be 1.
o Minor Division – these are the number of minor ‘ticks’ per major division. Note:
if minor divisions are not required, select 1
Display Divisions – option to display the major/minor division scales.
Display Range – option to display a number scale along the Y axis.
Display Range –
o Maximum - sets the maximum value that will appear at the top of the scale.
Note: the range allowed depends upon the Data Type selected in the
Appearance section (for negative numbers, you must select Signed or Float)
o Minimum - sets the minimum value that will appear at the bottom of the scale
Label – option to display a heading at the top of the Y axis.
o Label Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the Y axis
label. Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
o Label Text – enter the text to appear in the Y axis label.
o Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label. Click on the
button
to display the color palette and select a color.
Bar Attributes – select number of bars, colors, etc.
Number of Bars – range is 1 to 4 bars. Each bar will correspond to a particular tag
register as determined by the Tag Address field below.
Bar Selected – select which bar you wish to modify/edit using the pull-down box.
Bar Value - this is the height of the selected bar with respect to the other bars in the bar
graph (i.e. 100 = 100%, 50 = 50%, etc). This value is shown only when displaying the
graph in MAPware-7000; it has no affect during runtime.
Fill Color – determines the fill color of the selected bar. Click on the
button to display
the color palette and select a color.
Label – option to display a text label underneath the selected bar.
Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label for the selected bar. Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Line Color – determines the color of the line that encloses the selected bar. Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Maximum Value – enter the maximum value when read from the target register
indicates the selected bar is completely full.
Minimum Value - enter the minimum value that indicates the selected bar is empty.
Maximum/Minimum Value (List Pe) – select the limits that are used by the bar graph to
determine the relative level of the graph. The maximum value is represented as a
completely filled bar graph. The minimum value represents a bar graph with no fill color
shown.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is monitored.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
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Resize a Multiple Bar Graph object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Analog Meter
The Analog Meter object is used to represent an 8/16/32-bit register as an analog meter whose
proportional lengths correspond to the quantity in each register. The analog meter object
supports configurable start/stop angles, scaling label, and multiple color segments. The target
register is monitored as a signed/unsigned integer, BCD, or floating point value. The Analog
Meter object supports titles, selectable colors, and number designators.

Place an Analog Meter object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Meter from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Analog Meter from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the Analog Meter object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the Analog Meter object and release. The object
appears on screen and the Analog Meter Properties box displays.
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Options available using the Analog Meter Properties dialog box













Visibility Animation (List C) - make the object disappear or become ‘invisible’.
Appearance section – these attributes determine the general look of the meter.
Color Patch Properties – use this attribute to determine the colors of each section
“patch” of the meter and the high/low limit for each patch. The meter may have as few
as one color or as many as five. Color is used to indicate ‘safe’ zones, ‘danger’ zones, or
other designators.
Color Patches – indicates number of color patch segments. To change the total number,
edit the Color Patch Properties (see above).
Label – option to have a text label appear on the top/bottom of the analog meter.
o Label Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the label.
Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
o Label Position – select top or bottom.
o Label Text – enter the text to appear in the label.
o Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label. Click on the
button
to display the color palette and select a color.
o Label Text Font – determines the font type, size, etc.
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable.
Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Simulation Value – this positions the location of the needle during simulation. Value
entered should be between the Minimum/Maximum Display Range set.
Appearance – Meter Background
o Meter Background – disable if you wish to display no background (i.e. arc line,
color segments, and number axis), only the needle indicator.
o Meter Background Color – select the background color of the meter.
o Meter Fill Color – this is the small ‘pie-shaped’ section directly below the arc
line. Select the fill color using the color palette chart.
o Meter Style – options are Custom Meter and D-meter. Note: the D Meter is
exactly the same as the Custom Meter with the Start Angle set to 0° and the End
Angle set to 180°. Select custom meter option to change the starting and ending
angles.
o Needle Color - click on the
button to display the color palette and select a
color for the needle.
Appearance – Meter Foreground
o Display Range – option to display the number axis.
o Divisions – configure the major/minor division scale points of the axis.
 Major Division – these are the number of major ‘ticks’. Note: does not
include the baseline (0 axis), minimum value must be 1.
 Minor Division – these are the number of minor ‘ticks’ per major
division. Note: if minor divisions are not required, select 1.
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Maximum Display Range – sets the maximum value that will appear at the right
of the number scale. Note: the range allowed depends upon the Data Type
selected in the Operation section (for negative numbers, you must select Signed
or Float)
o Minimum Display Range – sets the minimum value that will appear at the left of
the scale.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Operation – these are the parameters for the start/end angles of the meter and the
target tag address.
Angle – End – This is the relative location of the maximum angle on the analog meter.
Number is in degrees with reference to 0° located at the leftmost position on the analog
meter.
Angle – Start – This is the relative location of the minimum angle on the meter. Number
is in degrees with reference to 0° location.
Data Type – options are
Data Type
Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

1

BCD

Floating Point





2

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a
dollar sign ‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single
precision numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are
rounded to the nearest decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits After Decimal
Point is set to 1 digit, then floating point number 1.52 would be displayed as
1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6) shows the current state displayed
on the Multiple Bar Graphs for editing
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is continuously read by
the HMC to determine the analog meter needle position.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Value Start/End (List Pe) – select the limits that are used by the analog meter to
determine the relative level of the meter. The maximum value is represented with the
needle indicator in the maximum position. The minimum value is indicated with the
needle in the minimum position.
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Resize an Analog Meter object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Trend
The Trend object is used to represent up to four target tag registers on an X/Y plot with values
recorded versus time. Registers can be consecutive or chosen individually. Values are plotted
according to a predefined time interval or using a time interval as specified by a PLC register.
Values can be read from 8/16/32 bit registers in signed/unsigned, BCD, or floating point format.

Place a Trend object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Real Time Trend from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Trend from the Draw toolbar
2. Move

cursor to a start point for the Trend Graph object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
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3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the Trend Graph object and release. The object
appears on screen and the Trend Properties box displays.
Trend Properties Options




Appearance section – these attributes determine the general look of the trend.
Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the trend graph. Click on
the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Data Type – options are
Data Type
Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

1

BCD

Floating Point








2

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a
dollar sign ‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single
precision numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are
rounded to the nearest decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits After Decimal
Point is set to 1 digit, then floating point number 1.52 would be displayed as
1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6) shows the current state displayed
on the Multiple Bar Graphs for editing
Error Message Font Color - determines the color of any error messages that may appear
during the execution of the trend graph. Click on the
button to display the color
palette and select a color.
Font - used to configure the pixel size (WxH) of the error message. Options are 5x7, and
7x14 pixels. Note: error messages that do appear are displayed along the bottom of the
trend graph.
Grid – option to display grid lines on the trend graph.
Grid Color - determines the color of the grid lines. Click on the
button to display the
color palette and select a color.
Label – option to have a text label appear on the top of the trend.
o Label Font – determines the font type, size, etc.
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
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 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable.
Label Text – enter the text to appear in the label.
Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label. Click on the
button
to display the color palette and select a color.
Language - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered text.
Span – options are Time (sec) or Tag Selected. Select Time (sec) to configure a predefined length of time (in seconds) for the values plotted on the trend graph. Use Tag
Selected to configure a PLC target address that will be continuously read by the HMC to
determine the length of time used by the trend graph.
Span Time – if Time (sec) is selected above, enter the pre-defined length of time (range
is 0 to 65536) in seconds.
Span Time Tag Address (List Qa) if Tag Selected is chosen for Span above, this is the
address of target register that is continuously read by the HMC to determine the time
span. Time frame is seconds and the value read must be in the range of 0 to 65535.
Span Time Tag Name - this is the name given to the span time tagged register in the Tag
Database.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Attributes section – use this section to configure the number of trend lines (target
tag addresses) and colors.
Number of Tags - this is the total number of tags or channels that are represented on
the trend graph. A channel is a line on the graph that represents the value of a target
register at a particular point in time. Range is 1 to 4 tags.
Selected Tag Color – this is the color of the channel line for the selected tag (see Tag
Selected below). Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is continuously read by
the HMC to determine the trend graph level.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Tag Selected – After Number of Tags is specified above, select each Tag from the pulldown list box to configure the target Tag Address and color of the trend line.
Time Scale Properties section – determines the layout of the X time axis.
Format – select hours, minutes, seconds (HH:MM:SS) or hour, minutes (HH:MM).
Number of Grids – indicate the total number of grids which are used to indicate time
intervals (along the x-axis) on the trend graph. Range is 1 to 10.
Scale – enable to display the time scale.
Scale Color - Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color to
display the time scale.
Value Scale Properties – sets the attributes for the Y axis.
Maximum - options are Max or Tag. Select Max to configure a pre-defined maximum
value range on the trend graph. Use Tag to configure a PLC target address that will be
continuously read by the HMC to determine the maximum range used by the trend
graph.
Maximum Value – enter the maximum value when read from the target register
indicates the highest point on the trend graph.
Maximum Tag Address (List Qa) this is the address of target register that is continuously
read by the HMC to determine the maximum range.
o
o
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Maximum Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag
Database.
Minimum - options are Min or Tag. Select Min to configure a pre-defined minimum
value range on the trend graph. Use Tag to configure a PLC target address that will be
continuously read by the HMC to determine the minimum range used by the trend
graph.
Minimum Value – enter the minimum value when read from the target register
indicates the lowest point on the trend graph.
Minimum Tag Address (List Qa) this is the address of target register that is continuously
read by the HMC to determine the minimum range.
Minimum Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag
Database.
Number of Grids - indicate the total number of grids which are used to indicate the
values (along the y-axis) recorded on the trend graph. Range is 1 to 10.
Scale – enable to display the value scale.
Scale Color - Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color to
display the value scale

Resize a Trend object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Historical Trend
The Historical Trend object is used to represent up to four target tag registers on an X/Y plot
with values recorded versus time. Registers can be consecutive or chosen individually. Values
are plotted according to a time interval specified in the target Start/End Time Tag registers.
Values are read from 8/16/32 bit registers in signed/unsigned, BCD, or floating point format.
The Historical Trend graph differs from the Real-Time Trend graph listed above in that the
Historical Trend receives data from the Data Logger instead of real-time values taken from the
PLC. Therefore, you must configure a group of DataLog registers in the Data Logger before you
configure a Historical Trend graph (see Chapter 10 — DataLogger and Trending for more
information).
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Place a Historical Trend object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Historical Trend from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects… Historical Trend from the Draw toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the Historical Trend Graph object. Click and hold mouse
cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the Historical Trend Graph object and release. The
object appears on screen and the Historical Trend Properties box displays.
4. Note: Before you can place a historical trend graph on the screen, you must first configure
the Data Logger (see Chapter 10 – DataLogger and Trending)
Historical Trend Properties Options




Appearance section – these attributes determine the general look of the historical trend
graph.
Background Color - determines the fill or background color of the historical trend graph.
Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Error Message Font Color - determines the color of any error messages that may appear
during the execution of the historical trend graph. Click on the
button to display the
color palette and select a color.
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Font - used to configure the pixel size (WxH) of the error message. Options are 5x7, and
7x14 pixels. Note: error messages that do appear are displayed along the bottom of the
trend graph.
Grid – option to display gridlines on the historical trend graph.
Grid Color - determines the color of the gridlines. Click on the
button to display the
color palette and select a color.
Label – option to have a text label appear on the top of the historical trend.
o Label Font – determines the font type, size, etc.
 Name- Type font used
 Size: select font size
 Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
 Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
 Underline: select ‘True’ to enable.
o Label Text – enter the text to appear in the label.
o Label Text Color - determines the text color of the label. Click on the
button
to display the color palette and select a color.
Language - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered text.
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Tag Attributes section – use this section to configure the number of trend lines (target
tag addresses) and colors.
Data Type – options are
Data Type
Range
Target Address

Target Address

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes)

Unsigned

0 to 65535

0 to 4294967295

Signed

-32768 to 32767

-2147483648 to
2147483647

Hexadecimal

0000 to FFFF

0000 to FFFFFFFF

0 to 9999

0 to 99999999

NA

Maximum of 9 digits

1

BCD

Floating Point

2

1- If the value in the monitored target register is not a valid BCD number, a
dollar sign ‘$’ is displayed.
2- Floating Point format is based upon the IEEE 754 standard for 32-bit single
precision numbers. A maximum of nine digits is supported. Values are
rounded to the nearest decimal point (ex: if Format: Digits After Decimal
Point is set to 1 digit, then floating point number 1.52 would be displayed as
1.5 and 1.56 would be displayed as 1.6) shows the current state displayed
on the Multiple Bar Graphs for editing.
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Number of Tags - this is the total number of tags or channels that are represented on
the historical trend graph. A channel is a line on the graph that represents the value of a
target register at a particular point in time. Range is 1 to 4 tags.
Selected Tag Color – this is the color of the channel line for the selected tag (see Tag
below). Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
Tag– After Number of Tags is specified above, select each Tag from the pull-down list
box to configure the target Tag Address and color of the trend line.
Tag Address (List Qa) – this is the address of target register that is read by the HMC to
determine the historical trend graph level. Note: Only tag addresses that have been
configured in the Data Logger are displayed as options. Also note that the Historical
Trend Graph does not read the current value in the tag address- to do that you need to
use a Real-time Historical Trend Graph. Rather, upon displaying the screen with the
Historical Trend Graph, the HMC will read the recorded data values for the selected tag
address in the DataLog memory according to the Start/End Time Tag Settings below. If
the DataLogger has no data recorded for the specified tag address during the Start/End
Times selected, than no trend line is drawn. The Historical Trend Graph is updated only
when the screen is ‘refreshed’ using a function key or Multi-State button configured as
Key’s Specific Task-Refresh All Trends or when the screen is initially displayed.
Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag Database.
Time Scale Properties section – determines the layout of the X time axis.
Number of Grids – indicate the total number of grids which are used to indicate time
intervals (along the x-axis) on the trend graph. Range is 1 to 10.
Scale – enable to display the time scale.
Scale Color - Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color to
display the time scale.
Start/End Time Tags settings – configure the target registers that the HMC monitors to
determine the Start and End time scales (both Date and Time) that are represented on
the Historical Trend graph. Click on the
button to display the Start/End Time Tag
Settings dialog box. Each Start and End time requires the following:
o DD: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the day of the month (range: 131)
o MM: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the month of the year (range: 112)
o YY: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the year (range: 00-99)
o hh: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the hour (range: 0-23)
o mm: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the minute (range: 0-59)
o ss: a 16-bit register that is read to determine the second (range: 0-59)
Value Scale Properties – sets the attributes for the Y axis.
Maximum - options are Max or Tag. Select Max to configure a pre-defined maximum
value range on the trend graph. Use Tag to configure a PLC target address that will be
continuously read by the HMC to determine the maximum range used by the trend
graph.
Maximum Limit – enter the maximum value when read from the target register
indicates the highest point on the trend graph.
Maximum Tag Address (List Qa) this is the address of target register that is continuously
read by the HMC to determine the maximum range.
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Maximum Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag
Database.
Minimum - options are Min or Tag. Select Min to configure a pre-defined minimum
value range on the trend graph. Use Tag to configure a PLC target address that will be
continuously read by the HMC to determine the minimum range used by the historical
trend graph.
Minimum Limit – enter the minimum value when read from the target register indicates
the lowest point on the historical trend graph.
Minimum Tag Address (List Qa) this is the address of target register that is continuously
read by the HMC to determine the minimum range.
Minimum Tag Name (List Qb) – this is the name given to the tagged register in the Tag
Database.
Number of Grids - indicate the total number of grids which are used to indicate the
values (along the y-axis) recorded on the historical trend graph. Range is 1 to 10.
Scale – enable to display the value scale.
Scale Color - Click on the
button to display the color palette and select a color to
display the value scale

Resize a Historical Trend object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.

Recipes
Recipes are preconfigured values that are either uploaded from the PLC into the HMC or
downloaded from the HMC into the PLC. The advantage of using recipes is in batch processing
applications in which a series of unique values or set points are required to produce or perform
an operation. If there are several different batches or recipes, then the recipe features makes it
easier for the plant floor operator to select which recipe they need for the current job,
downloaded the preset values to the PLC from the HMC with the press of a button, and start the
job.
There are several steps required to set up a recipe using the MAPware-7000 software:
1. Configure the tag registers that will be used for the source registers (registers that are
used to store the preset values) and the target registers (register that receive the preset
values when the operator presses a button on the HMC7000 screen). Use the Tag
Database to configure these registers.
2. Configure a screen that is used to enter the preset values into the source registers.
Preferably, the source registers should be registers that reside in non-volatile memory
(i.e. R registers in HMC memory).
3. Create a Transfer/Upload Recipe button and configure the target and source tag
addresses and how many consecutive register to transfer/upload.
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Transfer Recipe
The Transfer Recipe button is used to copy predefined constant values from a consecutive set of
internal HMC memory tag addresses to a set of PLC memory tag addresses. Up to 100 values
can be transferred per button created.

Place a Transfer Recipe button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Recipe… Transfer Recipe from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Buttons…Recipe… Transfer Recipe from the Draw
toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Transfer Recipe Properties box displays.
Transfer Recipe Properties Options






Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
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Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Recipe – Address of source and target registers to use.
No of Tags – enter the number of preset constant values (registers) that are transferred
from the source address to the target address. Range is 1 to 100.
Tag A (PLC/HMC-D) – name assigned in the tag database to the target register. This is
the address of the target register(s) that the recipe preset values are transferred to.
Note: if the value in No of Tags is greater than 1, you must make sure that there are an
equivalent number of consecutive tag registers available for the transfer.
Tag A (PLC/HMC-D) Address – this is the address of the target register(s).
Tag B (HMC-D) – name assigned in the tag database to the source register. This is the
address of the source register(s) that the recipe preset values are transferred from.
Note: if the value in No of Tags is greater than 1, you must make sure that there are an
equivalent number of consecutive tag registers available for the transfer.
Tag B (PLC/HMC-D) Address – this is the address of the source register(s).

Resize a Transfer Recipe button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
Upload Recipe
The Upload Recipe button is used to copy predefined constant values from a consecutive set of
PLC memory tag addresses to a set of internal HMC memory tag addresses. Up to 100 values
can be transferred per button created.
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Place an Upload Recipe button object on screen
1. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Buttons…Recipe… Upload Recipe from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Buttons…Recipe… Upload Recipe from the Draw
toolbar
2. Move
cursor to a start point for the button object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
3. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the button object and release. The button
appears on screen and the Upload Recipe Properties box displays.
Upload Recipe Properties Options
















Language (List J) - highlight the language that must be selected to display the entered
text.
Appearance Feedback Tag On/Off (List L) – select the On and/or Off labels.
Button Style (List M) – select a style or ‘look’ to the button.
Feedback Tag (List N): Enable this feature and select the same tag for both the target
address and the feedback tag address, if you wish to see the button change state (i.e. go
from an ‘off’ or untouched look to an ‘on’ or touched look).
Simulation (List Nc) – select ‘On/Off’ to see how button looks in that state (only
available if Feedback Tag is set to ‘Yes’).
Design (List S) - identifies object.
Layout (List T) – coordinates (i.e. size and position) for the object.
Recipe – Address of source and target registers to use.
No of Tags – enter the number of preset constant values (registers) that are uploaded
from the source address to the target address. Range is 1 to 100.
Tag A (HMC-D) – name assigned in the tag database to the target register. This is the
address of the target register(s) in the HMC that the recipe preset values are uploaded
to. Note: if the value in No of Tags is greater than 1, you must make sure that there are
an equivalent number of consecutive tag registers available for the upload.
Tag A (HMC-D) Address – this is the address of the target register(s).
Tag B (PLC) – name assigned in the tag database to the source register. This is the
address of the source register(s) in the PLC that the recipe preset values are uploaded
from. Note: if the value in No of Tags is greater than 1, you must make sure that there
are an equivalent number of consecutive tag registers available for the upload.
Tag B (PLC) Address – this is the address of the source register(s).

Resize an Upload Recipe button object
Move the mouse pointer over one of the resize handles. When the pointer changes to a doubleheaded arrow, simply click and drag to a new location.
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Multi-Language Feature
The multi-language feature enables the programmer to configure his project so that it can be
used in many countries around the world that may use a different language. Each object or text
box can be configured with multiple labels, each designed for a unique language. During
operation of the HMC7000, a screen is displayed that allows the operator to select which
language he prefers to use. Once selected, all of the objects and text boxes immediately depict
the appropriate label. Up to nine separate languages can be configured per project.
How to Configure Languages
To use the multi-language feature in MAPware-7000, you must first configure which languages
are available for your project. To do this, open your project and click on the Languages folder
located in the Project Information window (or click Define…Languages from the Standard
menu):

Note: if you do not see any language options in the Installed Languages options box, you must
first make additional languages available using the appropriate settings in your Windows
operating system. For Windows XP, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click the Start program button on the Windows Task Bar.
Click on the Control Panel.
Click on Regional and Language Options
Click on the Languages tab.
Click on Details.
On the Settings tab, under Installed Services, click the Add button.
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7. Select the Input Languages you wish to use and configure which Keyboard Layout you
wish to assign to each language.
8. When done, you should now see these languages listed in MAPware-7000.
If you see several languages listed in the Installed Languages options box in the Languages
folder, simply click on a language and click the Add button to add the language to the Selected
Languages (Max 9) options box in the right column.
Check the box associated with each language to use the keyboard layout that is assigned to the
language in the Windows Language Options settings in Control Panel. Notice that the number
assigned to the left of each language is the number that must be entered into control register
SW0001 to make all objects use the label created for the selected language. A maximum of nine
languages can be assigned. Click the OK button when you have finished creating the list of
languages you wish to have supported in your project.
Displaying Multiple Languages in Unit
Once you have created your list of languages using the steps described in the last section, you
can now assign/create a label for each available language for your selected object(s). The
example below illustrates using the multi-language feature on a Multilingual Text object.
How to assign language labels to a Multilingual Text object on a screen
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place a Multilingual Text object on a screen.
In the Multilingual Text Properties box, click on the Language attribute box.
Click on the pull-down box
and select which language you wish to edit.
Click on the Text attribute box and enter the text for the selected language.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until you have entered the required text for each language.
In addition to creating objects that use multiple language labels (see above), you also need to
create an object on an HMC screen that displays the correct language. This is done by writing a
constant value (1-9) to an internal memory register (SW0001) in the HMC. This can be done in
two ways:


Use a series of Write Value to Tag button
specific state (i.e. English, Spanish, etc.)



Use a single Word button
pressed.

objects, each configured to change to a

object that steps through each language each time it is

How to display each language label during runtime (using Write Value to Tag button)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Configure the languages you wish to use in the Languages folder.
Configure the objects that you wish to display the various language labels.
Create a screen that can be used to change the language.
Add a Write Value to Tag button on the screen.
Select Tag Address SW0001 as the target.
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6. Enter the value as 1 to 9, depending upon the language you wish to display (see
Languages folder for listing).
7. Option: create On Text label that identifies which language will be displayed if button is
pressed. Note: Remember to copy this label for each Language state so that it is
displayed no matter which language is currently active.
8. Repeat steps 4-6 for each language that you wish to display.
How to display each language label during runtime (using Word button)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Configure the languages you wish to use in the Languages folder.
Configure the objects that you wish to display the various language labels.
Create a screen that can be used to change the language.
Add a Word button on the screen and go to the Word Button Properties dialog box.
Select Tag Address SW0001 as the target.
Click on the State Properties (Collection)
button to display the State Properties
dialog box.

7. For each state:
a. Put the name of the language that is represented for that state (ex. State 3
language is French)
b. Set the Low Limit and High Limit to equal the State number.
c. Click on the Tasks List to create a task:

i. Click on Press Tasks.
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ii. Under Select Task, click Write Value to Tag.
iii. For Tag, select SW0001 (Language)
iv. Under Number, enter the next number in sequence. For example, if the
current State you are configuring is State 3, then you would enter 4.
Note: for the last state, you would enter 1 to cycle back to the beginning
language.
v. Click the Add button to assign the selected task to Press Tasks. Then
click OK.
8. Create enough states to represent the total number of languages (max of 9) that you
wish to support. Then click OK to return to the Word button.
List of Text Objects which use Multiple Languages
This is the list of objects in the MAPware-7000 software that support the Multi-Language
feature:








Multilingual Text
Go To Screen, Go To Next Screen, Go To Previous Screen, and Open Popup Screen
buttons
Set Bit, Reset Bit, and Toggle Bit buttons
Write Value to Tag, Add Value to Tag, Subtract Value from Tag, Add Tag A to Tag B, and
Subtract Tag B from Tag A buttons
Transfer and Upload Recipe buttons
Advanced objects such as Advanced Bit, Word, Bit Lamp, Word Lamp, Multiple Bar
graphs, Analog Meter, Trend Graph, and Historical Trend
Alarm buttons- Alarm Acknowledge, Alarm Acknowledge All, Next Alarm, and Previous
Alarm

Using the Import/Export Text Objects Feature
The Import Text Objects and Export Text Objects features allow you to export a listing of all
objects that are capable of displaying Multilingual (Windows fonts) text. For a complete listing
of all such objects, see the section above. This is particularly handy when using the Multiple
Language feature. Instead of entering each language object-by-object in MAPware-7000, you
can export to a CSV (comma separated value) file, and then edit the file using another
application such as Microsoft Excel. This may save you time.
Exporting Text Objects
1. Open a project in MAPware-7000 that has multiple text objects.
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2. Configure the languages you wish to use.
Ex:

3. Click Project…Export Text Objects:

o

Format – Use Unicode if you wish to display international characters such as
characters with diacritical marks (i.e. ç, é, ñ) or other alphabets (i.e. δ, ω, β, к, й,
萨,さ) that are not represented in the standard ASCII character table.
o Output Range – check Selected Screens, if you do not wish to export the entire
project. Then click on the screens listed, (hold down the CTRL key which clicking
on each screen you want).
o File Name – select the target file name that you wish to create.
o View Error Log – not available when exporting.
4. Click the Export button.
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5. Open the CSV file:

6. Edit the file. Make sure that all commas and quotation marks are left in their proper
places. Save the file using the same format.
In this example, we will edit the text label that signifies the Off position of a Bit Lamp
object that is located on Screen #1:
Before Edit:

After Edit:

Importing Text Objects
After editing an exported text file (see steps above), you can import the file back into your
project:
1. Open the target project in MAPware-7000 that has multiple text objects.
2. Click Project…Import Text Objects:
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o

Select File – Use the file that you exported from MAPware-7000. Note: make
sure that the text (including commas and quotation marks) follows the same
format as was used in the export file.
o Show Error Log – if checked, a text file is automatically created by MAPware7000 that lists any errors encountered during the import.
3. Click the Import button.

4. If all went well, you should now be able to see the changes you made by reviewing each
text object.
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Chapter 6 – Task Management
An integral part of the MAPware-7000 software is the ability to create tasks. Tasks are
specifically predefined actions taken by the controller such as writing a value to a tag register,
displaying a new screen, turning a bit on/off, etc.
The number of tasks that can be created is limited only by the total amount of memory available
in the controller. Each task has two fundamental components: the action taken when the task is
activated and the triggering mechanism that causes the action to be performed.

Task List
At last count, there are over fifty actions that can be performed by a task. The table below
provides a list of all tasks available and a brief description.
Task Action

Description

Go To Screen

Displays a new screen

Previous Screen

Displays the prior screen (in numerical order)

Next Screen

Displays the next screen (in numerical order)

Switch Screen From Tag

Displays a base screen according to the value in a targeted
tag

Go to Popup Screen

Displays a popup screen

Write Value to Tag

Write a constant value to an internal tag or PLC tag

Add a Constant Value to a Tag

Add a constant value to the current value residing in an
internal tag or PLC tag

Subtract a Constant Value from
a Tag

Subtract a constant value from the current value residing in
an internal tag or PLC tag

Add Tag B to Tag A

Add a value residing in the Tag B register to the current value
residing in the Tag A register

Subtract Tag B from Tag A

Subtract a value residing in the Tag B register to the current
value residing in the Tag A register

Turn Bit ON

Set (turn on) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit

Turn Bit OFF

Clear (turn off) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit
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Toggle Bit

Toggles (turn off/on) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit

Copy Tag B to Tag A

Copies a value residing in the Tag B register to the target Tag
A register

Swap Tag A and Tag B

Swaps (exchanges) the values residing in the Tag A register
and the Tag B register

Print Data

Prints the displayed screen (to a connected serial printer)

Set RTC

Change a set value (i.e. year, month, day, etc) of the internal
real-time clock of the controller

Copy Tag to LED

Controls the Function Key LEDS

Copy HMI Block to HMI/PLC
Block

Copies the values in a block of continuous registers
beginning with the Tag B register to the block of registers
designated with the Tag A register

Copy HMI/PLC Block to HMI
Block

Copies the values in a block of continuous registers
beginning with the Tag B register to the block of registers
designated with the Tag A register

Copy RTC to PLC Block

Copies the real-time clock (RTC) data in the HMC to a
consecutive set of 16-bit registers (using BCD format) in the
PLC beginning with the target tag

USB Data Log Upload

Copies (uploads) a series of data registers into a USB Flash
Drive

Wait While

Any tasks in the list that are after this task will not be
executed until this condition is true

Delay

Any tasks in the list that are after this task will not be
executed until the delay time has expired

Key Specific Task:

Tasks that can only be executed using a membrane function
key or the Advanced Bit or Word button on screen

Clear Data Entry Clears value displayed in Data Entry window of keypad
Cancel Data Entry Restores the original value in the Data Entry window of
keypad and discontinues entry.
Accept Data Entry Writes the value displayed in Data Entry window of keypad
to target register.
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Switch to Next Data Entry Moves to next Bit/Register Entry object according to Object
ID number.
Switch to Previous Data Entry Moves to prior Bit/Register Entry object according to Object
ID number.
Increase Value by 1 Adds +1 to the existing value.
Decrease Value by 1 Subtracts -1 from the existing value.
Increase Digit by 1 Adds +1 to the highlighted digit of existing value. If highest
digit value already shown, then cycles back to lowest digit
value.
Decrease Digit by 1 Subtracts -1 from the highlighted digit of existing value. If
lowest digit value already shown, then cycles back to highest
digit value.
Shift Value to Left Shifts value one digit to the left (same as multiplying by 10).
Move Cursor to Left Shifts focus cursor one digit to the right.
Move Cursor to Right Shifts focus cursor one digit to the right.
Sign Key (+/-) Toggles signed value.
Sign Key (+/-) and 0 Toggles signed value when pressed once. Changes to 0 when
pressed again.
Numeric keys 0-9 and A-F Enters specified numeral into entry field.
Edit Bit On Changes Bit Entry value to 1.
Edit Bit Off Changes Bit Entry value to 0.
Acknowledge Alarm Acknowledges the top-most alarm displayed.
Acknowledge All Alarms Acknowledges all currently active alarms.
Previous Alarms Move all alarms down one line in the list of alarms.
Next Alarm Move all alarms up one line in the list of alarms.
Previous Historical Alarm Move all alarms down one line in the list of historic alarms.
Next Historical Alarm Move all alarms up one line in the list of historic alarms.
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Refresh All Trends The Historical Trend graph is updated when this task is
executed.
Start Logger for all Groups Begins logging data as specified in Data Logger for all groups.
Stop Logger for all Groups Discontinues logging data as specified in Data Logger for all
groups.
Start Logger of Group # Begins logging data as specified by Data Logger group
number.
Stop Logger of Group # Discontinues logging data as specified by Data Logger group
number.
Clear Log Memory Clears all data collected in HMC memory by the Data Logger.

Move to Latest Historical Alarm Move to the last recorded alarm in the list of historic alarms.
Move to Oldest Historical Alarm Move to the oldest recorded alarm in the list of historic
alarms.
Move to latest Alarm Move to the last recorded alarm in the list of active alarms.
Move to oldest Alarm Move to the oldest recorded alarm in the list of active
alarms.
Start Printing of Group # Begins printout of data as specified by Data Logger group
number.
Stop Printing of Group # Discontinues printout of data as specified by Data Logger
group number.
Clear Historical Alarm Memory Clears out all alarms listed in the Historic Alarm list.

The next section of this chapter provides a more detailed description of each action task and
how it is used.

Description of Tasks
Add a Constant Value to a Tag
Description: Add a constant value to the current value residing in an internal tag or PLC tag.
Parameters:


Tag: this is the target address
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Number: constant value that will be added to the target tag when the task is executed.
Type: format (Unsigned, Signed, Hexadecimal, BCD, Binary, or Float) of data.

Add Tag B to Tag A
Description: Add a value residing in the Tag B register to the current value residing in the Tag A
register.
Parameters:



Tag A: this is the destination address
Tag B: this is the source address

Copy HMI Block to HMI/PLC Block
Description: Copies the values in a block of continuous registers beginning with the Tag B
register to the block of registers designated with the Tag A register.
Parameters:





Tag A: destination location of values. Can be either internal memory or a block of PLC
registers
Tag B: source location of values. Must be internal memory.
Number of words: This is the total number of consecutive registers to be copied.
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task

Copy HMI/PLC Block to HMI Block
Description: Copies the values in a block of continuous registers beginning with the Tag B
register to the block of registers designated with the Tag A register.
Parameters:





Tag A: destination location of values. Must be internal memory.
Tag B: source location of values. Can be either internal memory or a block of PLC
registers.
Number of words: This is the total number of consecutive registers to be copied.
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task
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Copy RTC to PLC Block
Description: Copies the real-time clock (RTC) data in the HMC to a consecutive set of 16-bit
registers (using BCD format) in the PLC beginning with the target tag.
Parameters:




First PLC Tag: target location that is used to write RTC values as follows:
Address 0 (Specified by First PLC Tag): Hour (hh) – range 0 to 23
Address +1: Minute (mm) – range 0 to 59
Address +2: Seconds (ss) – range 0 to 59
Address +3: Day of Month (DD) – range 1 to 31
Address +4: Month (MM) – range 1 to 12
Address +5: Year (YY) – range 0 to 99
Address +6: Day of Week (DY) – range 1-7 with 1=Sunday,…, 7=Saturday
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after successful completion of task. Coil is
automatically cleared (reset) the next time the task needs to be executed.
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error occurs during performance of task. Coil is
automatically cleared (reset) the next time the task is executed.

Copy Tag B to Tag A
Description: Copies a value residing in the Tag B register to the target Tag A register.
Parameters:




Tag A: this is the destination address
Tag B: this is the source address
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task

Copy Tag to LED
Description: Controls the Function Key LEDS. Use an 8-bit register to turn on/off the LEDS. Each
bit in the tagged register controls an LED. The least significant bit (Bit 0) controls F1 LED, and so
on.
Parameters:


Tag: target location that is read to determine LED position.
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Delay
Description: Any tasks in the list that are after this task will not be executed until the delay time
has expired.
Parameters:



Delay: the constant value (in seconds) used to determine the delay time. Maximum
value is 3600 seconds.
Unit: always in seconds.

Go to Popup Screen
Description: Displays targeted popup screen.
Parameters:



Popup Screen Number: Target popup screen to display
Popup Screen Name: Assigned name of popup screen

Go to Screen
Description: Displays targeted base screen.
Parameters:



Screen Number: Target base screen to display
Screen Name: Assigned name of base screen

Key Specific Tasks
Description: these are tasks that can only be executed using a membrane function key or the
Multi-State Single-Task or Multi-State Multi-Task buttons on screen.
Parameters:










Clear Data Entry: Clears value displayed in Data Entry window of keypad.
Cancel Data Entry: Restores the original value in the Data Entry window of keypad and
discontinues entry.
Accept Data Entry: Writes the value displayed in Data Entry window of keypad to target
register.
Switch to Next Data Entry: Moves to next Bit/Register Entry object according to Object
ID number.
Switch to Previous Data Entry: Moves to prior Bit/Register Entry object according to
Object ID number.
Increase Value by 1: Adds +1 to the existing value.
Decrease Value by 1: Subtracts -1 from the existing value.
Increase Digit by 1: Adds +1 to the highlighted digit of existing value. If highest digit
value already shown, then cycles back to lowest digit value.
Decrease Digit by 1: Subtracts -1 from the highlighted digit of existing value. If lowest
digit value already shown, then cycles back to highest digit value.
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Shift Value to Left: Shifts value one digit to the left (same as multiplying by 10).
Move Cursor to Left: Shifts focus cursor one digit to the right.
Move Cursor to Right: Shifts focus cursor one digit to the right.
Sign Key (+/-): Toggles signed value.
Sign Key (+/-) and 0: Toggles signed value, and then enters 0.
Numeric keys 0-9 and A-F: Enters designated digit.
Edit Bit On: Changes Bit Entry value to 1.
Edit Bit Off: Changes Bit Entry value to 0.
Acknowledge Alarm: Acknowledges the top-most alarm displayed.
Acknowledge All Alarms: Acknowledges all currently active alarms.
Previous Alarms: Move all alarms down one line in the list of alarms.
Next Alarm: Move all alarms up one line in the list of alarms.
Previous Historical Alarm: Move all alarms down one line in the list of historic alarms.
Next Historical Alarm: Move all alarms up one line in the list of historic alarms.
Refresh All Trends: The Historical Trend graph is updated when this task is executed.
Start Logger for all Groups: Begins logging data as specified in Data Logger for all groups.
Stop Logger for all Groups: Discontinues logging data as specified in Data Logger for all
groups.
Start Logger of Group #: Begins logging data as specified by Data Logger group number.
Stop Logger of Group #: Discontinues logging data as specified by Data Logger group
number.
Clear Log Memory: Clears all data collected in HMC memory by the Data Logger.
Move to Latest Historical Alarm: Move to the last recorded alarm in the list of historic
alarms.
Move to Oldest Historical Alarm: Move to the oldest recorded alarm in the list of historic
alarms.
Move to latest Alarm: Move to the last recorded alarm in the list of active alarms.
Move to oldest Alarm: Move to the oldest recorded alarm in the list of active alarms.
Start Printing of Group #: Begins printout of data as specified by Data Logger group
number.
Stop Printing of Group #: Discontinues printout of data as specified by Data Logger
group number.
Clear Historical Alarm Memory: Clears out all alarms listed in the Historic Alarm list.

Print Data
Description: Prints the displayed screen (to a connected serial printer).
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Set RTC
Description: Change a set value (i.e. year, month, day, etc) of the internal real-time clock of the
HMC. This is done by configuring the key to increment or decrement the current value by 1
whenever the key is pressed.
Parameters:



Real Time Clock Settings:
Increment: add +1 to the current value
Decrement: subtract -1 from the current value
Options:
Year – range 0 to 99
Month – range 1 to 12
Date {Day of Month} – range 1 to 31
Hour – range 0 to 23
Minute – range 0 to 59
Seconds – range 0 to 59
Day of Week – range 1-7 with 1=Sunday,…, 7=Saturday

Swap Tag A and Tag B
Description: Swaps (exchanges) the values residing in the Tag A register and the Tag B register.
Parameters:



Tag A: target location for Tag B value
Tag B: target location for Tag A value

Switch Screen from Tag
Description: Displays a new screen based upon the value in the Tag register. The requested
screen must be a base screen. If the number in the tag register does not represent a valid
screen, an error message is displayed on the HMC screen.
Parameters:


Tag: target location that is read to determine screen

Subtract a Constant Value from a Tag
Description: Subtract a constant value from the current value residing in an internal tag or PLC
tag.
Parameters:




Tag: this is the target address
Number: constant value that will be subtracted from the target tag when the task is
executed.
Type: format (Unsigned, Signed, Hexadecimal, BCD, Binary, or Float) of data.
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Subtract Tag B from Tag A
Description: Subtract a value residing in the Tag B register to the current value residing in the
Tag A register.
Parameters:



Tag A: this is the destination address
Tag B: this is the source address

Toggle Bit
Description: Toggles (turn off/on) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit.
Parameters:


Tag: this is the target address

Turn Bit ON
Description: Set (turn on) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit.
Parameters:



Tag: this is the target address
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task

Turn Bit OFF
Description: Clear (turn off) an internal tag or PLC tag coil/bit.
Parameters:



Tag: this is the target address
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task. Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task

USB Data Log Upload
Description: Copies (uploads) a series of data registers into a USB Flash Drive.
Parameters:



DateTime: 16-bit register that is used to record the date and time
Group: 16-bit register used to record group data
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Start Register For File Name or Filename option:
o File Name:
Status Register:

Wait While
Description: Any tasks in the list that are after this task will not be executed until this condition
is true.
Parameters:







Tag: Register that is continuously monitored to see if the condition is met
Operation: this is the operation that is performed to determine if the condition is met.
Options are:
o Equal to (==)
o Not Equal to (!=)
o Less than (<)
o Less than or equal to (<=)
o Greater than (>)
o Greater than or equal to (>=)
Operand Type: option of comparing the value in the target tag address with another
address (Operand) or a constant value.
o Tag – select another tag address for the operand
o Number – use a constant value when comparing to Tag address
Operand: this is the Operand Tag address or the constant value
o Type: if Number is selected for Operand Type, select what format type is used.
Options are Unsigned, Signed, Hexadecimal, BCD, or Float (for 32-bit registers)

Write Value to Tag
Description: Write a constant value to an internal tag or PLC tag.
Parameters:





Tag: this is the target address
Number: constant value that will be placed into the target tag when the task is
executed.
Type: format (Unsigned, Signed, Hexadecimal, BCD, Binary, or Float) of data.
Enable Control: Allows tags to be used to control this task. Note: this option is only
available if configuring a global task or a “while showing” screen task Only PLC tags can
be used.
o Enable: if ON, allows task to be executed
o Done: HMC7000 sets this coil after completion of task
o Error: HMC7000 sets this coil if error performing task

Executing a Task
Tasks are activated from the following sources in MAPware-7000:
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Quick Button keys- all of the quick button keys (i.e. Go to Screen, Set Bit, Write Value to
Tag, etc) are, in fact, designed to implement a simple task. For example, the Go to
Screen button key, when pressed, executes the Go to Screen task.
Touchscreen button keys- in addition to the quick button keys, there are two ‘specially
designed’ advanced button keys which can perform multiple tasks: the Multi-Task
Single-State button
and the Multi-Task Multi-State button
. Note: see Chapter 7
Data Objects for more information on these buttons.
Membrane key tasks – these are tasks that are attached to one or more of the
membrane-style keys. Key tasks can be assigned globally (task is executed no matter
what screen is currently displayed) or by screen. Key tasks are further split into three
types:
o Press tasks: task is executed each time the targeted key is pressed by the
operator. It does not matter if the key is pressed and released or pressed and
held down, the associated task will execute only once per key press.
o Pressed tasks: task is continuously executed while the associated key is held
down.
o Released tasks: task is only executed when a pressed key is released by the
operator. Note that the associated task is only executed once per key release.
Screen Tasks: these are tasks that are ‘tagged’ to a particular screen. Therefore, screen
tasks are only executed when the screen is displayed. There are three types of screen
tasks:
o ‘Before showing Screen’: task is executed before the tagged screen is displayed.
o ‘While showing Screen’: task is executed continuously while the tagged screen is
displayed.
o ‘After Hiding Screen’: task is executed immediately after the tagged screen is
closed.
Global Task: these tasks are executed continuously while HMC7000 is powered. Tasks
are ‘global’ meaning that it does not depend on any particular screens being displayed
Power-on Task: these are tasks that are executed once during initial power-up of the
HMC.

Not all tasks are available for each method of execution (i.e. global vs. power-on, etc.) as some
tasks are not suitable is some circumstances. Below is a table which indicates which tasks are
available for each method of execution:
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Task Method of Execution Table
Advanced Bit

PowerOn

Screen Tasks

Word Button

Global

Membrane Keys
Task Description

Press/
Released
Tasks

Go To Screen

x

x

x

Previous Screen

x

x

x

Next Screen

x

x

x

Switch Screen From Tag

x

x

x

x

Go to Popup Screen

x

Write Value to Tag

x

x

x

x

x

x

Add a Constant Value
to a Tag

x

x

x

x

x

x

Subtract a Constant
Value from a Tag

x

x

x

x

x

x

Add Tag B to Tag A

x

x

x

x

x

x

Subtract Tag B from Tag
A

x

x

x

x

x

x

Turn Bit ON

x

x

x

x

x

Turn Bit OFF

x

x

x

x

x

Toggle Bit

x

x

x

x

x

Copy Tag B to Tag A

x

x

x

x

x

Swap Tag A and Tag B

x

x

x

x

x
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Before
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Hiding
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While
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Screen
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Print Data

x

Set RTC

x

Copy Tag to LED

x
(membrane
only)

Copy HMI Block to
HMI/PLC Block

x

Copy HMI/PLC Block to
HMI Block

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Copy RTC to PLC Block
USB Data Log Upload

x
x

x

x

x

Wait While

x

Delay

x

Key Specific Task:

x

x

Clear Data Entry xx
Cancel Data Entry xx
Accept Data Entry xx
Switch to Next Data xx
Entry
Switch to Previous Data xx
Entry
Increase Value by 1 xx

xx

Decrease Value by 1 xx

xx

Increase Digit by 1 xx

xx

Decrease Digit by 1 xx

xx

Shift Value to Left xx
Move Cursor to Left xx
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Move Cursor to Right xx
Sign Key (+/-) xx
Sign Key (+/-) and 0 xx
Numeric keys 0-9 and xx
A-F
Edit Bit On xx
Edit Bit Off xx
Acknowledge Alarm xx
Acknowledge All Alarms xx
Previous Alarm xx

xx

Next Alarm xx

xx

Previous Historical xx
Alarm

xx

Next Historical Alarm xx

xx

Refresh All Trends xx
Start Logger for all
Groups
Stop Logger for all
Groups
Start Logger of Group #
Stop Logger of Group #
Clear Log Memory xx
Move to Latest xx
Historical Alarm
Move to Oldest xx
Historical Alarm
Move to latest Alarm xx
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Move to oldest Alarm xx
Start Printing of Group
#
Stop Printing of Group
#
Clear Historical Alarm xx
Memory
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Chapter 7 - Alarms
What are Alarms?
At the most basic level, alarms are simply predefined messages that are displayed on the
HMC7000 screen when a bit that is attached to each message is triggered. This is most often
used in circumstances in which the HMC operator must be notified immediately of a problem or
event that is occurring in the system.
Up to 256 unique alarm messages can be configured for each project.
Other features:







Auto acknowledge feature allows one key press to acknowledge each particular alarm or
all active alarms at once
Option when alarm memory is full, to erase the previous alarms and log new alarms
from the beginning or simply to stop logging any new alarms that occur.
Alarm messages are triggered by bits that are part of ‘word’ registers. Option to select
random 16-bit word registers (more versatility but slower response time) or 16
consecutive word registers (less versatile but quick response time)
Log feature: captures event to non-volatile memory so that it can be viewed at a later
date- even after power has been removed from the HMC.
Severity (range 0 to 9) – determines priority of alarms
Alarm Print Notification: if selected, alarm message is sent to serial printer that is
connected to the HMC.

Constructing an Alarm Database
1. Configure the alarm global parameters
First, you must select three parameters that determine how your HMC unit works with
alarms. These settings are configured either in the Project Configuration dialog box
(select Project menu, then Properties…, then click on the Alarm tab) or go directly to the
Alarm Project Configuration Properties dialog box (click on the Alarms folder in the
Project Information window) and then click on the Change Properties button.
Parameter 1 - 16 random or consecutive registers.

Each alarm message must be tagged to a bit. When the bit is set, it will trigger the
display of the alarm message. The HMC monitors bits in word registers to ensure a fast
response time. So each group of 16 alarm messages requires one 16-bit word register.
Therefore, for 256 alarm messages, the HMC must monitor 16 word registers. The
MAPware-7000 software provides two options for the HMC to read word registers that
are allocated for alarms:
- 16 consecutive words: this option reserves sixteen word registers in consecutive
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order.
- 16 random words: this option allows you to randomly select word registers. They do
not have to be in consecutive order and you do not have to allocate 16 registers.
Select 16 consecutive words if you:
a. Plan to configure all or most of the 256 alarm messages available in each
project.
b. Wish to ensure maximum speed and minimize any delays in displaying alarm
messages.
Select 16 random words if you:
a. Don’t need 256 alarms and, therefore, do not wish to ‘tie up’ so many registers
in the PLC for alarm messages.
b. Don’t have 16 consecutive registers available or would rather separate the
registers into random groups.
Parameter 2 – Auto acknowledge.

The acknowledge feature is used to indicate that the plant floor operator has seen an
alarm message. This is done by:
a. Changing the color of the displayed message for an active alarm or
b. Removing the displayed message from the screen if the alarm is no longer
active.
This parameter provides the option of configuring one bit/coil that is used to
acknowledge all alarms (Acknowledge All) or select unique bit/coils for each alarm
message that is displayed (Selectable).
Parameter 3 – If memory is full

This option determines how the HMC unit behaves when the memory that is allocated
to historical alarms is full. Two options are:
a. Erase previous alarms and log from the beginning – this option will erase the
oldest alarms recorded, making room for new alarms that occur.
b. Stop logging- use this option to make sure no prior alarms are lost. However,
when the alarm memory is full, then no new alarms are displayed.
Note: make sure you perform the above steps first before you start creating alarm
messages; you can always return to this menu to change the global alarm settings but if
you do, all alarm messages that were created must be erased:
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2. Create the alarm tags using the Tag Database
Before you can start creating your alarm messages, you must open the tag database
(Tags folder in the Project Information window) and assign word registers for the alarm
messages. The word registers can be internal HMC memory or registers located in a
connected PLC. Calculate how many alarm tags you need based upon the number of
alarm messages that you wish to display. Use register memory, not bit/coil memory
since alarms are tagged to bits in word registers (16 messages/bits per register). Also
determine how many Acknowledge bit/coils you require and create these as well.
Note: if you selected ’16 consecutive words’ option above, then you must create 16
consecutive data registers for alarms before you continue to the next step.
3. Generate the alarm messages
Click on the Alarms folder in the Project Information window. If you have selected the
Auto Acknowledge- Acknowledge All alarms option (see Step 1. Parameter 2 above),
then you must select a tagged coil/bit using the pull-down box next to Acknowledge All
Alarms On Bit/Coil. If you do not enter this first, the following error message is
displayed on the Alarm dialog box “Please select Acknowledge All Alarms field first.”
a. If 16 random words is chosen in Step 1a 16-bit word register, select the bank of
messages (i.e. 00 (000-015)) that you wish to configure under Alarm Section.
Under Tag List, click on the word register that you wish to tag to this bank, then
click Assign.
b. If 16 consecutive words were selected, go directly to the Tag List and click on a
group of 16 consecutive registers, then click Assign. If you see this:

The Assign button is unavailable. This means that MAPware-7000 does not see
16 consecutive registers in the tag database. Go back into the tag database and
verify that 16 consecutive data registers are available for the 256 alarms.

Configuring Alarm Messages
Now that you have determined the global settings for your alarms and created the tags that will
be used (see above section), you are now ready to configure each alarm message, along with
the particular attributes assigned to each message.
To do this, you must go back to the Alarm Project Configuration Properties dialog box (click the
Alarms folder in the Project Information window):
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Step 1: Select the alarm you wish to edit/modify.
To enter or modify a particular alarm message, you must click on the Alarm Number of the
alarm you wish to edit- a forward page symbol ►will appear in the first column to indicate that
alarm has been selected. The table is used to indicate the current settings for each alarm and
cannot be directly edited (so don’t bother clicking on any of the entries).
Below is a brief description of each column:









Alarm Assign – indicates if this particular alarm is active (assigned).
Alarm Number – designated number assigned to each alarm. Range is 0 to 255.
Tag Bit – this is the particular bit (00-15) of the word register (see Tag List above) that is
monitored by the HMC for this alarm. When this bit is set (1), the predefined alarm text
for this alarm displays in the Alarm List object.
Alarm Text- the text that is shown in the Alarm List object when this alarm is activated.
Log – option to capture the alarm to internal HMC memory so that it can be viewed at a
later date (see History section)
Severity – indicates the severity level (0-9) of each alarm (see Alarm Severity below).
Print – option to send alarm text to a serial printer attached to the HMC.
Ack Tag – determines if an acknowledge bit is assigned to this message. Note: if the
Acknowledge All Alarm global feature is used, then this option is preset to Yes and
cannot be changed.

Step 2: Enter the alarm text.
In the Alarm Description section, under Alarm Text, enter the text that will appear when this
alarm is triggered. A maximum of 40 characters is permitted. If you are using more than one
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language (see Multi-Language Feature in Chapter 7 Data Objects), click the Language pull-down
box to configure a unique alarm message per language selected.
Step 3: Alarm Notification
Check the Print box to send a copy of the alarm text message to a connected serial printer when
an alarm is activated.
Step 4: Alarm Severity
Alarms are displayed in the Alarm List object according to the severity level assigned to each
alarm. This is a useful feature if you wish to prioritize alarms. For example, if an Alarm List
object is set to Severity Level 2, then it will only display active alarms whose severity level is 2, 3,
4, on up to and including 9. Any alarm that is configured with a Severity level of 0 or 1 will not
be displayed. With this feature, you could set up an Alarm List object that only shows alarms of
the ‘highest’ priority. To do this, you might set the severity level to 9, then it would only show
alarms with a Severity Level of 9. Assign a severity level to each alarm (default is 0).

Step 5: Acknowledge
This option is available if the global setting (see last section) for Auto Acknowledge has been set
to Selectable. Then each alarm created can also be configured with a unique bit/coil tag address
that is used to acknowledge the alarm. When the acknowledge bit has been set (for example by
using an Advanced Bit Button object) by the plant floor operator, the Alarm List object indicates
that the alarm has been acknowledged. This is accomplished by changing the color of the alarm
text message, recording the Date/Time of acknowledgement on screen, and/or simply using
‘Yes/No’ text in the Alarm List object to indicate that the alarm has been acknowledged (see
Alarm List object for more information):
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In the example above, Alarm0 (green) has been activated, and then acknowledged by the plant
floor operator. Alarm1 (red) has also been activated but has not yet been acknowledged.
Finally, Alarm2 (yellow) was activated but became inactive before the operator acknowledged
the occurrence of the alarm.
When an alarm has been configured with the Acknowledge option, the alarm message remains
on display after the operator has acknowledged the alarm (as shown above). However, when
the alarm is no longer active, then the alarm message is removed. In the scenario above, when
Alarm0 is no longer active, the message is removed (since the operator has already
acknowledged the message). Also, if the operator presses the Alarm2 Acknowledge Alarm
button, then the Alarm2 message is removed (since this alarm has since become inactive).
Note: if the Acknowledge option is not used, then the alarm message remains on the display
regardless of whether or not the alarm is active.
Step 6: History Description
The Alarm History option is used to record the alarm message into non-volatile historical alarm
memory (65536 bytes reserved) of the HMC7000. Alarm messages stored in the historical
alarm memory can be viewed using the Alarm List object with the Alarm Type attribute set to
Historical.
There are two options:


History Without Acknowledge – Alarms are recorded into historical alarm memory
regardless of whether or not the operator has acknowledged the alarm.
 History With Acknowledge – Any alarm configured with this option must be
acknowledged by the HMC operator by setting the assigned Acknowledge Bit. If this is
not done, then the next time the alarm is active, it will not be added to historical alarm
memory (although it will display as an active alarm in the Alarm List).
Note: if the history option is checked, the alarm message is still displayed on any Alarm List
object configured as Real-Time alarm type when it becomes active.
To finish, you must click on the Accept (Update) button. This will record the settings for the
particular alarm you have highlighted. Once this has been done, you will see the Alarm Assign
attribute change from No to Yes for the selected alarm. You must click the Accept button for
every alarm you create.
Other buttons in the alarm database
Accept/Update: Alarm text and other attributes can be changed at any time during the creation
of a project (see above). Simply go back into the alarm database, highlight the particular alarm
message you wish to edit, make the changes, and then click on the Update button.
Delete: this button will delete that highlighted alarm and return it back to default settings.
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Reset All Alarms: completely clears all of the alarms and returns them back to default. Note:
you must reassign the Alarm Acknowledge coil and the tag registers before you can start
creating alarm messages again.
Export: save the alarm database as a CSV file that can be modified and imported back into the
project.
Import: use this button to import an alarm database CSV file. Before you can import, make sure
the following parameters are met in your project:







The global setting for alarm 16 consecutive/random word registers must match the
alarm type used in the imported CSV file. If not, you will see the message, “Current
project Alarm Type is not the same as in import alarm database”. Click on the Change
Properties button in the alarm database to correct this setting.
The tags used in the imported file must exactly match tags already created in your tag
database.
The imported CSV file should not contain any negative numbers.
Do not change any of the Alarm Numbers assigned in the imported CSV file.
The Number of Languages in the current project should match the import file.

Displaying Alarms
To display any alarm messages, you must place an Alarm List object on a screen. There are two
basic types of Alarm List objects:



Real Time Alarms- use this type when you wish to display actively occurring alarms.
Historical Alarms- use this type to display a history of alarms that have occurred in the
past. Alarms are saved to non-volatile memory so that they can be viewed even after
power has been removed to the HMC for a period of time.

There are many features and options that are available to you when displaying alarms:





The Alarm List object can be any size on screen. Optional scroll bars allow you to display
information that might not completely fit in the alarm display that you have created.
The Alarm Severity feature allows you to display a subset of active alarms so that you
can display alarms in groups of increasing importance.
In addition to displaying alarm text messages, you can also record the time and date
that the alarm took place, when it was acknowledged, and when conditions went back
to normal.
The Real Time Alarms have the option of displaying the alarm messages in color
according to state or condition of the alarm (active, inactive, acknowledged).

Using the Alarm List Object
The Alarm List object is used to display alarm messages that have been configured using the
Alarm database (see Constructing an Alarm Database section earlier in this chapter). Alarm
messages appear in the configured Alarm List object when the bit that they are associated with
is set.
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To place an Alarm on a screen:
6. Use one of the following:
a. Click Draw…Display Objects…Alarm from the standard menu
b. Click Advanced Objects…Alarm from the Draw toolbar
c. Click on the Alarm icon in the Objects toolbar.
7. Move
cursor to a start point for the Alarm List object. Click and hold mouse cursor.
8. Drag mouse cursor to an end point for the Alarm object and release. The object appears
on screen and the Alarm Properties box displays.
To configure/edit properties of the object:
Click the object on screen to display the Alarm Properties box on the right side of the screen.
6. Animation (see General Properties section in Chapter 7 – Data Objects)
a. Visibility Animation: (see General Properties in Chapter 7 – Data Objects)
7. Design (see General Properties in Chapter 7 – Data Objects)
8. General Attributes
a. Alarm Color – Active Acknowledged – sets the color that is displayed when the
active alarm is acknowledged by the operator. Note: not available for Historical
Alarm Type.
b. Alarm Color – Active Unacknowledged – sets the color displayed when an alarm
is active but has not been acknowledged yet by the operator. Note: not
available for Historical Alarm Type.
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c. Alarm Color – Inactive Unacknowledged – the color used for text that is
displayed when the alarm is no longer active but did not get acknowledged by
the HMC operator. Note: not available for Historical Alarm Type.
d. Alarm Severity – ten levels (0-9) used to represent which alarms should be
displayed. For example, if alarm severity level is set to 3, then only alarm
messages in the Alarm Database with Severity levels of 3, 4 … 9 will be
displayed.
e. Alarm Type – select Real Time to display alarms as they occur. Select Historical
to display alarms captured using the History feature in the Alarm database.
f. Background Color - determines the background color of the Alarm list. Click on
the
button to display the color palette and select a color.
g. Border – optional line around the periphery of the alarm list.
h. Column Spacing – number of pixels between the columns of data displayed (see
Select Display Fields).
i. Font Color – color of the columns of data displayed. Note: this setting only
applies if Alarm Type is set to Historical. For Real Time Alarm Types, the Alarm
Colors (see above) take precedent over Font Color.
j. Scroll Bar Style – Use the scroll bar feature if the data to be displayed is larger
than the Alarm list. The vertical scroll bar is used to easily scroll through the list
of alarm messages that are displayed. The horizontal scroll bar is used to scroll
through the columns of data (i.e. time, date, message, acknowledge time/date,
etc.)
k. Select Display Fields – determines what data is to be displayed when an alarm
occurs:
i. Alarm Text – maximum of 52 characters is allowed.
ii. Alarm Number- whenever an alarm occurs, a number is assigned to it.
This is useful if there might be more alarms than can be shown in the
area allocated. Then the operator knows what section of the total
alarm list he is viewing.
iii. On-Time- this is the time at which an alarm became active. Options are:
HH:MM:SS, MM:SS, and HH:MM. (H=hour, M=minute, S= second).
iv. Off-Time- this is the time at which an alarm became inactive.
v. On-Date- this is the date at which an alarm became active. Format is
DD/MM/YY. (D=day of the month, M=month, Y=year).
vi. Off-Date- this is the date at which an alarm became inactive.
vii. Active- this simply indicates if an alarm is currently active or not.
Options are: Y/N or Yes/No. Not available for historical alarms.
viii. Ack-Time- this is the time at which an alarm was acknowledged by the
HMC operator.
ix. Ack-Date- this is the date at which an alarm was acknowledged by the
HMC operator.
x. Acknowledge- indicates if alarm is acknowledged. Not available for
historical alarms.
xi. Severity- the severity level assigned to each alarm message, (0-9).
9. Layout (see General Properties)
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How do I resize an Alarm List object? You can change the overall height and width of the Alarm
List object by holding the mouse cursor over one of the white demarcation boxes along the
perimeter of the object, then hold down the left mouse button to drag to a new position. You
can limit the viewable messages to one or expand the Alarm List object to cover the entire
screen. Note: The font size of each message is fixed (to 5x7 pixels) and cannot be changed.

Real-Time Alarm Display
The real-time alarm type option in the Alarm List object immediately displays any alarm
message in which the assigned bit has been set (i.e. current alarm). The message remains on
display until:



The operator has acknowledged the alarm by setting the configured acknowledge bit
and
The alarm message is no longer active (the assigned bit is reset)

Note: if the Acknowledge format is set to Selectable and no Acknowledge tag is configured for a
particular alarm message in the Alarms folder, then during operation, the alarm message will
remain on display even when the alarm becomes inactive.
Below is an example of a simple real-time alarm:
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Note: the buttons/lamps under ‘Activate Alarms’ are used in this example to activate and
deactivate an alarm by controlling the target alarm bit. The buttons under ‘Acknowledge
Alarms’ are used to acknowledge each alarm by controlling the acknowledgement bit for each
alarm.
We have configured this alarm display with a black background and text colors of green, red,
and yellow to indicate the active acknowledged, active not acknowledged, and inactive states
respectively. We will display the alarm text, an alarm number, and acknowledge indicator for
each alarm message displayed. Notice that on the Alarm Display Text Browser, you can
rearrange the fields displayed by highlighting a field (in the right-hand column) and clicking the
Move Up/Move Down buttons.
When using the run time simulator in MAPware-7000, the following screen is displayed:

No alarms are currently active; therefore, the alarm display is blank.
We will activate Alarm#1 by pressing the R5_0 button:

The message appears on the display (in red) along with an assigned alarm number (000) and text
indicating that this alarm has not been acknowledged yet (NO).
The operator presses the %M10 button which has been configured to acknowledge the alarm:
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Note that the color of the alarm has changed to green and the acknowledgement indicator is
‘YES’. However, the alarm is still active so the message remains on display.
Let’s press the R5_0 button again, to clear the alarm condition:

The alarm message has been acknowledged and cleared (become inactive) so the message is
removed from the Alarm List object.
How does the alarm look if we activate the alarm, and then clear the alarm without pressing the
acknowledgement key?
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In this case, the alarm remains on screen but the color is yellow (indicating alarm is no longer
active). Also note that the alarm acknowledgement indicator is ‘NO’. The alarm remains on
screen until the operator presses the acknowledgement key (%M10).
Alarms are displayed on the list in the order that they occur, with the first occurrence on top:

Use the optional scroll bar feature if there is a possibility of having more active alarms occurring
than there is room to display.

Historical Alarm List
The historical alarm type option in the Alarm List object displays only alarm messages in the
Alarm Database that have the Log field (History) enabled. Unlike the Real-Time option, alarm
messages remain on the list, even after the alarm has become inactive and/or the operator has
acknowledged the alarm.
Alarm messages in the Historical Alarm List are retained even when power is removed from the
HMC7000, and then reapplied. For this reason, the Historical Alarm List is primarily used to
provide a record of alarms that have occurred in the past.
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Below is an example of a historical alarm:

Note that the three alarm color options are not available for historical alarms; use the
background and text font color options. In this example, the following fields are shown; alarm
number, alarm text, on-time, off-time, and ack-time. For clarity, we have placed titles on the
top of the alarm list to help identify each field.
For this example, there is also an Advanced Bit button (Clr Alarms) that is configured with a Key
Specific Task to Clear Historical Alarm Memory. This button can be used to clear the alarm
memory and blank the display.
There is also a Numerical Data object (Alarm Count – SW0004) which shows how many alarm
messages are in memory. The other objects perform the same function as in our example of
using a real-time Alarm List above.
Historical alarms display only alarm messages that have been stored in non-volatile memory of
the HMC7000. Therefore, you cannot use the MAPware-7000 run time simulator to display a
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historical alarm. To see a historical alarm, you must download the project to the HMC unit:

Let’s activate Alarm#1 by pressing the R5_0 button. Then we acknowledge this alarm by
pressing the %M10 button and press the R5_0 button again to deactivate the alarm:

The text appears on display, along with the time at which the alarm became active,
acknowledged, and then inactive.
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Let’s press R5_0 again to activate the same alarm, but instead of acknowledging the alarm, let’s
deactivate the alarm without acknowledgement:

In the Alarm Database, this alarm is configured with the ‘History Without Acknowledge’
attribute. New instances of this alarm will be recorded into the Alarm History memory of the
HMC even though the operator did not acknowledge the last alarm. Therefore, if we activate
this alarm again without acknowledging, it will display:

Use the ‘History Without Acknowledge’ attribute if you want a record of each alarm occurrence,
regardless of whether or not the alarm was acknowledged by the operator.
The alarm that is triggered by pressing R5_1 is configured with the ‘History With Acknowledge’
attribute. Let’s activate this alarm, press the %M11 acknowledge button, then press R5_1
button again to deactivate:
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So far, nothing different; this alarm behaves the same as the prior alarm. Let’s now activate the
same alarm again, but instead of acknowledging, we will deactivate the alarm:

If this alarm is activated again, it is not placed into the Alarm Memory. Therefore, it does not
appear on screen. When using the ‘History With Acknowledge’ attribute, all new instances of
this alarm (other alarms are not affected) will not be displayed until the alarm is acknowledged
by the plant floor operator. Use this setting if you wish to conserve alarm memory space in the
HMC or if operator acknowledgement of the alarm is a requirement.
Finally, the alarm history is in non-volatile memory of the HMC so you can always see prior
alarms that have occurred even when power is removed from the HMC for a period of time.
The MAPware-7000 software allocates 65536 bytes for alarm messages and can retain up to
6000 historical alarm messages. If you wish to clear the alarm memory, simply use a Function
Key or Advanced Bit Button that is configured as a Key Specific Task – Clear Historical Alarm
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Memory. Otherwise, the memory is cleared based upon the global setting (see Constructing an
Alarm Database at the beginning of this chapter) in the Project Configuration dialog box (in the
Alarms folder, click Change Properties).
How to upload historical alarms
In addition to viewing historical alarms using the Historical Alarm object above, you can also
upload the alarms to the MAPware-7000 software. This allows you to export the alarms to a
CSV file and to see how much memory has been used.




Connect the HMC7000 unit to your computer.
Close any open projects in MAPware-7000.
Click Project…Transfer…Upload to display the Upload/Download dialog box:




Select Application and/or Ladder. Also select Historical Alarm Data. Click Upload.
After the upload has finished, a new file (HistAlarmData.bin) is created and placed in the
MAPware-7000 directory (default location is C:\Program Files\Maple
Systems\MAPware7000). To create a CSV file, click Tools…Display Historical Alarm Data.
A CSV file is automatically created (HistAlarm.csv) and displayed using Microsoft Excel.

Other Alarm Controls
Predefined Alarm Tags
In the tag database, there are several tags (bit and register) that can be used for alarm purposes:




Acknowledge All Alarms (S00014 bit, Read Only): indicates ifo 0: All alarms are acknowledged
o 1: All alarms are not acknowledged
Note: applies to both Historical and Real Time alarms
Real and Historical Alarm Control (S00035 bit, Read/Write): if bit is set too 0: online operation, all alarms are monitored.
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o



1: offline operation, all occurring alarms are ignored (not displayed or entered
into the historical alarm memory area) until control is reset back to 0. Note: any
alarms that occurred while offline are displayed after control is reset back to 0.
Historical Alarm Count (SW0004 register, Read Only): represents the total number of
alarms currently listed in the Historical Alarm Memory.

Function Key Tasks


















Key Specific Task - Acknowledge Alarm: performs same function as the Acknowledge
Alarm touchscreen button (see below).
Key Specific Task – Acknowledge All Alarms: performs same function as the
Acknowledge All alarms touchscreen button (see below).
Key Specific Task – Previous Alarm: performs same function as the Previous Alarm
touchscreen button (see below).
Key Specific Task – Next Alarm: performs same function as the Next Alarm touchscreen
button (see below).
Key Specific Task – Previous Historical Alarm: when pressed, this button detracts (move
all alarms down one line) the list of alarms displayed. This is similar to pressing the Up
Arrow on the Vertical Scroll bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm List object
that is configured as Alarm Type- Historical.
Key Specific Task – Next Historical Alarm: when pressed, this button advances (move all
alarms up one line) the list of alarms displayed. This is similar to pressing the Down
Arrow on the Vertical Scroll bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm List object
that is configured as Alarm Type- Historical.
Key Specific Task – Move to Latest Historical Alarm: this button moves to the last
(bottom) line of the list of alarms displayed, thereby showing the most recent (latest)
historical alarm. This is similar to pressing the Double Down Arrow on the Vertical Scroll
bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm List object that is configured as Alarm
Type – Historical.
Key Specific Task – Move to Oldest Historical Alarm: this button moves to the first (top)
line of the list of alarms displayed, thereby showing the oldest historical alarm. This is
similar to pressing the Double Up Arrow on the Vertical Scroll bar when enabled. Note:
only works with Alarm List object that is configured as Alarm Type – Historical.
Key Specific Task – Move to Latest Alarm: this button moves to the last (bottom) line of
the list of alarms displayed, thereby showing the most recent (latest) alarm. This is
similar to pressing the Double Down Arrow on the Vertical Scroll bar when enabled.
Note: only works with Alarm List object that is configured as Alarm Type – Real Time.
Key Specific Task – Move to Oldest Alarm: this button moves to the first (top) line of the
list of alarms displayed, thereby showing the oldest alarm. This is similar to pressing the
Double Up Arrow on the Vertical Scroll bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm
List object that is configured as Alarm Type – Real Time.
Key Specific Task – Clear Historical Alarm Memory: when pressed, this clears the
Historical Alarm memory of all past alarms entered.
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Touchscreen Tasks







Alarm Acknowledge button: use this button to acknowledge the topmost alarm
currently displayed in the Alarm List. This button will only work if the following
conditions are met:
o The Acknowledge All feature (see Project Configuration dialog box under the
Alarm tab, Auto Acknowledge option) is not set.
o The selectable Acknowledge bit is not enabled for each alarm.
Acknowledge All button: same as above except that, when pressed, this button
acknowledges all of the currently active alarms. Note: Same conditions as above apply.
Next Alarm button: when pressed, this button advances (move all alarms up one line)
the list of alarms displayed. This is similar to pressing the Down Arrow on the Vertical
Scroll bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm List object that is configured as
Alarm Type- Real.
Previous Alarm button: when pressed, this button recedes (move all alarms down one
line) the list of alarms displayed. This is similar to pressing the Up Arrow on the Vertical
Scroll bar when enabled. Note: only works with Alarm List object that is configured as
Alarm Type- Real.
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Chapter 8 - Data Logger and Trending
Data Logger
The Data Logger is used to record the values of tags (either memory built-in to the HMC or from
an attached PLC) over time. The collected data is stored in non-volatile memory inside the HMC7000. This
data can be displayed in graphic format on the HMC using the Historical Trend Object. You can
also upload the collected data to a computer (using MAPware-7000) or to an attached USB Flash drive
as a CSV file. The Data Logging feature is most often used for data acquisition. The HMC7000
gathers and saves valuable information about the industrial system it is connected to. This
information can then be reviewed at any time to increase knowledge of what is happening in
the system, perhaps to make it more efficient.
Factors to consider when creating a data log
Before you begin configuring the Data Logger function, you need to determine the following:


How much internal HMC memory will you need? During data logger setup, you have the
option of allocating 256KB, 512KB, 1024KB, or 2028KB reserved memory to be allocated
for the data you are collecting. To compute the amount of memory required, consider:
o Data Type used (i.e. 2 byte Integer or 4 byte Integer/Float)
o Number of Tags that you will be recording
o How often you will be recording (time interval)
o Total length of time that you wish to capture
For example, I want to capture data from five registers in my PLC. I want to read these
registers every 5 seconds over a period of one 24 hour period. The registers are 16 bit
data type.
Therefore, my calculations for memory requirements are:
2 (bytes per 16 bit register)* 5 (no of registers) = 10 bytes + 8 bytes overhead for
capturing the date and time of each data read. Total is 18 bytes.
I will be reading 12 times per minute which means 720 times per hour which means
17280 times per 24 hour period.
Therefore, I will need 18 (bytes per reading) * 17280 = 311040 bytes or 311KB.



Do you want the option to erase the Data Logger Memory during project download? If
so, check the ‘Erase Data Logger Memory’ option located in the Settings tab of the
Project Configuration dialog box. This dialog appears whenever you start a new project,
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or click Project…Properties:




Determine which HMC7000 or PLC data registers you wish to monitor and add these to
the tag database.
Determine how you wish to capture the data (Logging Mode):
o Power up – continuously captures data at a predefined frequency while power
is applied to HMC7000.
o Start/Stop Time - captures data at a predefined time period and frequency
during each 24 hour cycle.
o Key Task – captures data at a predefined frequency but the time period is
determined by manually starting/stopping the data collection via the membrane
function keys or the Advanced Bit Button.
o Logging with Run Time Frequency – similar to the Power Up option above
except that the frequency of capturing data is determined by the current value
in a 16 bit internal memory register. This feature allows you to vary the capture
frequency during operation.
o Bit Task – similar to the Key Task option but the data collection begins when an
internal predefined bit (S00028-S00031) is set and continues at the predefined
frequency until the bit is reset. This provides the ability to vary the start/stop
times using ladder instructions in a logic block.
o Event Based – Data is captured each time an assigned bit is triggered.
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How to configure the Data Logger
Click on the Data Logger folder in the Project Information directory, or click Define…Data Logger
from the standard menu to display the Data Logger window:

Definition of Terms:
Click on the Group Information tab:










No. of Groups: Data Logging is configured according to “groups”. A “group” is a
collection of registers that the HMC will poll and record data according to the “logging
mode” selected. Each group can have a maximum of 30 registers. Up to four groups
can be created. Use this box to enter how many data groups you need.
Memory Full- Stop Logging: this is not an option, the HMC will stop logging data once
the memory reserved has been used. You must clear the memory by using the Clear
Memory option in the Key Specific Task for function keys or the Advanced Bit button.
Or you can clear the memory by enabling the ‘Erase Data Logger Memory’ option under
the Settings tab in the Project Configuration dialog box (see Project…Properties) and
downloading a project into the HMC.
Memory Size: options are 256KB, 512KB, 1024KB, and 2048KB. This is the amount of
memory allocated for all of the groups combined. Select the most appropriate setting
for your needs but remember that any memory allocated to the data logger reduces the
amount of memory available for the rest of your project (click Tools…Application
Memory Status for a breakdown of memory usage).
Data Type: options are 2 Byte (Int), 4 Byte (Int), and 4 Byte (Float). This option applies
to all data groups created and determines how the data logger will interpret the data
collected. Only tags that are configured with the appropriate byte length (i.e. 2 bytes {1
word} for Data Type: 2 Byte {Int}, and 4 bytes {2 words} for Data Type: 4 Byte {Int or
Float}) in the tag database will show in the Defined Tags box.
Groups: Once you have selected how many data groups you need in the No.of Groups
box, the data groups will be listed (ex. Group1, Group2, etc). Click on each Group to edit
that group’s attributes.
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Logging mode: this setting determines how and when the HMC collects data. Each
group can have a different logging mode. There are six options for the logging mode:
o Power up- collects data immediately after the HMC has initialized, according to
the time value entered into ‘Log at Every’ field. Therefore, if the value entered
into this field is 00:00:10, then the HMC records the data every ten seconds
after initial power-up.
o Start/Stop Time- this option is used if you wish to collect data during a specific
time period every day. The starting time is entered in the Logger Start Time
field and end time in the Logger Stop Time field. Between these time periods,
the HMC collects data continuously according to the frequency specified in the
Log at Every field.
o Key Task- the Start and Stop time are controlled by membrane function keys,
the Multi-Task Single-State button, or the Multi-Task Multi-State button (using
the Key Specific Task option). The frequency of data collection is specified using
the Log at Every field.
o Logging with Run Time Frequency – the frequency of capturing data is
determined by the current value in a 16 bit memory register (can be internal or
a PLC register). This feature allows you to vary the capture frequency during
operation. The HMC interprets the value in the Frequency Tag as minutes (this
value must be > 30). Note: This mode is only available for Group1.
o Bit Task- the Start and Stop time is controlled by one of four predefined system
bits (S0028-S0031) located in the tag database. The frequency of data collection
is specified using the Log at Every field.
o Event Based- data logging is controlled using a ‘logging bit’ which is any HMC
internal memory bit (external PLC bits not allowed) configured in the task
database. The data is captured based upon the logging bit changing state
according to one of the following three options: Positive Edge (transition from 0
to 1), Negative Edge (transition from 1 to 0), and Both Edges.
Frequency Tag (Logging with Run Time Frequency mode): This is the tag register
(internal or PLC) used to determine how often to capture the data.
o Logging Bit (Event Based mode): this is the tag bit (internal only) that
determines when data is captured.
Log at Every: this is the time interval or frequency of data capture used by Power Up,
Start/Stop Time, Key Task, and Bit Task modes.
Logger Start Time (Start/Stop mode): this is the set time at which the Data Logger starts
capturing data (frequency based upon the Log at Every setting).
o Logging Event (Event Based mode): this is the ‘event’ that triggers the Data
Logger to capture data. Options are Positive Edge (capture when bit transitions
from Off to On), Negative Edge (when bit transitions from On to Off), and Both.
Logger Stop Time (Start/Stop mode): same as Start Time above, except this is when the
Data Logger stops capturing the data.
Defined Tags: this list displays all of the tags available in the tag database which are the
same size (ex 2 Byte Int) as the Data Type selected in the General section. Scroll through
the tags until you find the one you wish to use. Click the tag to highlight it, and then click
the Add button to move the selected tag over to the Tags to be Logged list.
Tags to be logged: this is the list of tags that the selected data group uses to capture and
record data. A maximum of 30 tags is allowed per group. Note: to remove a tag from
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this list, simply click the tag to highlight it, and then click on the Delete button. The
highlighted tag is removed from this list and placed back into the Defined Tags list. Note:
deleting a tag from this list does not delete the tag from the tag database.
Printing collected data using a serial printer
In addition to capturing and storing data into memory, the HMC7000 can also send Data Logger
records to a connected serial printer. To print you must:









Connect a serial printer to COM1 or COM2 of the HMC
Configure the serial printer protocol driver in the Network Configuration folder.
Create a Data Log group using the Data Logger folder.
Click the Print Properties button in the Data Logger to configure what is to be printed
(see Formatting Data Logger Printouts)
Click the Start/End Time Tags for Printing tab in the Data Logger. This tab is used to
configure what section of the captured Data Log memory (based upon the Start and
Stop Times) is to be sent to the serial printer (see Configuring Print Time for the Data
Logger below).
Create a Function Key (or Multi-Task Single-State Button) with the Key’s Specific Task:
Start Printing of Group # Port #. This key initiates the printing sequence.
Create a Function Key (or Multi-Task Single-State Button) with the Key’s Specific Task:
Stop Printing of Group # Port #. This key ends the printing sequence.

Formatting Data Logger Printouts:
You can define the data that you wish to be sent to a serial printer and even configure how you
want this data to be formatted. This is done by clicking on the Print Properties button in the
Group Information tab of the Data Logger. Note: To display the Print Properties button you
must highlight a group in the Groups box and make sure that the highlighted group has at least
one tag in the ‘Tags to be Logged’ list:
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Print Format when using Logging with Run Time Frequency mode:
When using this logging mode, you can format the printout to display a header and/or footer.
You can also adjust the margins and insert an optional column which shows the time of each
data capture:
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Definition of Terms:
 Logged Tags: this is a list of all of the tags that are to be logged for the selected Group.
To print a tag, highlight (click) the tag, then click the Add button. This will add the tag to
the ‘Tags to be Printed’ list on the right.
 Tags to be Printed: this is the list of tags that will be printed. A separate column is
allocated for each tag with the option to create a heading, adjust the width of the
column, and select the number of digits (including decimal notation). To edit these
parameters, highlight each tag, adjust the parameters in the appropriate fields below,
and then click the Change button. A tag can be removed from the list by highlighting
the tag, then clicking the Remove button.
 Paper Size: at the time of this printing, only A4 paper size (8.3” x 11.7”) is available.
 Power Failure: This feature allows you to print a message (up to 80 characters) that
indicates a power failure. When using the Logging with Run Time Frequency mode,
during normal operation, the Data Logger will capture data according to the time
interval set in the Frequency Tag. If there are periods of time in which power is
removed from the HMC, it will not be able to capture data. To indicate periods of
power loss on the print out, you can create a message that will print instead of the
expected data.
 Power Up: This feature allows you to print a brief (5 character) label indicating when
the HMC’s power was restored. This label will print just above the first data capture.
 Comm Break: If some of the tags to be printed are assigned to PLC registers, this feature
allows you to print a brief (5 character) label if communications with the PLC are
temporarily lost. If such a circumstance occurs, the printout will show the last valid data
value read from the PLC register and this label.
 Time Column: Use this option to display the time of each reading. Make sure that you
allocate enough characters to display the time in HH:MM:SS format.
 Margin: use these settings to reserve margins on the printout.
 Header: this option will print a header at the top of each page printed. Up to 4 lines (80
characters each) can be configured.
 Footer: this option will print a header at the bottom of each page printed. Up to 4 lines
(80 characters each) can be configured.
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Click the Print Preview button to see how your printout will look:

Print Format when using all other logging modes except Logging with Run Time Frequency:
The print feature is available for all other modes of Data Logging (i.e. Power Up, Start/Stop Time,
etc.) but is limited to a few options when formatting the printout:

As you can see from the picture above, most of the options available when using Logging with
Run Time Frequency mode are not available. However, you can still select which tags you wish
to print and you can highlight each tag as above, so that you can create a heading, change the
width, display format, and data type.
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You also have the option of setting the number of lines printed per page (up to 60) or you can
use a targeted tag address if you wish to dynamically change the lines per page during runtime
operation.
Configuring Print Time for the Data Logger:
After you have configured the format of the printouts (using the Print Properties button), you
need to determine the period of time that is to be printed. This is done by clicking on the
Start/End Time Tags for Printing tab in the Data Logger:

The Start/End date and time settings can be a little confusing- these settings do not determine
when the HMC will start printing to the serial printer. That is determined by configuring two
Function Keys (or Advanced Bit Buttons) which, when pressed, will start and stop the Data
Logger output to the serial printer. Rather these settings determine what part of the collected
data is to be sent to the printer based upon the Date and Time recorded. For example, my Data
Logger may have recorded data from three registers over a period of several days. But I only
want to print a portion of this data, beginning on the specified Start Date/Time on this tab and
ending on the specified End Date/Time settings. Or I may have a Data Group configured that
gathers data over a 24 hour period every day but I only want to print the data collected between
the hours of 7am and 8am. These settings are used for this purpose.
Printing Duration: this determines the number of days that the printing occurs.




Single Day – this option is available only when ‘Logging with Runtime Frequency’ is
selected as the logging mode. Enter the tag registers that determine the particular day
(day of month, month, and year) of data that is to be printed. During operation, the
HMC will print a report of all data collected within the 24 hour period of the day
selected, when the Key Specific Task- Start Printing of Group# with Port# is pressed.
More than 1 Day – this option is used to print all data collected for the selected data
group during a specified time period. Rather than a single day’s worth of data, this
option allows you to select multiple days based upon the values read from the tag
registers assigned to the Start and End dates. During operation, the HMC will print a
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report of all data collected within the period selected, when the Key Specific Task- Start
Printing of Group# with Port# is pressed.
Start/End Entries: these are the tag registers that the HMC reads to determine what the
Start/End Date and Time (if More than 1 Day is selected) periods are. The HMC7000 will read
these registers whenever the operator presses the Key Specific Task- Start Print of Group# with
Port# function key to initiate printing. Both 16-bit and 32-bit tags can be assigned to each
register but only 16-bit is necessary. Data is interpreted by the HMC as unsigned integers with
the following ranges:
Tag

Description

Range

Start/End- DD

Day of month

1-31 (1st day of month =1, …)

Start/End- MM

Month

1-12 (Jan=1, …, Dec=12)

Start/End- YY

Year

0-99 (last two digits of year)

Start/End- hh

Hour

0-23 (24 hour format)

Start/End- mm

Minute

0-59

Start/End- ss

Seconds

0-59

Note: once you have initially configured the Start/End Time Tags for Printing, if you wish to
edit/change these settings at a later time, you must first click on the Group# in the Groups box
on the Group Information tab of the Data Logger, and then you must click the Print Properties
button to review the printout settings. If you do not perform these steps first, then all
selections in the Start/End Time Tags for Printing tab will be greyed out and cannot be edited.
Creating the Print Data Logger activation keys:
After you have configured how you wish the printout to look (see Formatting Data Logger
Printouts) and what portion of the captured data to print (see Configuring Print Time for the
Data Logger), the final step in setting up a serial printer to print Data Logger data is to configure
activation keys. These activation keys are used to start/stop printing. The keys can be function
keys (either global or screen-dependent) or touchscreen buttons (using the Multi-Task SingleState or Multi-Task Multi-State Button).
To create a Start/Stop Printing Data Logger key:


Go to the configuration menu for a global or screen-dependent function key or the
Multi-Task Button (see Chapter 11 – Using Function Keys or Advanced Objects section of
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Chapter 7 – Data Objects for more information):









Click single key option, then highlight the Function key (F1, F2 …) that you wish to use.
Under Tasks, click Press Tasks.
From the Select Task menu, select Key’s Specific Task.
Click on Start or Stop Printing of Group. Enter the Group # (1-4).
Under Port #, enter the com port that the serial printer is attached to (Com1 or Com2).
Click the Add button. Should appear in the Press Tasks section as shown above.
Click the OK button (for Multi-Task buttons).

Viewing Data from the Data Logger
There are currently three methods that you can use to see the data collected by the Data Logger
for each group configured:





Historical Trend Graph- this method records values read from the Data Logger over the
specified date/time. It then displays the data as a line graph. A maximum of four data
points (channels) are represented on each graph. The Historical Trend Graph is the only
option available to see data from the Data Logger on the HMC7000 unit.
Upload to a USB Flash drive- this method allows you to capture data in a CSV (CommaSeparated-Value) format as a data table which is stored on an attached USB Flash Drive
to the HMC7000.
Upload to the MAPware-7000 software- this method allows you to upload the collected
data directly into the MAPware-7000 configuration software as a CSV file. This CSV file
can then be viewed using the Tools…Display Logged Data option from the standard
menu.
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Using the Historical Trend Graph:




Steps to create a Historical Trend Graph are covered in Chapter 7 – Data Objects in the
section on Advanced Objects so they will not be repeated here. However, keep in mind
that the Historical Trend Graph does not show real-time data- only data as recorded in
the Data Logger.
Use a global or screen-dependent function key or Multi-Task Bit/Word button
configured as Key’s Specific Task- Refresh All Trends to ‘refresh’ or update the Historical
Trend Graph after it is initially displayed on the HMC screen.

Uploading to a Flash Drive:


A standard USB Flash Drive can be connected to the USB Host port on the HMC7000.
o Make sure that the USB Flash Drive has been formatted as FAT or FAT32.
o Although most USB Flash Drives should be acceptable, we have tested 1GB to
8GB memory from the following manufacturers:
 Transcend
 SanDisk
 Kingston
 PNY
 Sony
o Make sure you make a backup of all critical data on the USB Flash Drive before
attempting to use it on the HMC7000
o Note: whenever you start the download process to the USB Flash Drive, the
HMC7000 will temporarily not respond to touchscreen key presses until it has
completed the download process. Screen data updates will also be affected.
This is normal but we do recommend taking your HMC7000 ‘offline’ while
performing this operation. The time required to download varies depending
upon the total size of the Data Log file but please be aware that the download
time may take several minutes to complete.
o Insert the USB Flash drive into the USB Host port of the HMC7000. It makes no
difference if the HMC is powered up when you insert the drive.
 Method 1: Configure a quick button (Set Bit) to turn On internal
memory bit S00037 (USB host menu trigger).
 When the HMC displays the screen with this button, press it to
see:
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Press ‘Yes’ and a number of messages will display as the
HMC7000 attempts to read the USB Flash Drive. Eventually, the
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following message should appear:



Click ‘Upload’ to see:



Click on ‘Application+Logged Data’ to see:



Click ‘OK’. The message ‘Uploading Application file’ should
appear along with a System Load Bar. After some time, another
message ‘Uploading Logged Data file’ should appear. The entire
DataLog file (size is 256KB, 512KB, 1024KB, or 2048KB
depending upon memory allocated) is uploaded into the Flash
Drive. When done, a message appears indicating that the
Upload was completed successfully- Press OK to continue.
Click ‘OK’. The Upload Option screen reappears. Click ‘Exit’ to
leave this menu. The HMC7000 will now reboot and run the
project.
Remove the Flash Drive from the HMC7000 and examine the
files using your computer. Two files should be present:
o HMCModel.mpl – this is the project application file that
you can select and configure using the MAPware-7000
configuration software.
o Logger_Data.bin – this is the DataLog file that the
HMC7000 uses internally to record all data collected
using the Data Logger feature. To view the data, you
must rename this file to Logger.bin and then copy this
file into the main directory of MAPware-7000 (ex.
C:\Program Files\MapleSystems\MAPWare7000).
In MAPware-7000, click Tools…Display Logged Data…
The data is converted into a CSV file (Logg.csv) and displayed
using Microsoft Excel.
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Method 2: Configure the USB Data Log Upload task to download a
particular data group (1-4) to the USB Flash Drive.
 The USB Data Log Upload task can be initiated in several ways:
o Using a global or screen-dependent function key with
the Press Task or Released Task.
o Using a Multi-State Single/Multiple Task touchscreen
button with the Press Task or Released Task.
o Use the Power-On or Global Task option.
o Use any of the screen-dependent tasks.
o Use the USB Data Log Upload instruction (see Functions
when Logic Block selected)
 When the USB Data Log Upload task is selected using a Function
key, the following screen appears:
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Before you Add the selected task to the Press Task field, you
must select several registers that are used by the HMC7000
during upload. All referenced tags must be internal memory of
the HMC and must be 16-bit registers.
DateTime: this is the Start/End Date/Time tag registers that
determine what portion of the DataLog file is uploaded to the
USB Flash Drive. The HMC7000 will read twelve consecutive
registers beginning with the tag address referenced.
Register
Description
Value Range
Referenced
Tag+0

Start Date: Day

1-31

+1

Start Date: Month

1-12

+2

Start Date: Year

0-99
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+3

Start Date: Hour

0-23

+4

Start Date: Minute

0-59

+5

Start Date: Seconds

0-59

+6

End Date: Day

1-31

+7

End Date: Month

1-12

+8

End Date: Year

0-99

+9

End Date: Hour

0-23

+10

End Date: Minute

0-59

+11

End Date: Seconds

0-59

Group: this is the tag register that the HMC reads to determine
which Data Group to upload. Valid number: 1-4
Start Register For Filename or Filename:
o Select ‘Start Register for Filename’ to reference four
consecutive registers. These registers are interpreted
by the HMC7000 as ASCII characters (two characters per
16-bit register) to create a filename that is used by the
HMC when uploading.
o Select ‘Filename’ to manually enter the name for the
upload file.
StatusRegister: the HMC7000 will use this register to enter a
status code number which can be used to communicate any
errors during upload or status:
Status
Description
Code
Number
3

Error: Logger Group Invalid

5

Error: The File Output Device code is invalid

6

Error: The Start/End Data/Time is invalid

51

Error: The USB Flash Drive not detected

52

Error: Get Descriptor Error

53

Error: Set Address Error
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54

Error: Get Configuration Error

55

Error: Set Configuration Error

56

Error: Can’t read USB Flash Drive

57

Error: Host MS Inquiry Bad

58

Error: Host Request Sense Bad

59

Error: Host Read Capacity Error

60

Error: Host Test Unit Ready Error

61

Error: Host MS Read Error #10

62

Error: Host MS Write Error #10

81

USB Data Read Complete

82

Host MS Task Complete

85

Folder Created

86

Folder Found

87

File Search Complete

88

File with same name found and deleted,
created new file and begin download

89

New file created; begin download

90

Data Log uploaded successfully
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Task and Instruction values read

After you have selected appropriate tag addresses to use, click the ‘Add’
button to add the USB Data Log Upload task to the task list. Make sure
you create a project screen that can be used to enter the correct values
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for each register used (see example below):
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During operation, go to the project screen that you created to
enter the Start/Stop Date/Time. Remember that this is the
portion of the Data Log that you wish to capture to the USB
Flash Drive.
Enter the Group# that you wish to capture.
Enter the name of the file (not required if you are using a
predefined filename) for the USB Flash Drive upload. Up to 8
characters are allowed.
Next, activate download to the USB Flash Drive using the key
you created or task. Use the USB Status code register to
provide status of the download. Tip: Create a Message Data
object to display a message for each status code.
After the download is complete, you can remove the USB Flash
Drive from the HMC7000 and connect it to your computer. You
should see a folder with the model name of the HMC7000 you
are using. Click on the folder to see the CSV files that you
uploaded:
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Click on the CSV file to load the file into Microsoft Excel:

Upload to the MAPware-7000 software:
The last method of uploading DataLog files from the HMC7000 is to use the MAPware-7000
software and simply upload the DataLog file. To do this, connect the HMC7000 to your
computer, and then perform the following steps:


Start MAPware-7000, and then close out any project that is automatically loaded.
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Click Project…Transfer…Upload from the standard menu. The ‘Upload From Device’
dialog box is displayed:




Click on ‘Logged Data’ in the Project section, and then click the Upload button.
Click OK to begin the upload process. Once completed, click the Close button. The
DataLog file is automatically stored onto your computer in the same directory that the
MAPWare software is located (default is C:\Program Files\Maple
Systems\MAPware7000) as “Logg.csv”. To view this file, click on Tools…Display Logged
Data from the MAPware7000 standard menus. The file will display using Microsoft
Excel:

Other Data Logger tools
The MAPware-7000 configuration software provides some additional features for Data Logging
that make this feature easier to use.
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Reserved Memory in Tag Database for DataLogging
There are a number of system bits and registers in the tag database reserved specifically for
Data Logger functions. Some of these have already been described in the sections above but
here is the complete list:
Register/Coil

Tag Name

Bytes

R/W

Recommended
Object

S00012

Refresh Historical Trend

Bit

Read/Write

Set Bit

Description:

Use this bit to update or ‘refresh’ the historical trend graph. Note: the
historical trend graph is only updated when you initially call up the screen
with the graph. Therefore, use this bit to refresh the graph without
changing screens.

S00028 thru

DatLog Group # Log Control

Bit

Read/Write

Toggle Bit

S00031
Description:

Use these bits to Start/Stop data logging for the specified group when using
Logging Mode: Bit Task. 0= Stop Logging, 1= Start Logging
See ‘How to configure the Data Logger’ section for more information.

S00037

USB Host Menu Trigger

Description:

Use this bit to display a menu that allows you to download the DataLog file
to a USB Flash Drive. See “Viewing Data from the Data Logger’ section for
more information.

SW0002

Logger Memory % Usage

Description:

This register shows a percentage of the allocated DataLog memory that has
already been used by the Data Logger.

SW0003_00

Logger Memory Full Status

Description:

Use this bit to indicate when the Data Logger memory is full and has
stopped logging. Note: this bit can also be tagged to an alarm message
using the Alarm feature. See Chapter 10 – Alarms for more information.

SW0003_01

Logger Memory Clear Status
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Bit

16-bit
Register

Bit 0 of
16-bit
Register

Bit 1 of
16-bit

Read/Write

Read Only

Read Only

Read Only

Set Bit

Numerical Data

Bit Lamp

Bit Lamp
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Register

Description:

This bit indicates when the HMC7000 is clearing the Data Logger memory.
When this bit is 1, clearing memory is in process. When this bit is 0, process
is completed.

Tasks related to DataLogging
There are a number of tasks that are specifically used for DataLogging. Some of these have
already been described in the sections above but here is the complete list:
Task Name

Where Available

Parameters

USB Data Log
Upload

Power-On Tasks

DateTime: 12 consecutive
registers used for the
Start/Stop Date/Time
values

Global Tasks
Screen TasksBefore Showing Screen
While Showing Screen
After Hiding Screen
Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)
And Multi-Task Buttons
Press task

Group: 1 register for
recording the Group #.
Filename: 4 consecutive
registers used to create
filename used in USB Flash
Drive.
Status Register: 1 register
to provide status of
download.

Pressed task
Released task

Description:

This task is used to download a Data Log file to an attached USB Flash Drive.
See ‘Uploading to a Flash Drive’ section earlier in this chapter.

Key’s Specific
Task:

Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)

Refresh All
Trends

And Multi-Task Buttons
Press task
Released task
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Description:

This task is used to refresh the Historical Trend. See ‘Viewing Data from the
Data Logger’ section earlier in this chapter.

Key’s Specific
Task:

Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)

Start/Stop
Logger for All
Groups

NA

And Multi-Task Buttons
Press task
Released task

Description:

Use this task to begin or stop logging data for all data groups configured as
Logging Mode: Key Task in the Data Logger

Key’s Specific
Task:

Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)

Start/Stop
Logger of
Group #

# = 1-4

And Multi-Task Buttons
Press task
Released task

Description:

Use this task to begin or stop logging data for a specific data group
configured as Logging Mode: Key Task in the Data Logger

Key’s Specific
Task:

Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)

Clear Log
Memory

NA

And Multi-Task Buttons
Press task
Released task

Description:

Use this task to clear all internal memory of the HMC7000 which is allocated
for the Data Logger.

Key’s Specific
Task:

Key Tasks (Global or Screen-Dependent)

A = 1-4 (data group)

And Multi-Task Buttons

B = 1-2 (serial com port)

Start/Stop
Printing of
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Group A with
Port B

Description:

Press task
Released task

Use this task to begin or stop printing data for a specific data group to a
connected serial printer
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Chapter 9 - Using Function Keys
Introduction
The function keys are all of the membrane style (non-touchscreen) keys of the HMC. The
number of keys available depends upon the model selected: the HMC7057 and HMC7035 have
six function keys; the HMC7030 has six function keys plus a numeric keypad for a total of 18
membrane style keys.

Each function key can be configured to perform a task (action) such as displaying screens,
setting bits or writing constant values to registers, or a myriad of other tasks. Besides simply
performing a task, each key can be programmed to do the following:





Execute one or multiple tasks with a single key press
Tasks executed based upon pressing the key, press and holding the key, and/or releasing
the key
Execute tasks when two keys are pressed simultaneously (can be used as safety feature)
Keys can be global (task is executed regardless of the screen displayed) or screendependent (task executed only when a specific screen is on display)

These features combine to make the function keys on the HMC7000 Series very versatile and
powerful.

Steps to configure a function key


For global keys, click on the Keys folder (or Define…Global Keys) in the Project
Information Window. For screen-dependent keys, click on the Keys sub folder located in
each Screen folder of the Project Information Window:
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First, click on the Fn key that you wish to configure. This key will be highlighted as the
F1 key in the picture above.
Under Select Key Type: choose the Single Key option or Two Simultaneous Keys.
o Two Simultaneous Keys- this option allows you to select two keys (by
highlighting two of the Fn keys) which during operation, must both be pressed
to perform the assigned tasks.
o Single Key- this option configures only one key to perform the assigned task
Tasks: Before you select which task you want (see Select Task below), you must decide
what key action activates the task. There are three options:
o Press Tasks- the task(s) are activated upon pressing the selected function key.
o Pressed Tasks- the task(s) are activated upon pressing and holding down the
selected function key. With this option, the HMC7000 will repeatedly send the
command until the key is released.
o Released Tasks- the task(s) are activated when the function key is released
Click the radio button of the key action you prefer.
Select Task: click on the scroll-down menu to select one of the tasks available (see
Chapter 8 – Task Management for more information on what each task does). If
additional parameters are required for the selected task, they will appear in the area
below (as shown for Screen Number and Screen Name for the GoTo Screen task above).
Enter the required additional parameters. Now click the Add button. The task is
entered into the selected key action.
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Updating/modifying operation of a function key


To change the tasks assigned to each function key, highlight the particular function key,
then highlight the task you wish to modify:



To delete the task, click on the
button while the task is highlighted. A popup dialog
box appears, asking if you want to remove the task:



To change the parameters of the selected key task, simply edit the parameters for that
task, and then click the

key.

Creating multiple key tasks


You can create multiple tasks for each key action:

During operation, the HMC7000 executes the list of tasks from top to bottom, in the
order that they appear.
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If you wish to reorder the tasks listed, simply use the up/down
the order:



You can also configure multiple tasks using all of the key actions (key press, key pressed,
and key release). There is no limit to the number of tasks you can add, (except for the
overall memory limit of the HMC):

arrows to rearrange

Global Function Keys versus Screen-Dependent Function Keys
A Screen-Dependent Function Key executes a task only when the particular screen it is tagged to
is currently displayed on the HMC7000:

Screen-Dependent
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A Global Function Key executes a task no matter what screen is currently displayed on the
HMC7000. The exception to this rule is when you have the same function key configured as
both a global and a screen-dependent key. For example, suppose F1 is configured as a Global
key with the task of ‘GoTo Screen’. On Screen #1, the F1 key is also configured to ‘Write a
Value’. During operation, if Screen #1 is displayed and F1 is pressed, then the task ‘Write a
Value’ is executed. The global task assigned to the F1 key is not performed. If F1 is pressed and
Screen #1 is not displayed, then it will execute the ‘GoTo Screen’ task.
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Chapter 10 - Miscellaneous Features
This chapter reviews some features available in the MAPware-7000 software and the HMC7000
Series that are important but do not easily fit in other chapters of this manual.
The features described include:





Data Monitor feature
Application Memory Status
Real Time Clock
Internal Battery

Data Monitor
The Data Monitor feature is a window available in the MAPware-7000 software that is used to
display data values in HMC internal memory. The entire internal memory of the HMC7000 is
accessible using the Data Monitor but you select what areas of memory you wish to monitor. In
addition to reading values, you can modify data online or create a table of preset values to
download to the registers. This feature is useful to quickly view data in table format or to
initialize areas of memory in the HMC.
To access the Data Monitor window, click View…Data Monitor Window from the standard menu
or click the Data Monitor icon
in the standard toolbar or click on the Data Monitor folder in
the Project Information window:
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By default, the monitor shows a block of ten registers in the Timer (T) memory. To create or
edit additional blocks of memory, right click anywhere on the Data Monitor window to display a
popup dialog box:

Create a New Block
By clicking on the New Block option in the dialog box above, the following is displayed:








Address: Use the Address pull-down box to select the area of memory (see Appendix AInternal Memory Address for more information on internal memory). In the numeric
entry box, enter the starting address of the memory selected.
Size: this number represents the block of memory (registers) that will be monitored. For
example, if D0 is entered into the Address section and 16 is entered in Size, the Data
Monitor will show a range of addresses from D0 to D15.
Data Type: this option varies according to the memory area selected. When available,
select how the data is to be interpreted and displayed in the Data Monitor window.
Options are Signed, Unsigned, and Hexadecimal.
Data Size: each register monitored can be a bit, (i.e. B memory), 2 bytes, or 4 bytes.
Color: you can display the block of memory using a particular color.
Click OK to add the block.
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Delete a Block
Click Delete Block to display the following:

The Delete Block dialog box displays all of the blocks currently configured, along with the size of
each block. To delete a particular block, simply highlight (click) the block you wish to delete and
click the OK button.

Editing a Block
To modify a block that is already listed in the Data Monitor window, right click on any of the
addresses listed within the block to display the popup dialog box. Then click the Edit Block
option:
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See ‘Creating a Block’ for info on what each field does.

Importing/Exporting Data
The Data Monitor table can be exported as a CSV (comma-separated value) file so that it can be
used by another project or edited outside of the MAPware-7000 software. Then it can be
imported into an existing project.
To export:
 Click on Export Data from the popup dialog box
 In the Save As box, enter the name you wish to give to the CSV file. Then click OK.
To import:
 Right click anywhere in the Data Monitor window to display the popup dialog box.
 Click on Import Data.
 In the Open box, locate the CSV file that you wish to import, and then click to highlight
it.
 Click OK. A popup dialog box appears asking if you wish to overwrite any of the values
in existing memory registers. When editing the CSV file, you can change the address,
value in each address, data format and/or byte length. By clicking ‘Yes’, changes are
made to memory addresses that already exist. Clicking ‘No’ prevents the imported data
from altering any addresses that already exist in the file- only new addresses are added.

Using Data Monitor to Download Preset Values
After you have created the data registers that you wish to monitor, you may wish to preload
these registers with values. This is easily done by configuring a value for each register, then
downloading the values into the HMC7000 unit.


Open the project you wish to download to the HMC7000.
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Configure the registers in the Data Monitor window (see steps in the first section of this
chapter). Below is an example:



Double-click on each register to set a value:
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Note that for bit registers (i.e. B memory), although the data is represented under the
Binary Value column with 16 bits, it is really a single bit register. Therefore, when
entering a value, you have two options: 0 or 1. Continue clicking on each register until
you have entered all of your preset values.



Next, save and compile your project, then click on the Download icon
Download screen:



Under Project, make sure that Data is checked. This will download the preset values in
the Data Monitor window to the HMC7000. Click Download to begin.

to display the

Monitoring Data using the Data Monitor
Once you have created your Data Monitor window and downloaded your preset values (this is
an optional step), you are ready to monitor the HMC7000.



Start the MAPware-7000 (it is not necessary to open a project).
Connect your computer to the HMC7000, you wish to monitor.



Click the Go Online
button in the standard toolbar. To go online, MAPware-7000
must first upload the project that is currently in the HMC. Therefore, the software may
display a message asking if you wish to save your currently loaded project. Click ‘Yes’ if
you wish to save any changes made to an opened project before it is closed out.
MAPware-7000 loads the project under the name Upld.mpl.
Presently, MAPWare-7000 displays a message stating that it is loading data from the
HMC (this takes a few minutes). When finished, the MAPware-7000 software displays
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the main Logic block:



Click the Data Monitor
Monitor window:



You can change values while online with the HMC simply by double-clicking on a
register:




The new value is sent to the HMC immediately after you press the Set button.
You can also place the HMC in Halt mode. In Halt mode, the HMC discontinues running
the project and displays a screen:
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Halt mode is useful if you wish to change values in the Data Monitor window but not
while the HMC is running the project you downloaded into it. However, the HMC will
clear all internal memory registers (except the retentive memory) when you place the
HMC in Run mode again.
To place the unit in Halt mode, click on the Halt
resume, click on the Run


icon in the standard toolbar. To

icon.

When you are finished using the Data Monitor mode, click on the Go Online
(now Go Offline) again to go offline.

button

Note: you can add or edit the blocks listed in the Date Monitor window when online with the
HMC7000.

Application Memory Status
The Application Memory Status feature is a tool available in the MAPware-7000 software that is
used to display memory used by the current project. This tool can be used to determine how
much memory is still available for new screens, ladder logic, etc.:

It also provides details on how the screen memory is currently allocated. The memory is divided
into three main areas:
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Application Memory – this is the memory used for screens, global tasks, alarms, and
tags.
Data Logger Memory – indicates how much memory has been allocated for the data
logger feature.
Ladder Logic Memory – shows how much memory has been consumed for the ladder
logic diagrams.

This tool is accessible is by clicking Tools…Application Memory Status from the menu bar.

Real Time Clock
The internal battery is used to power the real-time clock (RTC) when the HMC is not powered by
external 24VDC. Normally, the internal battery should be able to provide power to the RTC for
approximately 20 years (@25°C).
Reading the Date/Time
The Clock objects (Time and Date) are used to display the date and time on an HMC screen.
Each field of the RTC data can also be read and individually displayed on screen by using the
designated system word registers (SW10 thru SW16) in the tag database.

Other reserved registers that pertain to the clock are:
Tag No.

Tag Name

Tag Address

Description

Access

42

RTC day of month

SW0010

Ex: 1-31, Unsigned format

Read Only

43

RTC month

SW0011

Ex: 1-12, Unsigned format

Read Only

44

RTC year

SW0012

Ex: 0-99, Unsigned format

Read Only

45

RTC hour

SW0013

Ex: 0-23, Unsigned format

Read Only

46

RTC min

SW0014

Ex: 0-59, Unsigned format

Read Only

47

RTC sec

SW0015

Ex: 0-59, Unsigned format

Read Only

48

RTC day of week

SW0016

Ex: 1-7, Unsigned format

Read Only

With 1=Sun…7=Sat
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5

Minute Change
Status

S00003

Momentarily sets whenever
the minute value in SW14
changes

Read Only

6

Hour Change
Status

S00004

Momentarily sets when the
hour value in SW13 changes

Read Only

7

Date Change Status

S00005

Momentarily sets when the
date value in SW10 changes

Read Only

8

Month Change
Status

S00006

Momentarily sets when the
month value in SW11
changes

Read Only

9

Year Change Status

S00007

Momentarily sets when the
year value in SW12 changes

Read Only

12

RTC battery status

S00010

Sets when battery is dead

Read Only

17

Invalid RTC date
entry

S00019

Sets while an invalid value is
in one of the RTC registers

Read Only

36

RTC Status

SW0003_02

Sets if the RTC is not working

Read Only

Writing the Date/Time
You can set or change the internal RTC using several means:




By entering the local setup menus (see Appendix D – Maintenance and Test Modes)
By using the Set RTC task for a function key or one of the multi-task buttons (see
Chapter 8 – Task Management)
By using the Set Calendar (CLND) instruction in the ladder logic commands (see The
HMC7000 Series Ladder Logic Instructions Manual)

You cannot directly write to the clock using the SW10-16 internal system registers. However, if
you wish to write directly, simply use the Numeric Entry object with data registers that are
referenced in the Set Calendar instruction in a ladder logic program.

Internal Battery
The internal battery is used to power the real-time clock (RTC) when the HMC is not powered by
external 24VDC. Normally, the internal battery should be able to provide power to the RTC for
approximately 20 years (@25°C).
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Chapter 11 – (Ladder) Logic Blocks
Introduction
Logic blocks are a very useful and significant part of the feature set of the HMC7000 products. A
logic block is a series of ladder logic instructions or commands that is executed by the HMC7000.
As you will see later in this chapter, there are different types of logic blocks. These blocks vary
according to how they are initiated and in the order of execution. The following six types of
logic blocks are supported:







Main program
Power up
Timer Interrupt
I/O Interrupt #1 (HMC7030A-L only)
I/O Interrupt #2 (HMC7030A-L only)
Subroutine

Multiple logic blocks of each type can be created (maximum of 256 per type). There is no limit
to memory for each logic block created except for the overall memory limitation of the HMC.

Ladder Logic
Ladder Logic is a form of programming language used primarily in programmable logic
controllers. It is based upon Boolean principals that attempt to simulate actual construction of
control applications that use mechanical switches and lamps. Ladder diagrams are composed of
different types of contact, coil and function block elements. These elements are placed in nets.
In any ladder diagram, the contacts represent input conditions. They lead power from the left
rail to the right rail.

Coils represent output instructions. In order for output coils to be activated, the logical state of
the contacts must allow the power to flow through the net to the coil.

Ladder Nets
The ladder diagram contains a left and right rail. Between these rails, the control application is
arranged in nets. A net contains a row of ladder elements that drive a coil. Power flows through
the ladder elements in a net from left to right. Each net must contain only one rung. This is why
the first ladder element in the net must touch the left ladder rail. All of the elements in a net
must be connected to allow power flow. You must connect the last element on the right to the
right side of the ladder in each net.
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If the elements in a net are not connected, the software will display an error message in the
View Window when you compile your project.

Connect elements using the horizontal link

and vertical link

connectors.

Ladder Diagrams
The MAPware-7000 software uses ‘ladder diagrams’. A ladder diagram is a language-composed
program that uses relay symbols as a base for an image similar to a hard-wired relay sequence.
In order to achieve an efficient data-processing program, ladder diagrams are used.
Ladder diagrams are constructed of units called ‘rungs’. A rung is defined as one network of
interconnected elements (i.e. coils, contacts, instructions) between the left and right power rail.
Each rung can have multiple lines.

Example of two multi-line rungs

Rung numbers are a series of numbers starting from 1, and cannot be skipped. A Logic
Block contains one or more rungs. There is no limit to the number of rungs within a
block. Note: It is limited only by available ladder memory of selected model.
The size of any one rung is limited to 50 lines x 11 columns.
If multiple logic blocks are created, each block is executed in sequence. In each block,
each rung is executed in sequence until the END instruction is reached.
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Each element in a rung is executed according to the following rules:
1. When there is no vertical
connection, each element is
executed on the rung from left
to right.
2. When an ‘OR’ connection occurs,
the logic is executed first, before
continuing to the next element
on the rung.
3. When a branch occurs, each
element of a line is executed,
starting with the top line of the
branch.
4. This complicated example shows
the sequence of element
execution when both ‘OR’
connections and branches exist.

Note: the numbers above next to each element indicate the sequence at which
they are executed in the program.
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The same rules apply to all ladder logic instructions as well except for program control
instructions (i.e. Jump, loops, subroutines, etc). In these cases, program sequence will
depend upon the particular program control instruction used.
Placing elements in a ladder rung

Selecting an element and placing it onto the rung is fairly straightforward:
1. Start by inserting a rung that you can then edit. Right-click on the default rung
(rung with the End element). Select Insert Rung from the popup menu:

2. Next click on any of the contact elements available from the Instruction List
toolbar:

Note: each rung must start with a contact.
3. Move the mouse cursor to the first column of the rung and click to place the
contact:

4. Configure the element in the Instruction Properties dialog box on the right side
of MAPware-7000.
5. Continue to populate the rest of the ladder rung with any other elements that
you may need. Make sure that when you are done, all of the elements are
connected together and then connected to the left and right rails of the ladder
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logic program:
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Errors when placing elements in rungs

In some instances, an element or instruction may require more space than is available
on the rung. In such an instance, you may see an error displayed:

When such an error occurs, try inserting additional lines or inserting the instruction in a
different column location:

If you get the following compile error:

Try using a different instruction. In this example, there must be a contact coil between
the Enable input to the counter and the left power rail. So we delete the horizontal link
and replace it with a Normally Closed contact:
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Here’s another example in which placing an instruction (i.e. Add) on a rung causes an
error:

In this instance, we need to remove one of the horizontal link elements to make room
for the Add instruction:

Moving elements in rungs

After an element has been placed onto a ladder rung, you can move the element to a
new location provided there is space for the element and the area is unoccupied.

To move the ADD instruction, simply click and drag the instruction to the preferred
location:

Cutting, copying, pasting elements in rungs

Elements can also be easily cut, copied, and pasted to one or more locations.
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To cut:

Right-click over the element and select Cut from the popup dialog box (or select

):

The element(s) are removed from the ladder logic and placed in the Windows clipboard
memory.
To copy:

Same as above except select Copy
Similar to Cut, except that the original remains.
To paste:

Same as above except select Paste
Elements can be pasted where no obstruction (like another element) exists. To paste
any element, you must have first copied or cut it. All of these actions can be performed
on multiple elements by highlighting the elements first.
For example, suppose we have two elements below that we wish to copy and paste into
the 2nd rung:

Using the mouse click and drag to highlight both elements:

Click the Copy icon, then right-click on the 2nd rung (first column) and click Paste on the
popup dialog box:
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To delete:

Simply click on the element(s) that you wish to delete, and then press the Delete key.
Shortcuts when editing the ladder rungs

Suppose you have started a simple rung with a contact:

If you place an element in the last column next to the right rail, the MAPware-7000 will
automatically link the two elements:
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Right click on one of the rungs to display a popup dialog box:

Use this handy box to:






Duplicate, Delete, or Close Blocks
Copy all Instructions within a rung or line
Select All Objects
Insert and delete rungs and lines
Find/Replace instructions or specific Operand Addresses

Using Rung Comments

The dialog box in the last section can also be used to activate the rung comments.
These are small sections allocated for each rung into which can be placed notes:

Logic Block Types
HMC7000 supports six different types of logic blocks:







Power up
Main program
Subroutine
Timer Interrupt
I/O Interrupt #1 (HMC7030A-L only)
I/O Interrupt #2 (HMC7030A-L only)

Although each logic block is basically the same, each type is targeted for special purposes.
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Main Program block
The main program is the core of the user program. It is executed once during each scan.
Multiple logic blocks can be created (up to 256) and used in the Main Program block. During
execution, the HMC7000 starts with the first block listed. When completed, it will execute each
block in sequence. Each logic block must have an END instruction to indicate where execution
of instructions ends and the program is exited. Please note that you can place additional
instructions after the END instruction, though these will not be executed during operation. The
figure below shows a typical scan sequence:
1 scan time

Mode

I/O

Timers

Main
Program

Mode

I/O

Timers

Main
Program

Time
Where:





Mode- determines mode of operation (Run, Halt, etc.)
I/O- update and process all inputs and outputs
Timer- update all running timers
Main Program- all logic blocks created under Main

Power-Up block
If the Power up-program is programmed, it is executed once at the beginning of the first scan
(before main program execution). Therefore, this program can be used to set initial values into
registers.
The figure below shows the first scan operation:
Run mode
transition

I/O

nd

1st scan

Timers

2 scan…

Power- Main
up
Program

Mode

Time
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Subroutines
Subroutines operate the same as the main program except they are not executed unless
specifically called on by another logic block. Subroutines are useful when you have a set of
commands that should be executed only under certain conditions.
A subroutine is activated using the CALL function (see the Instruction List). The CALL function
can be used in any logic block, including another subroutine:

Sample CALL function to subroutines
A maximum of 256 subroutines can be created (dependent upon total memory available).
To return to the calling logic block, you must end the subroutine program with a RET instruction:

Return (RET) instruction for subroutine

Timer Interrupts
Timer interrupt logic blocks are given the highest priority when the HMC7000 program is
executed. The timer interrupt is enabled by going to the Define…System Parameters dialog box
and checking Timer Interrupt Interval. When enabled, the timer interrupt routine is executed
based upon the interval selected (range is 1-1000 msec).
All other operations are suspended whenever the time interrupt activates. Use this feature if
you have a continuous operation that is time critical. Note that since timer interrupt routines
halt all other activities, it is best to minimize its impact on the performance of the controller by
using it sparingly. Design the interrupt routine to be as short as possible and adjust the timer
interrupt interval to be the maximum setting that can still meet the requirements of your
application. The end of the Timer Interrupt is recognized by the END instruction.
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I/O Interrupts 1 and 2
The I/O interrupt program is also a high priority task. It is executed immediately when the
interrupt factor is generated, while suspending other operations.
Two I/O interrupt programs are supported in the HMC7000 unit. Note: only models with builtin IO modules such as the HMC7030A-L support the I/O interrupt blocks. The end of each
Interrupt program is recognized by the END instruction.

(1) I/O Interrupt #1
The I/O Interrupt #1 is used with the high speed counter function. When the count value
reaches the preset value, etc., the I/O Interrupt #1 is activated immediately, suspending
other operations.
(2) I/O Interrupt #2
The I/O Interrupt #2 is also used with the high speed counter function.
If an interrupt factor is generated while another interrupt program is executing
(including the timer interrupt), the interrupt factor is held. Then it is activated after the
first interrupt is finished executing.
Therefore, if two or more interrupt factors are generated at the same time, the priority
is as follows:
Timer > I/O #1 > I/O #2
Creating a new logic block
1. In the Projects Information window:
a. Click the Logic Blocks sub-folder for the currently opened project. (Note: if
necessary, click on the expansion symbol
located to the left of the Logic
Blocks subfolder to expand the directory.
b. Right-click on the appropriate Logic Blocks type (ex. Main) subfolder.
c. A popup dialog box appears “New Logic Block”. Click on the dialog box.
2. A new logic block of the selected type is created and displayed in the work area and the
Block Properties box displays to the right.
To configure/edit properties of the logic block
Display the appropriate logic block on screen to display the Block Properties box on the right
side of the screen.
1. Appearance
a. Comment Font: used to configure the text parameters for any comments
entered into the ladder logic. Click on the directory
button to display the
Font dialog box.
i. Name: select the Windows true type font from the drop-down list box.
ii. Size: select font size
iii. Bold: select ‘True’ to enable
iv. Italic: select ‘True’ to enable
v. Underline: select ‘True’ to enable
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b. Comment Text Background: this determines the background color used for
comments. To select a different color, click on the color to display a pull-down
box. Click the pull-down box and select one of the colors provided.
c. Comment Text Foreground: this determines the foreground color used for
comments. To select a different color, click on the color to display a pull-down
box. Click the pull-down box and select one of the colors provided.
2. Design
a. Block Name: This is the title of the selected logic block. By defaults, names are
Block 1, Block 2, etc. but the name can be edited to provide a clearer description
of the function of the logic block. Note: if multiple blocks are created, the
FlexiPanel will execute them in the order of sequence (Block No.) listed in the
Project Information Window (top-most block executed first).
b. Block Type: Determines what type of logic block (i.e. Main, Power Up,
Subroutine, etc) is configured.
Creating a sample ladder diagram
The following is an example of how to create a simple logic block. In this example, we will use
the HMC7035A-M and create a logic block in the Main section. This simple ladder logic will
activate a 10ms timer with the press of a button on Screen 1. The timer will count for ten
seconds, after which it will cause an output coil to turn ON. The output coil will be monitored
on Screen 1 using a bit lamp object.
Before creating the ladder logic, we must add the memory areas we intend to use to the tag
database. Create the following tags using the tag database (for information on how to use the
tag database, refer to Chapter 6 – Screens and Tags):
Node Name

Tag Name

Register/Coil
Type

Address

Register or Coil

Operator Panel

Start Timer

Internal Coils (B)

0

Coil

Operator Panel

Timer Set

Internal Coils (B)

1

Coil

Operator Panel

TR_00001

Timer Register
(T)

1

Register

Operator Panel

T_00001

Timer Coils (T.)

1

Coil

1. In the Projects Information window, click on the Logic Blocks…Main…Block1
subdirectory to display Block 1 logic block in the work area:
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2. Right-click on Rung 1. A popup dialog box should appear:

3. Click on Insert Rung. A new rung is created on Rung 1. Click on the Ladder Logic…I/O
Instructions menu. Click on the Normally Open (NO) Contact. Then move the focus
cursor to the first column of Rung 1 and click. A NO contact should appear on Rung 1:

4. In the Instruction Properties attributes box, select tag address B0 (Start Timer).
5. Click on the Ladder Logic…Timer menu. Click on the ON Timer. Then move the focus
cursor to the last column of Rung 1 and click. A Timer ON (TON) logic function should
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appear on Rung 1:

6. In the Instruction Properties attributes box for the timer, enter a constant value of 1000
(10 seconds) for the Tag (Preset Register). Make sure the tag address for the Tag (Timer
Register) is set to T00001.
7. Right-click on Rung 2 to display the popup dialog box again. Click on Insert Rung. A new
rung should be created on Rung 2.
8. Create another Normally Open (NO) Contact and place it on the first column of Rung 2.
In the Instruction Properties attributes box, select tag address T.0001:

9. Click on the Ladder Logic…I/O Instructions menu. Click on the Output. Then move the
focus cursor to the last column of Rung 2 and click. An output contact should appear on
Rung 2:

10. In the Instruction Properties attributes box, enter tag address B00001 (Timer Set).
11. In the Projects Information window, click on the Screens…Screen1 subdirectory to
display Screen #1 in the work area.
12. Create the following objects on Screen #1:
a. Toggle Bit object: Tag Address of B0 (Start Timer)
b. Bit Lamp object: Tag Address of B0
c. Text object: B0 (Start Timer)
d. Text object: Timer Countdown:
e. Numeric Data object: Tag Address of T00001
f. Text object: B1 (Timer Set)
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g. Bit Lamp object: Tag Address of B1 (Timer Set)

13. Save the Project. Compile the project. Download the project to the target HMC (make
sure that both Application and Ladder are selected).
Note: Simulation of Logic Blocks is not available in offline simulation mode.

When Screen #1 appears on the HMC7000, click on the Toggle button to activate the ten second
timer. You will see the timer increment in 10 msec intervals until 10 seconds has passed. Then
lamp B1 will light.

Other Useful Ladder Logic Tools
Downloading the Ladder Logic
After saving and compiling, (make sure no errors occur), you can download the project into your
HMC7000:


Click Project…Transfer…Download to display the Download menu:



Make sure that Project…Ladder is checked. Click the Download button to begin the
download to the HMC7000 unit.
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Importing Ladder Logic Blocks from another project
MAPware-7000 has a nice feature that allows you to import ladder logic blocks that were
created in another project. Of course, you can do this by simply copying another project but this
feature allows you to import only the ladder logic blocks that you wish without any of the other
project data.
Open the project that you wish to bring the imported logic blocks into, and then perform the
following steps:


On the standard menu, click Block…Import



A File...Open dialog box appears. Select the project that you wish to extract the logic
block(s) from. A dialog box appears:



Select which logic blocks you wish to import, then click OK.
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Verify that the selected logic blocks are now part of your project:






Block menu from standard toolbar
Instructions List toolbar
Common Commands Vertical toolbar
Horizontal Block Command toolbar

Configuring color preferences
Select Tools…Preferences from the standard menu.
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Click on the Colors option to display the dialog box:

These options apply to the colors used when editing the ladder logic program and when viewing
the ladder logic in online mode. Click on each option to change color to suit your tastes.
Click on the Tools…Preferences, then Others option to display:

The ladder instruction tag length determines how many characters of the tag name are
displayed in the ladder logic blocks.
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Appendix A – Internal Memory Addresses
Each HMC7000 unit has internal memory which can be used for operations that do not require
data from an attached PLC. The number of memory registers available depends upon which
HMC model you have selected. Part of this memory is reserved for specific uses (see Appendix B
– Predefined System Tags) while the rest of the memory is openly available for your application.
Below is a table that defines the internal memory of the HMC7000
Type

Name

Range

Type

Access

Description

Index Register (I)

I00000

0

Register Only

Read/Write

Index Register

Read/Write

Index Register

Read/Write

Index Register

(2 bytes)
Index Register (J)

J00000

0

Register Only
(2 bytes)

Index Register (K)

K00000

0

Register Only
(2 bytes)
1

Counter Coils

C.0000

0-255

Bit Only

Read/Write

Counter Coils

Counter Registers

C0000

0-255

Register Only

Read/Write

Counter Registers

(2 bytes)
Timer Coils

T.0000

0-255

Bit Only

Read/Write

Timer Coils

Timer Registers

T00000

0-255

Register Only

Read/Write

Timer Registers

(2 bytes)
Input Coils

X00000

0-31015

Bit Only

Read Only

Physical Input Coils

Input Registers

XW0000

0-3100

Register Only

Read Only

Physical Input Registers
Note: Input Coils and
Registers share same
memory

(2 bytes)

Output Coils

Y00000

0-31015

Bit Only

Read/Write

Physical Output Coils

Output Registers

YW0000

0-3100

Register Only

Read/Write

Physical Output Registers
Note: Output Coils and
Registers share same
memory

Read/Write

IO coils for base
expansion modules

(2 bytes)

I/O Configuration
Coils

M00000
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MW0000 or
MW0000_00

0-3100, 015

Bit or Register

Read/Write

IO registers for base
expansion modules Note:
IO Coils and IO Registers
share same memory

(2 bytes)

System Coils

S00000

0-99

Bit Only

Read/Write

Status and control bits
for HMC

System Registers

SW0000 or
SW0000_00

0-255,

Bit or Register

Read/Write

Status and control
registers for HMC

0-15

(2 bytes)

Internal Coils

B00000

0-4095

Bit Only

Read/Write

General Purpose Internal
Coils

Internal Registers

BW0000

0-255

Register Only

Read/Write

General Purpose Internal
Registers

(2 bytes)
Note: Internal Coils and
Internal Registers share
same memory
Data Registers

D00000 or
D00000_00

0-4095, 015

Bit or Register

Read/Write

General Purpose
Registers

Read/Write

Non-volatile memory
registers

(1, 2 or 4 bytes)
Retentive Registers

R00000

2

0-1399

Register Only
(1, 2 or 4 bytes)

1 – The HMC7030 supports C.0000-C.0099
2 – The HMC7030 supports R0-R299
Note: Memory areas are accessible in the Tag Database under Node Name: [Operator Panel] None (-)

Generally speaking, the entire memory area of the HMC can be used for any purpose. However,
the memory is split into several classifications so that they can be used for special purposes.

Index Registers (I, J, K)
The HMC7000 Series has three 16-bit index registers (I, J, and K) that perform a specific purpose.
As the name implies, these registers are used to ‘index’ or act as pointers to multiple registers.
This method is called ‘indirect addressing’ because the HMC7000 does not read/write to the
specified address directly. Instead, the target address is determined indirectly by referencing
the base address and the value read from the index register.
For example, if the MOV WORD instruction is used in a Ladder Logic Block, you can assign an
index register to one of the operands:
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In this example, we use the K index register along with an internal register (D0). When this
ladder rung is executed, the HMC7000 reads the value in the K register. It then adds this value
to the D0 register (as an offset) to determine the true register that the constant value 50 is
written to. If the value in the K register is 1, then the constant value 50 is written to internal
memory register D1. If the K value is 2, then 50 is written to internal memory register D2, and
so on.
Note: Care should be taken that the value in the index register does not cause the HMC7000 to
read/write to a register that does not exist (the address range is not checked by the HMC).
Many of the ladder logic instructions have tag indexing capability. To find out which instructions
support this feature, see The HMC7000 Series Ladder Logic Instructions Manual. In each section
that defines a particular instruction, you will see an Operand table with a column marked Index.
This column is checked for each operand that supports indexing.
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Counter and Timer Registers/Coils (C, C., T, T.)
The HMC7000 Series has four memory registers which are specifically used with the Counter and
Timer instructions:
 Counter (C) registers
 Counter (C.) coils
 Timer (T) registers
 Timer (T.) coils
Each Timer or Counter register is ‘connected’ to a corresponding Timer or Counter coil. In a
Timer or Counter instruction, when the Timer or Counter reaches its set value, the
corresponding Timer or Counter coil is set.
For example, the picture below illustrates using the ON Timer:

The timer T00001 register is used to count up to 1 sec (10msec timer). When the preset count
(100) has been reached, timer coil T.0001 is set.
See The HMC7000 Series Ladder Logic Instructions Manual #75-79 for instructions that use
counters and timers.

Input Registers/Coils (X, XW)
These registers and coils are designed for use by the physical inputs (digital or analog) from an
attached or built-in (HMC7030A-L) input expansion module. These are the only internal
memory addresses of the HMC which are read only. Therefore, the value read from these
registers/coils always represents the current state of the physical input of the expansion module
assigned to it. When you start a new project and assign I/O expansion modules to each
expansion slot of the HMC, the MAPware-7000 will automatically assign the appropriate
memory addresses according to slot location. For example, the twelve built-in digital inputs of
the HMC7030A-L are assigned to coils X00000-X00011 and register XW0000. For a HMC7000
unit that has eight digital inputs in expansion slot #1, the MAPware-7000 software automatically
assigns coil addresses X01000-X01007 and register XW0100 to the inputs. If sixteen digital
inputs are located in slot#4, the software assigns coil addresses X04000-X04015 and register
XW0400 to the inputs. If an analog module with four analog inputs is installed into slot#2, then
no coil addresses would be assigned (since these are analog inputs) and registers XW0200XW0203 are assigned.
The X and XW registers are mapped to the same memory area in the HMC with sixteen X coils
per XW register. For example, X161 corresponds to the second least significant bit (bit 1) of
XW0010.
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Output Registers/Coils (Y, YW)
These registers and coils are designed for use by the physical outputs (digital or analog) from an
attached or built-in (HMC7030A-L) output expansion module. The value read from these
internal registers/coils is used to determine and set the current state of the physical output of
the expansion module assigned to it. When you start a new project and assign I/O expansion
modules to each expansion slot of the HMC, the MAPware-7000 will automatically assign the
appropriate memory addresses according to slot location. For example, the eight built-in digital
outputs of the HMC7030A-L are assigned to coils Y00000-Y00007 and register YW0000. For a
HMC7000 unit that has eight digital outputs in expansion slot #1, the MAPware-7000 software
automatically assigns coil addresses Y01000-Y01007 and register YW0100 to the outputs. If
twelve digital outputs are located in slot#3, the software assigns coil addresses Y03000-Y03011
and register YW0300 to the outputs. If an analog module with two analog outputs is installed
into slot#5, then no coil addresses would be assigned (since these are analog outputs) and
registers YW0500-YW0501 are assigned.
The Y and YW registers are mapped to the same memory area in the HMC with sixteen Y coils
per YW register. For example, Y161 corresponds to the second least significant bit (bit 1) of
YW0010.

IO Registers/Coils (M, MW)
These registers and coils are reserved to perform special functions when the HMC7000 has builtin or attached expansion modules. For example, the HMC7030A-L has the following I/O
Register/Coil memory allocated for the twelve digital inputs and eight digital outputs built into
the unit:
 M00240
HSC Enable Bit (ch1)
 M00241
HSC Reset Bit (ch1)
 M00400
HSC Enable Bit (ch2)
 M00401
HSC Reset Bit (ch2)
 MW0000
PLC mode control
 MW0003
Run/Stop Switch
 MW0010
HSC Configuration Register (ch1)
 MW0011
HSC Current Register (ch1)
 MW0013
HSC Preset Register (ch1)
 MW0020
HSC Configuration Register (ch2)
 MW0021
HSC Current Register (ch2)
 MW0023
HSC Preset Register (ch2)
These registers are used when the built-in I/O of the HMC7030A-L is configured as high speed
counters.
The MAPware-7000 automatically allocates the necessary IO registers to each expansion module
according to slot location and type of module. For example, a HMC7000 unit that has eight
digital inputs and eight digital outputs in expansion slot #1 has coil addresses M01080, M01081,
M01176, and M01177 and registers MW0100-MW0109 assigned for two high-speed counters.
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If slot#2 contains an analog 2 input/2 output module, the software assigns no coil addresses and
registers MW0200-MS0203 to read/write to the analog registers. When slot#4 contains a 12
point relay output module, MAPware-7000 assigns the MW0400 register for relay outputs.
The M and MW registers are mapped to the same memory area in the HMC with sixteen M coils
per MW register. For example, M161 corresponds to the second least significant bit (bit 1) of
MW0010.

System Registers/Coils (S, SW)
These registers and coils are reserved by the HMC for specific purposes. A total of 100 system
coils are reserved of which about 30 are currently defined. The system registers have a total of
256 registers of which about 30 are defined. Although undefined system registers and coils
could be used by the HMC programmer, this area of memory may be used in the future for
predefined uses. Therefore, use of this area of memory should be limited to the predefined
coils and registers. For a list of these memory areas, see Appendix B – Predefined System Tags.

Internal Registers/Coils (B, BW)
These are general purpose registers and coils which can be used at the discretion of the HMC
programmer. This area of memory is non-retentive so any data stored in these registers is lost
once power has been removed from the HMC.
The B coil memory and the BW register memory actually occupy the same area of memory in
the HMC7000. Therefore, the least significant bit in register BW0 corresponds to the B0 coil.
Likewise, the B18 coil shares the same memory area as bit 2 of BW1. To determine the register
and bit location of a B coil memory area use the following equation: Bnnnn = BW(nnnn/16
quotient), bit (nnnn/16 remainder).
Therefore B50 coil corresponds to BW3, bit 2 (50/16 = 3r2).

Data Registers (D)
These are general purpose registers which can be used at the discretion of the HMC
programmer. This area of memory is non-retentive so any data stored in these registers is lost
once power has been removed from the HMC.
Notice that these registers can be configured as bits as well.
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Retentive Registers (R)
These are general registers which can be used at the discretion of the HMC programmer. This
area of memory is retentive so any data stored in these registers remains once power has been
removed from the HMC.
Note that reading/writing to these registers requires more processing time than does using any
of the other registers in memory due to their retentive nature. Therefore, be aware that using
these registers in ladder logic blocks require more processing time.
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Appendix B – System Tag Memory
The following table lists all of the internal memory of the HMC7000 which is reserved for
specific purposes.

S memory (System bits)
Tag
No.

Tag

Tag
Address

Type

Access

Models
Supported

Description

Name
HMC7000

Overflow indication in math
operations of ladder and
also used in rotate with
carry instruction.

Read/
write

HMC7000

Enable bit to start high
speed timer

Read
only

HMC7000

1 for every change in
minute for one scan cycle

Read
only

HMC7000

1 for every change in hour
for one scan cycle

Read
only

HMC7000

1 for every change in date
for one scan cycle

Read
only

HMC7000

1 for every change in
month for one scan cycle

Read
only

HMC7000

1 for every change in year
for one scan cycle

Coil
1

Carry bit

S0000

2

High speed timer
control bit

S0001

3

4

5

6

7

(1 bit)

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

Minute Change
status

S0003

Hour Change
status

S0004

Date Change
status

S0005

Month Change
status

S0006

Year Change
status

S0007

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

Read/
Write

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

0: Disable screen saver; 1:
Enable screen saver.
Runtime you can change
this bit

(1 bit)

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

1: Enable Beeper; 0: Disable
Beeper. Runtime you can
change this bit

Coil

Read

HMC7000

0: Battery voltage is OK (I.e.

Coil
8

Screen saver
Control

S0008

9

Beeper Control

S0009

10

RTC Battery

S0010

(1 bit)

Coil
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11

Refresh historical
trend
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(1 bit)

only

Coil

Read/
Write

S0012
(1 bit)
Coil

12

Acknowledge all
alarms

13

Valid key beeper
Control

14

Invalid key
beeper Control

S0017

Invalid RTC date
entry

S0019

15

S0014

(1 bit)

Coil
S0016

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

16

Popup Screen
trigger

17

COM1 failed
node reconnect
control

18

COM2 failed
node reconnect
control

19

COM3 failed
node reconnect
control

S0023

(1 bit)

20

Static Data Entry

S0027

Coil

S0020

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

Refresh historical trend
window when set to1

HMC7000

0: All alarms are
acknowledged; 1: All
alarms are not
acknowledged in the Real
and Historical alarms

Read
only

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

1: Enable valid beeper; 0:
Disable valid beeper. Run
time you can change this bit

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

1: Enable Invalid beeper; 0:
Disable Invalid beeper. Run
time you can change this bit

Read
only

HMC7000

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

0=valid date; 1= Invalid date

Read/
write

Read/
write

HMC7057A-M

If this bit is set
communication with the
failed nodes is detected
after scan time SW0019 for
port2.By default : ON

Read/
write

PLC7008A-ME
only

If this bit is set
communication with the
failed nodes is detected
after scan time SW0022 for
port3. By default : ON

Read/

HMC7030A-M

User can enable focus for
static data entry using this

HMC7000

Coil
S0022

(1 bit)

Coil
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This bit triggers the popup
screen number stored in
SW23
If this bit is set
communication with the
failed nodes is detected
after scan time SW0018 for
port1.By default : ON

Coil
S0021

above 2.2 V); 1: Low battery
(I.e. below 2.2 V)
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Focus Control

21

22

Datlog Group1
log Control

Datlog Group2
log Control

(1 bit)
Coil
S0028
(1 bit)
Coil
S0029
(1 bit)
Coil

Datlog Group3
log Control

S0030

24

Datlog Group4
log Control

S0031

25

Data Entry Lock
Control

23

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

Write

only

bit.

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

User can Start/Stop logging
in Bit Task mode for Group1
by using this bit

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

User can Start/Stop logging
in Bit Task mode for Group2
by using this bit

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

User can Start/Stop logging
in Bit Task mode for Group3
by using this bit

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

User can Start/Stop logging
in Bit Task mode for Group4
by using this bit

Coil
S0032

(1 bit)

HMC7000

User can Lock / Unlock the
data entry. 1= Data_Entry
Lock, 0= Data_Entry
unlock.

HMC7000

User can choose the mode
of data entry using this bit.
1= Start data entry only
through 'Enter' key.
0= Start data entry through
'Enter' key or Numeric
key.

Read/
Write

Coil
(1 bit)
26

Data Entry Key
Selection

Read/
Write

S0033

Coil

27

Ladder
Instruction Error
Status

(1 bit)
S0034

HMC7000

Coil

28

Real and
Historical Alarm
Control

S0035

29

RUN LED Control

S0036
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(1 bit)

Read/
Write

Coil

Read/
Write

Set if Division by zero
operation is performed in
the ladder instruction and
for invalid conditions or
operands in case of
conversion instructions.

HMC7000

If the selected coil is one
the unit will not monitoring
(Ignoring) any alarm. After
reseting the coil unit will
again start to monitor the
alarm.

HMC7000

0: LED functionality works
for
upload/RUN/Communicatio
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(1 bit)

30

31

32

33

34

USB Host Menu
Trigger
Factory
application Menu
Trigger

Coil
S0037
(1 bit)
Coil
S0038
(1 bit)

Backlight Color
Control-Red
(Retentive)

S0039

Backlight Color
Control-Green
(Retentive)

S0040

Backlight Color
Control-Blue
(Retentive)

S0041
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Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

n status 1: LED OFF
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

System tag to allow USB
host operation to user

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

System tag to allow to enter
in Factory application mode

Read/
Write

HMC7030
models

To control the RED Color
backlight operation

Read/
Write

HMC7030
models

To control the GREEN Color
backlight operation

Read/
Write

HMC7030
models

To control the BLUE Color
backlight operation
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SW memory (System registers)
Tag
No.

Tag

Tag
Address

Type

Access

Models
Supported

Description

Name
1

Register
Language

SW0001
(2 bytes)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Register

Logger Memory
% Usage

SW0002

SW0003_
13

Register

COM3 Status

SW0003_
14

Register

SW0003_
15

Register

Logger Memory
full Status

SW0003_
00

Register

Logger Memory
clear Status

SW0003_
01

Register

SW0003_
02

Register

RTC Status

COM1 Status

COM2 Status

Historical Alarm
count

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)
Register

SW0004
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Writing a value will changes
languages used in wizards

Read
only

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

Shows percentage use of
logger memory.( 0 to 100)

Read
only

PLC7008A-ME
only

0 = Communication Error;
1= Communicating with PLC

Read
only

HMC7000

0 = Communication Error;
1= Communicating with PLC

Read
only

HMC7057A-M

0 = Communication Error;
1= Communicating with PLC

Read
only

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

1 = Memory full

Read
only

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

1 = Memory clear routing
being executed

Read
only

HMC7000

Read
only

HMC7000

Shows no of alarm stored in
history

HMC7000

Shows active screen no. You
can change screen by
writing any valid screen no
in this register

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

You can change screen time
in run time

Read

HMC7000

RTC day in integer format

Register
10

Screen Trigger
Register

SW0005

11

Screen saver
time

SW0006

RTC Day of

SW0010

12
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Register
(2 bytes)
Register

RTC fail

Read/
Write
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Month

13

RTC Month

(2 bytes)

only

Register

Read
only

HMC7000

RTC month in integer
format (01-12)

Read
only

HMC7000

RTC year in integer format

Read
only

HMC7000

Read
only

HMC7000

RTC minute in integer
format (00-59)

Read
only

HMC7000

RTC sec in integer format

SW0011
(2 bytes)
Register

14

RTC Year

SW0012
(2 bytes)
Register

15

RTC Hour

SW0013
(2 bytes)
Register

16

RTC Min

SW0014
(2 bytes)
Register

17

RTC Sec

SW0015
(2 bytes)
Register

18

RTC Day of Week

SW0016
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(2 bytes)

Read
only

Register
19

Scan time
register

20

COM1 failed
node reconnect
time (Sec)

21

COM2 failed
node reconnect
time (Sec)

22

Driver Scan time
register for port1

SW0020

23

Driver Scan time
register for port2

SW0021

SW0017

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

Read/
write

Register
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(2 bytes)

Register

(00-59)
HMC7000

RTC day of week in integer
format (00-06) with
0=Sunday, …, Saturday=6

HMC7000

Shows time required to
execute Screen, Screen task
and global task in
millisecond. Use ####.#
format for display

HMC7000

Shows time in sec recover
the communication with
failed nodes for port1. The
default value is 60Sec

HMC7057A-M

Shows time in sec recover
the communication with
failed nodes for port2. The
default value is 60Sec

HMC7000

Shows time required to
execute Screen blocks in
milliseconds. Use ####.#
format for display

HMC7000

Shows time required to
execute Screen blocks in
milliseconds. Use ####.#

Read
only

Read
only

RTC hour in integer format
(00-23)

Read/
write

Register
SW0019

(00-99)

Read
only

Register
SW0018

(00-31)
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24

COM3 failed
node reconnect
time (Sec)

SW0022

25

Popup Screen
number

SW0023

26

Ladder Scan Time

SW046

(2 bytes)

format for display

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

PLC7008A-ME
only

Shows time in sec recover
the communication with
failed nodes for port3. The
default value is 60Sec

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M
HMC7057A-M

Value stored in this register
triggers the popup screen
on s20 bit

Read
only

HMC7000

Value is multiple of 0.1
mSec

HMC7000

Shows the status of the
node, whether node is
present or not. Total 2 word
Register are mapped for 32
nodes.

HMC7000
Read
only

Shows the status of the
node, whether node is
present or not. Total 14
word Register are mapped
for 224 nodes

Read
only

Shows the status of the
node, whether node is
present or not. Total 2 word
Register are mapped for 32
nodes.

Register
27

Node Status
Registers for
COM1

SW64-S65

(2 bytes)

Read
only

Register
28

Node Status
Registers for
COM1

SW66-S79

(2 bytes)

Register
29

Node Status
Registers for
COM2

30

Node Status
Registers for
COM2

31

Node Status
Registers for
COM3

SW96S111

32

Factory
Application 1

SW116

SW80-S81

(2 bytes)

HMC7057A-M

Register
SW82-S95

(2 bytes)

Read
only

HMC7057A-M

Register

1010-1040, Rev. 00

(2 bytes)

Read
only

PLC7008A-ME
only

Register

Read/
Write

HMC7000

(2 bytes)

Shows the status of the
node, whether node is
present or not. Total 14
word Register are mapped
for 224 nodes.
Shows the status of the
node, whether node is
present or not. Total 16
word Register are mapped
for 256 nodes.
Reserved for factory
application
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33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Register

Factory
Application 2

SW117

Factory
Application 3

SW118

Factory
Application 4

SW119

Factory
Application 5

SW120

Factory
Application 6

SW123

Factory
Application 7

SW124

Factory
Application 8

SW125

Factory
Application 9

SW126

(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
Register
(2 bytes)
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Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

Read/
Write

HMC7000

Reserved for factory
application

HMC7030A-M,

Shows time in sec recover
the communication with
failed nodes for Expansion
port .the default value is
60Sec

Register
41

Failed Expansion
slot reconnect
time (Sec)

1010-1040, Rev. 00

SW127

(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M
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M memory
Tag
No.

Tag

Tag
Address

Type

Access

Models
Supported

Description

Name
Coil
1

CPU error

M00016
(1 bit)
Coil

2

I/O error

M00017
(1 bit)
Coil

3

Program error

M00018
(1 bit)

4

Clock/calendar
illegal value
warning

M00021

5

Retentive data
invalid warning

M00022

Watchdog timer
error

M00027

I/O mismatch
error

M00029

Analog Power
Fail (alarm)

M00030

8

I/O
communication
error

M00031

9

Ladder Scan time
error

M00033

6

7

8

Coil

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

10

System timer coil
for 0.1 sec
interval

M00480

11

System timer coil
for 0.2 sec

M00481

1010-1040, Rev. 00

(1 bit)

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

Read
Only

ON at error state

ON at error state

PLC7000

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

Read
Only

Read
Only

Read

ON at error state. This
group includes Ladder Scan
time.
ON when clock/calendar
data is illegal

ON when retentive data in
RAM are invalid

ON at error state

ON at error state

ON at error state

PLC7000
ON at error state

PLC7000

ON when the scan time
exceeds 200ms (default)

PLC7000
Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

PLC7000

Toggle at 50 % duty cycle
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12

13

14

15

16

17

interval

(1 bit)

System timer coil
for 0.4 sec
interval

Coil
M00482
(1 bit)

System timer coil
for 0.8 sec
interval

M00483

System timer coil
for 1 sec interval

M00484

System timer coil
for 2 sec interval

M00485

System timer coil
for 4 sec interval

M00486

System timer coil
for 8 sec interval

M00487

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

18

Timer interrupt
ladder execution
status

M00496

19

IO1 interrupt
execution status

M00497

IO2 interrupt
execution status

M00498

Hold mode
status

M00504

ALWAYS ON

M00512

20

21

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

23

HSC Enable Bit

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Read
Only

PLC7000
Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

PLC7000
Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

PLC7000

Read
Only

Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

Toggle at 50 % duty cycle

PLC7000

ON when Timer Interrupt
program is executing

ON when I/O Interrupt1
program is executing

Read
Only

PLC7000

ON when I/O Interrupt2
program is executing

Coil (1 bit)

Read
Only

PLC7000

ON when PLC is in HOLD
mode

Coil

Read
Only

PLC7000

PLC7000

(1 bit)

Read
Only

Coil

Read/

HMC7030A-L

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)

M00513

M00240

Read
Only

PLC7000

Coil
ALWAYS OFF

Only

Read
Only

(1 bit)

22
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This coil is always ON

This coil is always OFF

Start Counting for High
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(CH1)

24

25

26

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)

M00241

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)

M00400

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)

M00401

(1 bit)

Write

only

Speed Counter (CH1)

Coil

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L
only

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2)

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

27

HSC Enable Bit
(CH1)-Slot01

M01080

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH1) -Slot
01

HMC7057A-M
Coil
28

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)-Slot01

M01081

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1) -Slot 01

HMC7057A-M
Coil
29

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)-Slot01

M01176

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Coil
30

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)-Slot01

M01177

(1 bit)

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2) -Slot
01

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2) -Slot 01

HMC7057A-M
Coil
31

HSC Enable Bit
(CH1)-Slot02

M02080

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Coil
32

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)-Slot02

M02081

(1 bit)

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH1) -Slot
02

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1) -Slot 02

HMC7057A-M
33

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)-Slot02

1010-1040, Rev. 00

M02176

Coil

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2) -Slot
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(1 bit)

HMC7035A-M,

02

HMC7057A-M
Coil
34

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)-Slot02

M02177

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2) -Slot 02

HMC7057A-M
Coil
35

HSC Enable Bit
(CH1)-Slot03

M03080

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH1) -Slot
03

HMC7057A-M
Coil
36

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)-Slot03

M03081

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1) -Slot 03

HMC7057A-M
Coil
37

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)-Slot03

M03176

(1 bit)

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Coil
38

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)-Slot03

M03177

(1 bit)

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2) -Slot
03

HMC7030A-M,
Read/
Write

HMC7035A-M,

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2) -Slot 03

HMC7057A-M
Coil

39

HSC Enable Bit
(CH1)-Slot04

M04080

40

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)-Slot04

M04081

Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

41

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)-Slot04

M04176

42

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)-Slot04

M04177

HSC Enable Bit

M05080

43

1010-1040, Rev. 00

(1 bit)

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
Coil

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH1) -Slot
04

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1) -Slot 04

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2) -Slot
04

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2) -Slot 04

Read/

HMC7057A-M

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH1) -Slot
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(CH1)-Slot05

44

45

46

HSC Reset
Bit(CH1)-Slot05

Write

only

05

Coil

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH1) -Slot 05

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Start Counting for High
Speed Counter (CH2) -Slot
05

Read/
Write

HMC7057A-M
only

Reset High Speed Counter
(CH2) -Slot 05

M05081
(1 bit)
Coil

HSC Enable Bit
(CH2)-Slot05

M05176

HSC Reset
Bit(CH2)-Slot05

M05177

1010-1040, Rev. 00

(1 bit)

(1 bit)
Coil
(1 bit)
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MW memory (IO registers)
Tag
No.

Tag

Tag
Address

Type

Access

MW0000

Register

Read/
Write

Models
Supported

Description

Name
1

PLC Operation
Mode

(2 bytes)

HMC7000

0 = Initialization
1 = Halt mode
2 = Run mode
3 = Run in Forced mode
4 = Hold mode
6 = Fault mode
Note: If an invalid number is
entered into this register,
then previous value will be
retained.

2

Run/Stop Switch
Control

MW0003

Register

Read/
Write

HMC7000

(2 bytes)

0= Run
1 = Halt
Note: this value is stored in
retentive memory

3

Digital Filter
constant (0150msec)

MW0005

Ethernet IP
Address

MW0033

Register

Read/
Write

PLC7000

Note: Entered value is
multiple of 10msec.

(2 bytes)
To enable, MW0010 bit 16
must be ON.

4
5

Register
(2 bytes)

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

First six digits of the IP
address assigned to
PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

Last six digits of the IP
address assigned to
PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

(Low Word)

6

Ethernet IP
Address
(High Word)

1010-1040, Rev. 00

MW0034

Register
(2 bytes)
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Subnet Mask

MW0035

(Low Word)

8

Subnet Mask

(2 bytes)

MW0036

(High Word)

9

Default Gateway

Default Gateway

MW0037

12

13

14

15

MW0038

Register

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

First six digits of the subnet
assigned to PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

Last six digits of the subnet
assigned to PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

First six digits of the
gateway assigned to
PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

Read
Only

PLC7008A-ME
only

Last six digits of the
gateway assigned to
PLC7000 (see
Define…Ethernet Settings
menu)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2

(2 bytes)

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 1)

MW0010

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1)

MW0011

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1)

MW0013

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 2)

MW0020

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value

MW0021

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Register
(2 bytes)

(High Word)

11

Register
(2 bytes)

(Low Word)

10

Register

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)
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(for Channel 2)
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2)

MW0023

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 1- Slot
1)

MW0100

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1Slot 1)

MW0101

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1- Slot
1)

MW0103

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 2- Slot
1)

MW0106

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 2Slot 1)

MW0107

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2- Slot
1)

MW0109

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration

MW0200

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Register

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1 Slot 1

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 1

(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 1

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2 Slot 1

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 1

HMC7057A-M
Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 1

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1 Slot 2
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register (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

(2 bytes)

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1Slot 2)

MW0201

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

MW0203

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

MW0206

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 2Slot 2)

MW0207

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

MW0209

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 1- Slot
3)

MW0300

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1Slot 3)

MW0301

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2 Slot 2

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1 Slot 3

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 3

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1- Slot
3)

MW0303

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 2- Slot
3)

MW0306

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 2Slot 3)

MW0307

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2- Slot
3)

MW0309

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

MW0400

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1Slot 2)

MW0401

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

MW0403

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration

MW0406

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Register
(2 bytes)

327
Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 3

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2 Slot 3

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 3

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 3

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Register

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1 Slot 2

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

(2 bytes)

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

HMC7057A-M
Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2 Slot 2
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register (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

HMC7057A-M

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 2Slot 2)

MW0407

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

MW0409

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

MW0500

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 1Slot 2)

MW0501

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 1- Slot
2)

MW0503

High-speed
counter (HSC)
configuration
register (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

MW0506

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Current value
(for Channel 2Slot 2)

MW0507

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2

HMC7057A-M
Register

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-L

Use to configure the HSCChannel 1 Slot 2

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

(2 bytes)

Register
(2 bytes)

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register

Read/
Write

(2 bytes)

HMC7030A-M,

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 1 Slot 2

HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,

Use to configure the HSCChannel 2 Slot 2

HMC7057A-M

Register
(2 bytes)

Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Displays the current value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2
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46

High-speed
counter (HSC)
Preset value (for
Channel 2- Slot
2)

1010-1040, Rev. 00

MW0509

Register
(2 bytes)

329
Read/
Write

HMC7030A-M,
HMC7035A-M,
HMC7057A-M

Use to set the preset value
for HSC- Channel 2 Slot 2

330
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Appendix C– Expansion Modules
HMC7-MI-01 (16 Input Digital Module)
This module is a digital input module for the
HMC7000 Series models. It has sixteen
bidirectional inputs, two of which are high
speed inputs.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Inputs

14 standard inputs (bidirectional)
2 high speed inputs

Rated input current

Up to 5mA

Input impedance

4.9K ohms

Minimum ON voltage

15 VDC

Maximum OFF voltage

5 VDC

Turn ON Time

10 msec

Turn OFF Time

10 msec

Isolation

Optically isolated from internal circuit

Connection method

Removable terminals (3.8mm pitch)

High Speed Channels
No. of inputs

2 channels (X0 and X5)

Maximum Input Frequency

25 KHz

Maximum Input Count

4,294,967,295

General
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Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

1010-1040, Rev. 00
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Wiring:
For connecting to NPN-type transistor inputs:

Connecting to PNP-type transistor inputs:

Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign input (X and XW) and configuration (M and MW) memory addresses to the
module. These addresses are created according to the slot location of the module, where nn refers to the
slot number:
Register

Description

Access

Xnn000-Xnn015

Input Bits

Read Only

XWnn00

Input Channel 1 Data

Read Only

Mnn080

High Speed Counter (HSC)

Read/Write

Channel 1 Enable Bit
Mnn081

HSC Channel 1 Reset Bit

Read/Write

Mnn176

HSC Channel 2 Enable Bit

Read/Write
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Mnn177

HSC Channel 2 Reset Bit

Read/Write

MWnn00

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn01

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn03

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Preset Value (4 bytes)
MWnn06

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn07

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn09

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Preset Value (4 bytes)

Reference the table below when configuring each HSC Configuration Register (MWnn00 and MWnn06):
Bits

Function

15-8

Not used

7,6

Operation Mode:
00 : 1x mode
01 : 2x mode
10 : 4x mode
11 : Reserved

5, 4

Reserved

3

0 : Falling Edge
1 : Rising Edge

2, 1,
0

HSC type :
000 : Normal Operation
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001 : Interrupt Ladder
010 : Up Counter HSC
011 : Quadrature Count
100 : HSC with Rate

To implement HSC Operation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Connect a device to X1 (Channel 1) or X6 (Channel 2) that will provide the high speed pulses to
the expansion module.
Configure the HSC using the configuration register MWnn00 (Channel 1) or MWnn06 (Channel 2).
Write the HSC preset count value in MWnn03 (Channel 1) or MWnn09 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC by setting the HSC Enable Bit Mnn080 (Channel 1) or Mnn176 (Channel 2).
HSC will increment (starting from 0) the current value register in MWnn01 (Channel 1) or
MWnn07 (Channel 2) until the preset value is reached. Then HSC will set output Y1 (Channel 1)
or output Y6 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC Reset Bit by setting Mnn081 (Channel 1) or Mnn177 (Channel 2). This will cause
the HSC current value to reset back to 0 and the output Y1 (Channel 1) or output Y6 (Channel 2)
will reset (clear) to 0.
To start the process again, simply reset (clear) the HSC Reset Bit and set the HSC Enable Bit.
Note: if the HSC Enable Bit is still ON, you must reset (clear) this bit, and then set it again.
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HMC7-MI-02 (4 Input Analog Module)
This module is an analog input module for the
HMC7000 Series models. It has four analog
inputs, which can be used to measure 0-10V, -10
to +10V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA signals.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Analog Inputs

4 Inputs (0-10V, -10 to +10V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA)

Resolution

12 bit

Voltage Mode
Input range

-10V to +10V, 0 - 10V

Value of LSB:

For 0-10V: 2.44mV
For +/-10V: 4.88mV

Input Impedance

200KΩ

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.1% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: 0.3% of full scale

Frequency Limit (-3db)

3.5KHz

Behavior upon sensor failure

Input goes to 0, as if no input is connected

Current Mode
Input Range

4mA-20mA, 0mA-20mA

Value of LSB

3.906 μA

Input Impedance

120Ω
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At 25°C: 0.2% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: 0.8% of full scale

General
Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

Auxiliary Power Supply
Input Voltage

24VDC

Input Current

50mA

Wiring:
For connecting to analog voltage inputs:

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Connecting to analog current inputs:
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Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign input (XW) and configuration (MW) memory addresses to the module.
These addresses are created according to the slot location of the module, where nn refers to the slot
number:
Register

Description

Access

XWnn00

Input Channel 1 Data

Read Only

XWnn01

Input Channel 2 Data

Read Only

XWnn02

Input Channel 3 Data

Read Only

XWnn03

Input Channel 4 Data

Read Only

MWnn00

Input Channel 1 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn01

Input Channel 2 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn02

Input Channel 3 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn03

Input Channel 4 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

Reference the table below when configuring each Input Configuration Register (MWnn00-MWnn03):

Input Channel

Value

Signal Type

1010-1040, Rev. 00

mA (4-20mA)

0

Voltage (0-10V)

1

Voltage (-10 to +10V)

2

mA (0-20mA)

3
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HMC7-MO-01 (12 Output Relay-type Digital Module)
This module is a digital output module for the
HMC7000 Series models. It has twelve relaytype outputs.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Outputs

12 relay outputs

Turn ON Time

10 msec

Turn OFF Time

5 msec

Connection method

Removable terminals (3.8mm pitch)

Output capacity

2A per contact

General
Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

Auxiliary Power Supply
Input Voltage

24VDC

Input Current

150mA
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Wiring:

Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign output (Y and YW), and configuration (MW) memory addresses to the
module. These addresses are created according to the slot location of the module, where nn refers to the
slot number:
Register

Description

Access

Ynn000-Ynn011

Output Bits

Read/Write

YWnn00

Output Word Data

Read/Write

MWnn00

Relay Output

Read/Write
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HMC7-MIO-01 (8 Input and 8 Output NPN-Type Digital Module)
This module is a digital input/output module for
the HMC7000 Series models. It has eight
bidirectional inputs and eight NPN-type digital
outputs. The inputs can be configured as two
high speed counters (HSC) using the MW
registers (see below). When used as HSCs, input
X1 (channel 1) and X6 (channel 2) are used to
record the incoming pulses. Outputs Y1
(channel 1) and Y6 (channel 2) are set when
HSCs reach designated preset values.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Inputs

8 inputs (bidirectional)

Rated input voltage

24 VDC

Rated input current

Up to 5mA

Input impedance

4.9K ohms

Minimum ON voltage

15 VDC

Maximum OFF voltage

5 VDC

Turn ON Time

10 msec

Turn OFF Time

10 msec

Isolation

Optically isolated from internal circuit

Connection method

Removable terminals (3.8mm pitch)

High Speed Channels
No. of inputs

2 channels (X0 and X5)

Maximum Input Frequency

25 KHz

Maximum Input Count

4,294,967,295

Digital Outputs

8 outputs (NPN-type)

Rated output current

Up to 5mA

Output Capacity

500mA Maximum
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500mA@24VDC

General
Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

Power Supply
Input Voltage

24VDC (18 to 28 VDC)

Input Current

4A

Wiring:
For connecting to bidirectional inputs:

1010-1040, Rev. 00

Connecting to NPN-type transistor outputs:
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Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign input (X and XW), output (Y and YW), and configuration (M and MW)
memory addresses to the module. These addresses are created according to the slot location of the
module, where nn refers to the slot number:
Register

Description

Access

Xnn000-Xnn007

Input Bits

Read Only

XWnn00

Input Channel 1 Data

Read Only

Ynn000-Xnn007

Output Bits

Read/Write

YWnn00

Output Channel 1 Data

Read/Write

Mnn080

High Speed Counter (HSC)

Read/Write

Channel 1 Enable Bit
Mnn081

HSC Channel 1 Reset Bit

Read/Write

Mnn176

HSC Channel 2 Enable Bit

Read/Write

Mnn177

HSC Channel 2 Reset Bit

Read/Write

MWnn00

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn01

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn03

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Preset Value (4 bytes)
MWnn06

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn07

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn09

HSC Channel 2
Preset Value (4 bytes)
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Reference the table below when configuring each HSC Configuration Register (MWnn00 and MWnn06):
Bits

Function

15-8

Not used

7,6

Operation Mode:
00 : 1x mode
01 : 2x mode
10 : 4x mode
11 : Reserved

5, 4

Reserved

3

0 : Falling Edge
1 : Rising Edge

2, 1,
0

HSC type :
000 : Normal Operation
001 : Interrupt Ladder
010 : Up Counter HSC
011 : Quadrature Count
100 : HSC with Rate

To implement HSC Operation:
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

Connect a device to X1 (Channel 1) or X6 (Channel 2) that will provide the high speed pulses to
the expansion module.
Configure the HSC using the configuration register MWnn00 (Channel 1) or MWnn06 (Channel 2).
Write the HSC preset count value in MWnn03 (Channel 1) or MWnn09 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC by setting the HSC Enable Bit Mnn080 (Channel 1) or Mnn176 (Channel 2).
HSC will increment (starting from 0) the current value register in MWnn01 (Channel 1) or
MWnn07 (Channel 2) until the preset value is reached. Then HSC will set output Y1 (Channel 1)
or output Y6 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC Reset Bit by setting Mnn081 (Channel 1) or Mnn177 (Channel 2). This will cause
the HSC current value to reset back to 0 and the output Y1 (Channel 1) or output Y6 (Channel 2)
will reset (clear) to 0.
To start the process again, simply reset (clear) the HSC Reset Bit and set the HSC Enable Bit.
Note: if the HSC Enable Bit is still ON, you must reset (clear) this bit, and then set it again.
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HMC7-MIO-02 (8 Input and 8 Output PNP-Type Digital Module)
This module is a digital input/output module for
the HMC7000 Series models. It has eight
bidirectional inputs and eight PNP-type digital
outputs. The inputs can be configured as two
high speed counters (HSC) using the MW
registers (see below). When used as HSCs, input
X1 (channel 1) and X6 (channel 2) are used to
record the incoming pulses. Outputs Y1
(channel 1) and Y6 (channel 2) are set when
HSCs reach designated preset values.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Inputs

8 inputs (bidirectional)

Rated input voltage

24 VDC

Rated input current

Up to 5mA

Input impedance

4.9K ohms

Minimum ON voltage

15 VDC

Maximum OFF voltage

5 VDC

Turn ON Time

10 msec

Turn OFF Time

10 msec

Isolation

Optically isolated from internal circuit

Connection method

Removable terminals (3.8mm pitch)

High Speed Channels
No. of inputs

2 channels (X0 and X5)

Maximum Input Frequency

25 KHz

Maximum Input Count

4,294,967,295

Digital Outputs

8 outputs (PNP-type)

Rated output current

Up to 5mA

Output Capacity

500mA Maximum
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500mA@24VDC

General
Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

Power Supply
Input Voltage

24VDC (18 to 28 VDC)

Input Current

4A

Wiring:
For connecting to bidirectional inputs:
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Connecting to PNP-type transistor outputs:
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Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign input (X and XW), output (Y and YW), and configuration (M and MW)
memory addresses to the module. These addresses are created according to the slot location of the
module, where nn refers to the slot number:
Register

Description

Access

Xnn000-Xnn007

Input Bits

Read Only

XWnn00

Input Channel 1 Data

Read Only

Ynn000-Xnn007

Output Bits

Read/Write

YWnn00

Output Channel 1 Data

Read/Write

Mnn080

High Speed Counter (HSC)

Read/Write

Channel 1 Enable Bit
Mnn081

HSC Channel 1 Reset Bit

Read/Write

Mnn176

HSC Channel 2 Enable Bit

Read/Write

Mnn177

HSC Channel 2 Reset Bit

Read/Write

MWnn00

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn01

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn03

HSC Channel 1

Read/Write

Preset Value (4 bytes)
MWnn06

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Configuration Register
MWnn07

HSC Channel 2

Read/Write

Current Value (4 bytes)
MWnn09

HSC Channel 2
Preset Value (4 bytes)
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Reference the table below when configuring each HSC Configuration Register (MWnn00 and MWnn06):
Bits

Function

15-8

Not used

7,6

Operation Mode:
00 : 1x mode
01 : 2x mode
10 : 4x mode
11 : Reserved

5, 4

Reserved

3

0 : Falling Edge
1 : Rising Edge

2, 1,
0

HSC type :
000 : Normal Operation
001 : Interrupt Ladder
010 : Up Counter HSC
011 : Quadrature Count
100 : HSC with Rate

To implement HSC Operation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Connect a device to X1 (Channel 1) or X6 (Channel 2) that will provide the high speed pulses to
the expansion module.
Configure the HSC using the configuration register MWnn00 (Channel 1) or MWnn06 (Channel 2).
Write the HSC preset count value in MWnn03 (Channel 1) or MWnn09 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC by setting the HSC Enable Bit Mnn080 (Channel 1) or Mnn176 (Channel 2).
HSC will increment (starting from 0) the current value register in MWnn01 (Channel 1) or
MWnn07 (Channel 2) until the preset value is reached. Then HSC will set output Y1 (Channel 1)
or output Y6 (Channel 2).
Enable the HSC Reset Bit by setting Mnn081 (Channel 1) or Mnn177 (Channel 2). This will cause
the HSC current value to reset back to 0 and the output Y1 (Channel 1) or output Y6 (Channel 2)
will reset (clear) to 0.
To start the process again, simply reset (clear) the HSC Reset Bit and set the HSC Enable Bit.
Note: if the HSC Enable Bit is still ON, you must reset (clear) this bit, and then set it again.
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HMC7-MI-03 (2 Input 2 Output Analog Module)
This module is an analog input/output module
for the HMC7000 Series models. It has two
analog inputs, which can be used to measure 010V, -10 to +10V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA signals.
It also has two analog outputs to measure 010V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA signals.

Specifications:
Power

3.9 VDC from HMC7000 base

Approvals

CE, UL

Digital Analog Inputs

2 Inputs (0-10V, -10 to +10V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA)

Resolution

12 bit

Voltage Mode
Input range

-10V to +10V, 0 – 10V

Value of LSB:

For 0-10V: 2.44mV
For +/-10V: 4.88mV

Input Impedance

200KΩ

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.1% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: 0.3% of full scale

Frequency Limit (-3db)

3.5KHz

Behavior upon sensor failure

Input goes to 0, as if no input is connected

Current Mode
Input Range

4mA-20mA, 0mA-20mA

Value of LSB

3.906 μA

Input Impedance

120Ω

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.2% of full scale
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Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: 0.8% of full scale
Digital Analog Outputs

2 Outputs (0-10V, 0-20mA, and 4-20mA)

Resolution

12 bit

Voltage Mode
Output range

0V to +10V

Value of LSB:

2.44mV/Step

Output Load Minimum

1000 Ohm

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.05% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: +10ppm/°C

Current Mode
Output Range

4mA-20mA

Value of LSB

3.9 μmA

Output Load Maximum

500 Ohm

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.2% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: 0.8% of full scale

Current Mode
Output Range

0mA-20mA

Value of LSB

4.8 umA

Output Load Maximum

500 Ohm

Accuracy

At 25°C: 0.13% of full scale
Overall Accuracy (-25°C to 55°C) %
Full Scale: +10ppm/°C

General

1010-1040, Rev. 00
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Operating Temperature

0 to 55°C

Storage Temperature

-20 to 85°C

Operating Humidity

10% to 90% (non condensing)

Mechanical Dimension

79mm x 30mm x 36mm (L x W x H)

Auxiliary Power Supply
Input Voltage

24VDC

Input Current

50mA

Wiring:
For connecting to analog voltage inputs:

For connecting to analog current inputs:

Connecting to analog voltage outputs:

Connecting to analog current outputs:
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Configuration:
Use MAPware-7000 to assign input (XW), output (YW), and configuration (MW) memory addresses to the
module. These addresses are created according to the slot location of the module, where nn refers to the
slot number:
Register

Description

Access

XWnn00

Input Channel 1 Data

Read Only

XWnn01

Input Channel 2 Data

Read Only

YWnn00

Output Channel 1 Data

Read/Write

YWnn01

Output Channel 2 Data

Read/Write

MWnn00

Input Channel 1 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn01

Input Channel 2 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn02

Output Channel 1 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

MWnn03

Output Channel 2 Configuration
Register

Read/Write

Reference the table below when configuring each Input/Output Configuration Register (MWnn00MWnn03):

Input Channel

Value

Signal Type

Signal Type
mA (4-20mA)

0

mA (4-20mA)

0

Voltage (0-10V)

1

Voltage (0-10V)

1

Reserved

2

Voltage (-10 to +10V)

2

mA (0-20mA)

3

mA (0-20mA)

3

Output Channel
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Appendix D - Maintenance and Test Modes
Hardware Test Modes
The HMC7000 Series has a built-in series of hardware tests that can be used to ensure that the
hardware is in good working order. These are the same tests that are used at the factory. The
tests are divided into two main categories: factory hardware tests (FHWT) and system setup
tests. Although these tests are described in detail in this chapter, we recommend that they be
conducted only by qualified personnel since some of these tests require that internal memory of
the HMC be erased.

Entering the test modes via power-up
The following screens can be displayed during the initialization of the HMC. To display these
screens, you must touch a specific section of the touchscreen within two seconds of applying
power to the HMC.

Firmware Erase Mode…
This is entered by pressing the upper left corner of the touchscreen during power up:
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Options:


SKIP – press this button to skip this step and proceed to this screen:



For more information about this screen, see HALT mode screen below.
CONFIRM – press this button to erase the firmware.

Application Erase Mode…
This is entered by pressing the upper right corner of the touchscreen during power up:

Options:


SKIP – press this button to skip this step and proceed to this screen:



For more information about this screen, see HALT mode screen below.
CONFIRM – press this button to erase the application (project).
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Firmware Information Mode…
This is entered by pressing the lower right corner of the touchscreen during power up:

Options:


EXIT – after reviewing the information, press this button to proceed to this screen:

For more information about this screen, see HALT mode screen below.

Touchscreen Calibration/Factory Application Entry Screen
This is entered by pressing the lower left corner of the touchscreen during power up:
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Options:




1. Remove stylus and press again… – lift your stylus (or finger) off the lower left corner
of the touchscreen, then touch and hold down the same area (lower left corner). You
should see the following screen appear:

Touch the crosshair symbol. The symbol will then move to the upper right corner; touch
it again. Unit will calibrate and reinitialize.
2. Remove stylus to enter…- lift your stylus (or finger) off the lower left corner of the
touchscreen, then wait for approximately five seconds. The following screen appears:

For more information about this screen, see Mode Selection Menu below.

Touchscreen Calibration Screen
This is entered by pressing any area of the touchscreen (other than the points mentioned above)
during power up:
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Touch the crosshair symbol. The symbol will then move to the upper right corner; touch it
again. Unit will calibrate and reinitialize to this screen:

For more information about this screen, see HALT mode screen below.

Entering test modes via a touchscreen button
Configure a Set Bit object on a screen in your project that is tagged to the S00038 (Factory
application menu trigger) internal memory bit. Download your application to the HMC, display
the screen, and press the button.

Mode Selection Menu
The following screen appears:

This screen is used to enter the Factory Hardware Test Mode (FHWT) or to enter the System
Setup Mode.


Factory Hardware Test Mode- these are a series of tests designed to test the hardware
functionality of the HMC. Press the FHWT button to enter this mode. For more
information on these tests, see Factory Hardware Test Mode section.
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System Setup Mode- these are a series of screens that provide information about the
current hardware (e.g. serial port settings) or to configure initial hardware settings such
as touchscreen calibration, enable beeper, screensaver timeout, etc. Press the System
Setup button to enter this mode. For more information on these screens, see System
Setup Mode.

Press the Exit button to leave the MODE SELECTION MENU. The HMC unit will reinitialize and
display the following screen:

HMC7000 HALT mode screen

This screen can be used to put the HMC7000 into HALT (suspended operation) mode. Normally,
when power is applied to the HMC7000, it initializes, runs a power-on diagnostics test, and then
attempts to execute the application (project).
This is called the Run mode.
There may be circumstances in which you wish the HMC7000 to not execute the application on
power-up until the plant floor operator presses a key on the HMC7000. This is called the Halt
mode.

The F1 function key toggles between the Run mode and Halt mode. The current operation
mode is specified in the first line below the screen divider:


RUN/HALT Switch position: RUN (HALT)

When this is set to RUN, the operator can press the F2 function key to cause the HMC7000 to
begin executing the installed application. Pressing the F1 function key changes the operation
mode to HALT.
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When this is set to HALT, the F2 function key is disabled. Pressing the F1 key causes the
HMC7000 to change to RUN mode and begin executing the installed application. If you do not
press the F1 key when the HMC is in HALT mode, then it will continue to display this screen after
power-up.

Factory Hardware Test Mode (FHWT)
The Factory Hardware Test Mode is used to test and confirm that the hardware of the HMC7000
is in proper working order. These tests operate independently of any project or application that
is downloaded into the HMC, so they can be useful in determining if a problem is software or
hardware related. None of these tests will erase or corrupt any project that you currently have
in the unit. However, care should be taken to ensure that no power loss occurs during the
performance of these tests.

The following is a list of the hardware tests available in the FHWT:
















LCD color display
Display Backlight
Touch screen
Function keys
Function Key LEDs
Power LED
Flash memory
SRAM memory
EEPROM memory
Power Down memory retention test
RTC (real-time clock)
Serial Port tests
USB loopback
Expansion port tests
Buzzer

After you have conducted any of the above tests, you can view a summary of the results on the
HMC screen or download the results to a USB flash drive.
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Press the FHWT button on the MODE SELECTION MENU to enter the Factory Hardware Test
Mode (FHWT) main screen:




Serial No.- this is the serial number assigned to the HMC
LCD button – executes the LCD display color test. When pressed, the following screen is
displayed:



Verify that the proper colors are displayed and there are no missing pixels. Press the
black square in the lower left corner to return to the FHWT menu.
SRAM button – executes a non-destructive SRAM memory test when pressed:



The HMC automatically returns to the FHWT menu after the test.
Function Keys button – executes a function key test:

Press the F1 key. If this key is operative, then you will see ‘Press F2 Key’ on screen.
Continue in this fashion until all keys have been tested.
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Power Down button – tests ability to retain data in non-volatile memory after the HMC
has shut off:

Shut off the HMC7000 when this screen appears, then reapply power after a few
seconds.
Touch Screen button – this button executes a test of the touchscreen:

Press the crosshair symbol at each requested location, (you must touch the crosshair
within two seconds of appearance). If all goes well, the HMC7000 will report that the
touchscreen is working properly.
RTC button – this button executes a test on the battery for the RTC (Real-time clock) and
then tests the RTC:

Power LED button – tests the power LED.

To perform this test, watch the power LED and verify that it turns Off then On.
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Function Key LED button – each function key LED is lit for two seconds in sequence.



This is another visual test, so you must watch the LEDs come on as the HMC7000 states
that the LED is on.
Flash button – this is a non-destructive Flash memory test. This test splits the flash
memory into eight sections, testing each section in sequence. The total test takes about
3 minutes to complete:



It is important not to remove power during this test.
EEPROM button – another non-destructive memory test of the EEPROM.



It is important not to remove power during this test.
Backlight button – This is another visual test. The HMC7000 will shut off the LED
backlight for a few seconds, then turn it back on:
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Press the Next button on the Factory Hardware Test Mode (FHWT) main screen to display the
secondary FHWT menu:



RS232 Com1 button – executes serial port tests for Com1 RS232:



There are two tests available- a loopback test and a test that does not require a
loopback connector. To perform the loopback test, you must connect a loopback
connector (DE9P connector with pins 2 and 3 jumpered). If possible, use this test since
data is sent over the transmit line and read from the receive line. Otherwise, use the
Without Loopback test.
RS485 Com1 button – executes serial port tests for Com1 RS485:



Same as above except a DE9P connector with pin 1 jumpered to pin 4, and pin 8
jumpered to pin 9 is required for the loopback test.
RS232 Com2 button (HMC7057 only) – executes serial port tests for Com2 RS232:

For the loopback test, use a DE9P connector with pin 2 jumpered to pin 3.
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RS485 Com2 button (HMC7057 only) – executes serial port tests for Com2 RS485:



USB button – executes a USB loopback test.



This test requires that a USB cable connect to the USB Host port (Type A) and the other
end connect to the USB Slave (Type B) port.
Expansion Port button – this tests each I/O expansion slot on the HMC7000 unit. If an
expansion module is connected to the slot, the test will report the condition of the
module. If no expansion module is connected to the slot, the test will report this:



Buzzer button – this test sounds the internal HMC7000 buzzer for 100msec.




Save Result button – saves the results of all FHWT tests to internal memory.
Erase Result button – erases the results of all FHWT tests from internal memory.
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Display Result button – displays the results of the tests on the HMC screen:



Result to USB Stick button – this will copy the test results to a USB flash drive that is
inserted into the USB host port as a text file (FHWT.TXT).

System Setup Mode
The System Setup Mode is used to provide information about the HMC7000 hardware (i.e.
firmware revision, serial port settings, etc). It can also be used to configure basic hardware
settings of the HMC7000 such as enabling the beeper, setting the screensaver timeout, and
calibrating the touchscreen. System Setup also allows you to completely erase all retentive
memory in the HMC, the application project, and even the firmware. Therefore, it is strongly
recommended that only qualified personnel access and use the System Setup Mode.

The following is a list of activities available in the System Setup Mode:











Touchscreen calibration
Real Time Clock setting
Serial Port settings
Screen Saver timeout
Battery status
Beeper settings
Erase Firmware
Erase Application (Project)
Erase Retentive Memory
General System Information
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Press the System Setup button on the MODE SELECTION MENU to enter the System Setup Mode
main screen:



TouchScreen Calibrate button – executes the touchscreen calibration screen:



Touch the crosshair symbol. The symbol will then move to the upper right corner; touch
it again. Unit will calibrate and reinitialize.
Com Port Settings button – this screen will allow you to configure the communication
parameters (i.e. baud rate, parity, etc) for each serial port.



Note: any serial parameters configured in the downloaded project take precedence over
these settings when the project is running.
RTC (real-time clock) Setting button – this screen is used to set the real-time clock in the
HMC.
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Screen Saver Time button – configures the timeout before screensaver is engaged.

Press the Next button on the System Setup Menu main screen to display the secondary menu:





Application Erase button – this displays the following screen and provides you with the
option of erasing the current application (project) in the HMC7000:

Under normal conditions, there is no reason to erase the project in this manner since
you can simply erase any project that has been downloaded into the unit by simply
downloading another project. Note: after you have pressed the OK button on this
screen, the project will be erased and cannot be recovered.
Retentive Erase button – this displays the following screen and provides you with the
option of erasing the retentive memory in the HMC7000:
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Firmware Erase button – this displays the following screen and provides you with the
option of erasing the firmware in the HMC7000:

Why would you want to erase the firmware? Normally, there is no reason to perform
this step. If a firmware upgrade is issued, you can easily download the upgrade using
the MAPware-7000 software without erasing the existing firmware. However, if
something unusual happens, causing the firmware to become corrupted, then this step
would allow you to erase the firmware. To continue to operate the HMC, you must then
download the latest firmware.
Battery Status button – this is a simple screen that measures the voltage of the battery
and reports status.

Beeper Setting button – use this screen to adjust the default settings for the internal
buzzer in the HMC.

Press the three buttons on the left side to turn on/off the beeper. The top button
controls the overall sound of the beeper. The Valid Key button enables/disables the
beeper when a valid touchscreen press occurs. The Invalid Key button enables/disables
the beeper when the operator touches an area of the touchscreen that has no
operation. On the right side, of the screen is a ‘test area’ in which you can press the
valid and invalid buttons to validate the settings.
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System Information button – this screen provides hardware information on the HMC,
including bootblock version and firmware version.



Exit button – press this button to exit the System Setup menus. Unit will reinitialize and
display the Halt mode screen:

Simply press the F2 function key to run the installed project or recycle power to the
HMC7000. For more information on the Halt mode screen, see HMC7000 HALT mode
screen section earlier in this chapter.
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